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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to establish an empirical 
base from which further study of professional certification 
in management might be initiated. The objectives of this 
study were: (1 ) to determine the benefits perceived by
recipients of professional certification; (2 ) to determine 
the extent to which these perceived benefits would be con­
sidered attributable to professional certification in m a n ­
agement; and (3) to determine the reactions of management 
educators and practitioners to professional certification 
generally, and selected conceptual and administrative issues 
specifically. In order to accomplish the first two object­
ives of this study, the following four propositions were 
a nal y z e d :
PROPOSITION I— WHERE CERTIFICATION AND A DESIGNATION 
RESULT FROM SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A FORMAL 
EXAMINATION PROGRAM, THERE ARE DIRECT BENEFITS 
PERCEIVED BY THE INDIVIDUAL AS ACCRUING TO THE 
RECIPIENT IN PARTICULAR, AND THE VOCATIONAL AREA 
IN GENERAL.
PROPOSITION II— WHERE CERTIFICATION HAS RESULTED FROM 
COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION, THE BENEFITS OF CERTIFICATION 
AS PERCEIVED BY RECIPIENTS OF CERTIFICATION WILL BE THE 
SAME REGARDLESS OF OCCUPATIONAL AREA.
PROPOSITION III--THE ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF CERTIFI­
CATION IN MANAGEMENT, AS PERCEIVED BY MANAGEMENT 
EDUCATORS, WILL BE THE SAME AS THOSE PERCEIVED BV 
MANAGEMENT PRACTITIONERS.
PROPOSITION IV— THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS OF CERTIFICA­
TION, AS PERCEIVED BY RECIPIENTS OF CERTIFICATION,
WILL BE THE SAME AS THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS ANTICIPATED 
BY MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS AND PRACTITIONERS RELATIVE TO 
CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT.
The third objective of this study was met by soliciting 
the attitudes of a sample of both management educators and 
practitioners to certain conceptual and administrative 
issues, developed by the author, based upon a model plan for 
certification in management prepared under the auspices of 
the Society for the Advancement of Management.
Primary data and secondary literature were utilized in 
this study. Secondary literature specifically related to 
the concept of professionalization was relied upon as a 
basis for a contemporary interpretation of the term "profes­
sional. " Secondary literature enabled the author to develop 
a descriptive statement of the early historical development, 
requirements for, and structure of three models of profes­
sional certification extant within the business realm.
These were the CPA, CLU, AND CFA MODELS.
The normative-survey method was used to gather the 
primary data reported in this study. The data gathering 
instruments consisted of two research questionnaires.
Participants in this study were: 441 recipients of profes­
sional certification in four occupational areas; namely, 
CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, and Registered Professional Engineers; 
and 396 management educators and practitioners. A demo­
graphic profile of the sample respondents is presented in 
Chapters IV and V of the study.
Since both research questionnaires generated data of 
at least ordinal strength, non-parametric techniques of 
statistical analysis were used. Specific techniques included 
Chi-square, Kendall's Coefficient of Rank Correlation (tau), 
and Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance: W.
The research accomplished in this study made possible 
the following conclusions:
(1) There is some assurance of the profitability of 
further research concerning professional certifi­
cation in management, and
(2) A positive assurance that both management educa­
tors and practitioners have definite feelings 
that should be taken into consideration in the 
design of any future program.
This study provides an empirical base useful in the 
development of guideline concepts for further study of such 
a program. While generalizations of the findings of this 
study are limited by the nature of the research design, 
research populations, and the absence of conspecific studies; 
implications of the findings impact upon the importance of 
a market responsiveness on the part of management education 
in the future.
x i v
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Nature of the Study 
During the past fifty years, certification in numerous 
business areas has become a reality. Certification and des­
ignations currently exist in the areas of Accounting, Insur­
ance, Finance, and Real Estate. A c J jl1-’ nnally, other areas 
have begun to consider the possible merits of a certifica­
tion plan.l Numerous management writers since Dennison, 
Pearson, and Follett have voiced the opinion that management
•'■One association studying certification is the American 
Marketing Association; [letter from William Lazer, President, 
American Marketing Association, Chicago, Illinois, April 25, 
1974;] see also William Lazer, "Lazer Tells Goals Which New 
AMA Officers Will Work Towards in Weighting Vital Issues," 
Marketing N e w s , 1 August 1973 , 7 :4; 'AMA Board Acts on 
Certification, Mandatory Membership Provisions, and National 
Award," Marketing N e w s , 1 April 1974, 7:1,2; William Lazer, 
"The Professionalization of Marketing," Marketing N e w s , 15 
April 1974, 7:3; another group which has given such a plan 
consideration is the American Management Associations, Inc. 
[letter from James L. Hayes, President, American Management 
Associations, Inc., New York, New York, March 4, 1974.] Ad­
ditionally, computer professionals have recently reorganized 
their certification program to form the Institute for Certi­
fication of Computer Professionals which is an amalgamation 
of some ten associations in the Data Processing area; "Com­
puter Foundation Organizing Committee," AEDS Monitor (July- 
August 1973) : 14.
2is an area of evolving professionalization.2 Other authors, 
as yet, remain critical of this evaluation based primarily 
upon management's inability to meet the traditional criteria 
of a profession.^ Nonetheless, there appears to be a trend 
in our society for groups to seek so-called professional 
status. The need of individuals to be able to label them­
selves as professionals, or members of a profession, seems 
both powerful and pervasive. With the ever-expanding level 
of technology, and the accompanying need for specialization, 
more groups are gradually meeting the standards traditionally 
established for a professional designation.
Designations and the certifications upon which they 
are based are meaningful, however, only as part of the social 
context of the society within which they exist. In essence,
2Henry S. Dennison, "The Essentials of a Profession," 
in Business Management as a Profession, ed. Henry C. Metcalf 
(Chicago and New York: A. W. Shaw Co., 1927), pp. 24-37;
Mary Parker Follett, "How Must Business Management Develop 
in Order to Become a Profession?" as cited above, pp. 88- 
102; also by the same author, "When Business Management Be­
comes a Profession," Advanced Management 20 (July 1955): 22- 
26; and Henry S. Pearson, "Is Business A Profession?" in 
Business Management as a Profession, as cited above, pp. 
103-114.
•^Paul Donham, "Is Management a Profession?" Harvard 
Business Review 40 (September 1962): 60-68; and Bernard 
Barber, "Is American Business Becoming Professionalized? 
Analysis of a Social Ideology" in Sociological Theory, 
Values, and S o c io-Cultural Change, Essays in Honor of 
Pitirim A. Sorokin, e d . Edward A. Tiryakien (New York:
Harper i» Bros. , 1967), pp. 121-145.
3designations represent the attempts of a group to segregate 
themselves from others so as to acquire the benefits of such 
separation.
Several authors during the last few years have sub­
jectively suggested that "professional"^ certification in 
management could foster improved public recognition, control, 
and practice.^ By so doing, these authors have deemed such 
factors as desirable benefits for a group striving toward 
professional recognition. A question that arises, then, is 
the extent to which these and other benefits have been 
recognized by other vocational areas with established certi­
fication programs.
Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, there are several terms 
which assume special significance. These terms are: "Cer­
tification," "Designation," "Certified Public Accountant," 
"Chartered Financial Analyst," "Chartered Life Underwriter," 
"Professional Engineer," and "Professionalization"
^Quotations have been applied to the term profes­
sional, by the author, to indicate both its abstract nature 
and the fact that its meaning may not be that which is as­
sociated with the 'classical' professions.
^Robert F. Pearse, "Certified Professional Managers: 
Concept into Reality?" Personnel (March-April 1972): 26-35; 
Richard V. Scacchetti, "Professionalization of Management," 
The Office 65 (April 1967): 16-24.
4(Profession, Professional). All but the last term are 
defined in this chapter; "professionalization" is discussed 
at length in Chapter II.
The term "certification" has been defined as follows:
1. A written testimony to the truth of any fact; a 
certification
2. A written declaration legally authenticated
3. A document certifying that one has met the re­
quirements of a school or course®
The third part of this definition is most significant 
to this study, i.e., certification as a document certifying 
that one has met the requirements of a school or course. 
Certification in this form implies completion of a program 
of study as authorized or conducted by either a recognized 
professional association or formally organized educational 
institution. In effect, it indicates successful completion 
of a definite program which is designed to measure compe­
tency in some area of study.
The term "designation" has been defined as follows:
1. The act of designation, indication
2. Appointment for a specific purpose
3. A distinguishing mark, title, or appellation^
^Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (Massachusetts: 
G. and C. Mcrriam Co., 1961), p. 136.
7 Ibid., p . 224.
5The third part of this definition is of primary 
interest to this study, i.e., the designation as a dis­
tinguishing mark or title. Following are some of the fac­
tors associated with a designation in this form: (1) It
provides a means of distinguishing between the practitioner 
and the non-practitioner; (2) A designation generally indi­
cates competence in a broad area of knowledge on which a 
profession is based; (3) Award of a designation may be based 
upon government regulation, or its administration may be 
completely within the control of the profession itself; (4)
A designation may be merely a prestige symbol with its mean­
ing and usefulness primarily related to status-seeking ac-
O
tivities of a given vocational group.
The term "Certified Public Accountant," hereafter re­
ferred to as CPA, indicates an individual who has been 
granted a license by a governmental jurisdiction that allows 
the individual to offer his or her services as an accountant 
to the general public. The CPA designation serves as a 
means of identifying those individuals who have demonstrated 
a basic knowledge in the broad areas of accounting, with 
such competence being indicated by the successful completion
®Freda C. Thompson, "Professional Designations with 
Emphasis on Certified Public Accountant" (unpublished do c ­
toral dissertation, The University of Texas, 1965), pp. 26-
29.
6of a comprehensive examination as prescribed by State 
statute.^
The term "Chartered Financial Analyst," hereafter re­
ferred to as C F A , indicates an individual who has satisfac­
torily completed a comprehensive examination administered 
by the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts that certi­
fies him as competent in the primary financial functions of 
investigation, evaluation, selection, and management of all 
types of investments, particularly in bonds and preferred 
and common stock. The Chartered Financial Analyst must be 
of good moral character and satisfy a minimum amount of ex­
perience . 10
The term "Chartered Life Underwriter," hereafter re­
ferred to as CLU, indicates an individual who has satisfac­
torily completed the educational program of the American 
College of Life Underwriters. Award of this designation 
certifies the recipient is competent in the area of insuring 
human life values. A person awarded this designation must 
first be judged of good moral character and must have the 
equivalent of three years, experience in Life Insurance. 
Additionally, the College has established minimal educational
^Ibid., p. 4.
10"The Profession of Financial Analysis and the Char­
tered Financial Analyst," The Institute of Chartered Finan­
cial Analysts, Charlottesville, Virginia, June 1971, p. 1.
7requirements that must be satisfied prior to preparation 
for the designation.H
The "Professional Engineer," hereafter referred to 
as PE, represents an individual who has been granted a 
license by a governmental jurisdiction that permits him to 
offer his or her services as an engineer to the general pub­
lic. The PE designation is essentially a means of specify­
ing those individuals who, either through examination or 
completion of a prescribed course of studies, have met the 
legislative requirements for practice in their particular 
jurisdiction.^
Purpose and Objectives of the Study
The purpose of this investigation is to establish an 
empirical base from which further study of professional 
certification in management might be initiated.
In order to accomplish the purpose of this study, the 
following objectives were established:
1. To determine the benefits perceived by recipients 
of professional certification
2. To determine the extent to which these perceived 
benefits would be considered attributable to 
professional certification in management
^ T h o m p s o n ,  pp. 109-111; also Mildred F. Stone, A 
Calling and Its College--A History of the American College 
of Life Underwriters (Illinois: Irwin, 1963).
l^ibid., p. 74.
83. To determine the reactions of management educators 
and practitioners to professional certification 
generally, and selected conceptual and adminis­
trative issues specifically.
The nature of this study and the subsequent proposi­
tions to be evaluated are somewhat subjective in nature and 
therefore, not completely discernible with specific an­
swers. It will be possible only to provide data and sub­
sequently make inferences from this data.
As in many exploratory studies of this type, since 
responses are affected by attitudinal dimensions and value 
judgements, it is difficult to establish direct hypotheses 
in a purely scientific sense. Kerlinger has suggested that 
an alternative to this limitation is to establish indirect 
hypotheses in a concealed f a s h i o n . ^  He further indicates 
that this requires at least two groups, each representing a 
different occupational role.
This study is addressed to holders of certification in 
four different occupational areas as well as to both acade­
micians and practicing managers; therefore, it has been pos­
sible to establish the latter type of hypotheses, testing 
the relationship between occupational role and attitudes in 
the form of difference hypotheses.
■^Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Re­
search (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964), p. 21.
Since this dissertation is designed as an exploratory 
study, emphasis will be placed upon "what is" as opposed to 
predicting relationships and testing of rigid hypotheses. 
Kerlinger has suggested that the three purposes of an ex­
ploratory study are as follows:
1. To discover significant variables in the field 
study situation
2. To discover relationships among variables
3. To lay groundwork for later, more systematic, 
and rigorous testing of h y p o t h e s e s ^
The major thrust of the analytical portion of this study has
been directed toward this last purpose.
In order to offer an adequate basis of progression for 
this study, a survey of the literature prompted the author 
to accept the following basic assumption and to establish 
the propositions which follow.
Assumption
Certification in a vocational area and a designation 
that might follow does not necessarily represent the true 
professional nature of that vocational area, i.e., in the 
sense of "classical" or "archetypal" professions.
Ibid. , p . 388 .
10
Propositions
Proposition I . Where certification and a designation 
result from successful completion of a formal examination 
program, there are direct benefits perceived by the individ­
ual as accruing to the recipient in particular, and the vo­
cational area in general.
Proposition I I . Where certification has resulted from 
competitive examination, the benefits of certification as 
perceived by recipients of certification will be the same 
regardless of occupational area.
Proposition II I . The anticipated benefits of certifi­
cation in management, as perceived by management educators, 
will be the same as those perceived by management practi­
tioners.
Proposition I V . The ordering of benefits of certifi­
cation, as perceived by recipients of certification, will be 
the same as the ordering of benefits anticipated by manage­
ment educators and practitioners relative to certification 
in management.
Since these propositions are substantive in nature, 
they are not, strictly speaking, testable. However, they 
provide a frame of reference that, in conjunction with the 
descriptive information established in Chapters IV and V,
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has enabled the author to infer certain statistical rela­
tionships .
Methodology of the Study
Sources of Data
In order to assess the comparative benefits of profes­
sional certification, as well as the extent to which manage­
ment educators and practitioners see these benefits as pos­
sible derivatives of certification in management, both 
primary and secondary research were utilized.
Letters were addressed to the various professional 
associations which administer nationally the designations 
Certified Public Accountant, Chartered Life Underwriter, 
Chartered Financial Analyst, and the Registered Professional 
Engineer in order to establish the requirements for each 
type of certification as well as literature pertaining to 
the benefits of such certification.
Several of these associations responded with "In- 
House" literature that was used to generate a descriptive 
statement concerning the essential nature of the previously 
mentioned designations. Additionally, secondary literature 
assisted, albeit in a very limited fashion, in establishing 
those direct benefits thought to be attributable to these 
designations.
12
The Subjects
Primary research was conducted in two phases using the 
normative survey method. Phase I included the development 
of a brief questionnaire, hereafter referred to as Research 
Questionnaire I, and a biographical data sheet (See Appendix 
I) that was subsequently completed by a selected group of 
recipients with the designations CPA, CFA, C L U , and PE. The 
purpose of this questionnaire was to supply data useful for 
a comparative analysis of the benefits of certification as 
perceived by the recipients of these designations. Letters 
were addressed to the principal administrative officers of 
"The Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants," "The 
Virginia Society of Professional Engineers," "The Virginia 
Association of Chartered Life Underwriters," and the "Insti­
tute of Chartered Financial Analysts" requesting their as­
sistance with the questionnaire completion.
Two of the former groups— namely, the Virginia Society 
of Certified Public Accounts and the Virginia Society of 
Professional Engineers--agreed to permit the author to at­
tend their Richmond Chapter organizational meetings during 
the fall of 1973 to allow a portion of their membership to 
complete the research instrument. At a later date a mailing 
was made by the author to all registered professional engi­
neers who were members of the Richmond Chapter of the
13
Virginia Society of Professional Engineers. In the case of 
the Chartered Financial Analysts, a mailing list of the 
membership was made available to the author by the Institute 
of Chartered Financial Analysts from which a sample was 
selected.
The Richmond Chapter of the Virginia Society of Char­
tered Life Underwriters mailed the questionnaire to its mem­
bership. This society included a cover letter requesting 
its membership's cooperation in completion of the instrument. 
A copy of the cover letter accompanying each questionnaire 
may be found in Appendix I.
Phase II of the primary research was designed to eval­
uate the relationship between those benefits of professional 
certification as perceived by recipients of professional 
certification and those anticipated by management educators 
and management practitioners. This phase of the study was 
also designed to examine the attitudes of the latter two 
groups concerning several key conceptual and administrative 
issues which might affect future implementation of a model 
of professional certification in management. This phase of 
the study, like Phase I, also included a questionnaire, here­
after referred to as Research Questionnaire II, as well as an 
accompanying biographical data sheet. (See Appendix II)
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After pre-testing and restructuring, to improve 
clarity and completion time, the questionnaire was ulti­
mately mailed to 464 randomly selected members of the Acad­
emy of Management. Since the membership of the Academy com­
prises approximately 2,500 members, questionnaires were 
mailed to some 18 percent of the membership. A sample drawn 
from members of the Academy was selected because of the 
composition of this group as to academicians and practicing 
managers and the relevancy of a certification program to 
this group. However, due to the disproportionate number of 
academicians and practicing members of the Academy of Man­
agement, the Senior membership of the Society for the Ad­
vancement of Management (SAM)--Region 7 and the Richmond 
Virginia Chapter of the Administrative Management Society 
(AMS)--were selected to supply input into Phase II of the 
study from both the line and staff managers' perspective.
The research questionnaire was mailed to the composite 
membership of these two groups.15 Completion of the in­
strument was basically limited to middle and upper line and 
staff operatives due to the relative sophistication of the 
instrument.
l^The Society for the Advancement of Management-- 
Region 7--comprises the following chapters: Washington,
D. C.; Baltimore, Maryland; Richmond and Central Virginia. 
The combined membership of these four chapters is 232. The 
Richmond, Virginia Chapter of the Administrative Management 
Society has a membership of 174.
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The sample of the membership of the Academy of 
Management was generated on a systematic basis with every 
nth member selected. The Universe was considered to be 
those individuals listed in the 1972-73 roster of the Acad­
emy of Management. Since this type of random sampling is a 
method of drawing a portion (or sample frame) of a popula­
tion such that every member of population has an equal 
chance of being selected, it was assumed that this procedure 
should generate a representative cross-section of the member­
ship.
Kerlrnger indicates that sampling of this type assumes 
the sample frame to be representative of the population.16 
Additionally, Clark and Schkade point out that this proce­
dure of sampling is useful in overcoming the difficulties 
and costs of a purely random s a m p l e . ^  Systematic samples 
are generally considered appropriate as long as the universe 
is free of cyclical or periodic patterns that might coincide 
with the size of the items selected. Since the membership 
of the Academy of Management was felt to meet these require­
ments, the sampling design was deemed statistically ade­
quate .
l^ibid., p. 52.
^ C h a r l e s  t . Clark and Lawrence L. Schkade, Statisti­
cal Methods for Business Decisions (Cincinnati: South-
Western Publishing Co., 1969), p. 344.
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Methods of Analysis
Both descriptive and non-parametric statistical tech­
niques were used to analyze the replies of respondents to 
both questionnaires. Descriptive statistical measures pro­
vided valuable insight into the general biographical back­
grounds of the respondents, as well as their group responses 
to various questions. A demographic profile of the respon­
dents to each research questionnaire is presented in Chap­
ters IV and V.
Non-parametric statistical techniques were used essen­
tially to evaluate similarities in the replies of the re­
spondents to Research Questionnaire I regarding the per­
ceived benefits of professional certification as well as the 
statistical significance of these similarities. Basically, 
the same techniques were applied to the analysis of the 
replies of respondents to Research Questionnaire II with 
respect to the implementation of professional certification 
in management. Specifically, the objectives of the analysis 
of Research Questionnaire II were, first, to indicate varia­
tion in the replies of recipients of certification and those 
who might be instrumental in developing a certification plan 
in management and, secondly, to detect the degree of consis­
tency between academicians and practicing managers relative 
to certain conceptual and administrative issues underlying
17
a model of certification in management.
Non-parametric tests were selected in order to avoid 
the rigid assumptions that (1 ) the populations are basically 
normal and (2 ) the variances of the populations are homoge-
1 o
neous. ° Non-parametric tests require less stringent and, 
in fact, fewer assumptions than do parametric tests. Essen­
tially they are, as Kerlinger states, "particularly free of 
assumptions about the characteristics or the form of the 
distributions of the populations of research s a m p l e s . "19 a s  
a result, non-parametric tests are somewhat less powerful 
than parametric tests; however, they are generally consid­
ered quite effective for preliminary tests in an exploratory 
study of this type.^O
Limitations of the Study
Several limitations exist in this study. The first 
is the fact that this study is a case of ex post facto re­
search, in which the independent variables (preparation for 
and completion of certification by the four occupational 
groups) have already occurred.
l®Kerlinger, p. 258.
l^ibid., p. 257.
20Jerome D. Braverman and William C. Stewart, 
Statistics for Business and Economics (New York: The Ronald 
Press, 1973), p. 332.
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As Kerlinger indicates, there are basic limitations 
in ex post facto research. These limitations include:
1. The inability to manipulate the independent 
variables
2. The inability to randomize
3. The risk of improper interpretation
Despite these limitations, as Kerlinger further points 
out, ex post facto research is essential. Many problems do 
not lend themselves to experimental research, and many vari­
ables are not m a n i p u l a t a b l e . T h e  second constraint is 
that placed upon the generalizations made, based on the re­
sponses of the sample groups examined. In reference to the 
questionnaire concerning the perceived benefits of certifi­
cation, all respondents have been drawn from the same gen­
eral geographical region. The results, therefore, may not 
be representative of CPAs, CLUs, C F A s , and PEs in general. 
This same limitation may be applied similarly to the member­
ships of the Academy of Management, the Society for the 
Advancement of Management and the Administrative Management 
Society. These groups cannot necessarily be considered 
either occupationally or geographically representative of 
all management educators or practitioners.
^Kerlinger, Chapter 20.
19
A third constraint is that those practicing members 
of the Academy of Management included in the sample most 
likely represent individuals in significantly high-level po­
sitions in their respective organizational hierarchies who 
also possess, to some degree, an academic orientation. The 
inclusion of a sample of practicing managers drawn from the 
Society for the Advancement of Management and the Administra­
tive Management Society was included to offset this limita­
tion .
Another limitation is the absence of conspecific 
studies concerning professional certification. To the au­
thor’s knowledge, no research has been conducted which might 
offer insight into the benefits or advantages attributable 
to certification among various vocational groups. Addi­
tionally, little attempt to date has been made to indicate 
the desire for professional certification among members of 
the management occupational group or to identify potential 
areas of consensus between academicians and practicing m a n ­
agers concerning implementation of such a plan. Several au­
thors, namely Scacchetti, Busbey, Pearse, and Campise, have 
called for certification in management without indicating
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research to support their c o n t e n t i o n s .22
Importance of the Study
The establishment of a program to accredit managers 
as professional could ennance the development of educational 
programs to prepare more effectively individuals for busi­
ness careers; it might also assist in the eventual develop­
ment of comprehensive standards of ethical conduct for man­
agers. This action in itself might enhance the position of 
management to one of increased professional recognition and 
trust with the general public.
In fact, it may be possible that a program to certify 
managerial personnel could attain sufficient respect within 
the business community to enable individuals possessing such 
certification to be both more acceptable and more desirable 
to future employers. Furthermore, establishment of such a 
program could mean that recruitment and personnel procedures 
currently employed by many personnel departments might be 
revised in light of an individual's possession of profes­
sional certification. Additionally, a professional certifi­
cation program in management might serve as a possible sub­
stitute for other forms of advanced management education,
22scacchetti, pp. 16-24; Charles R. Busbey, "What 
Would Be Accomplished if Management was made a Profession?" 
Systems and Procedures Journal 16 (March 1965); 44; Pearse, 
pp. 26-35; and J. A. Campise, "Steps Toward Professional­
ism," Data Management (June 1967), pp. 34-36.
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thereby enabling those individuals who are not interested 
in completing a formal graduate educational program an op­
portunity for increased recognition of educational prepara­
tion .
In essence, then, professional certification might 
offer the aspiring manager one additional avenue of continu­
ing education. Since current research indicates a decrease 
in commitment to formal degree programs in the 1 9 7 0 's and 
an increased interest in adult continuing education programs, 
such a plan might take on added significance.
Since it is not unlikely that management educators 
would play a role in the development of such a program, it 
may be possible that at a time when universities are finding 
themselves faced with increasing financial pressures and, in 
several instances, declining enrollments, establishment of 
such a professional certification program might increase 
faculty and facility utilization in existing schools of 
business throughout the nation.
However, before any such model for certification in 
management is implemented, it is imperative that a founda­
tion be established for a set of guideline concepts with 
which to better understand the issue.
22
Organization of the Dissertation 
The material contained in this study has been 
presented in the following manner. Chapter I offers an in­
troduction to the issue of certification, indicates several 
propositions to be evaluated, includes a general statement 
regarding the methodology to be followed in completion of 
the research design, and indicates limitations of the study.
Chapter II concerns a discussion of the broad issue of 
professionalization, especially the characteristics of a 
profession, a summary of several definitions, and the char­
acteristics of a profession from an historical and social 
perspective. The professionalization process is outlined, 
and several of the barriers to true professionalization are 
indicated. This chapter concludes with a brief discussion 
of the contemporary professional forms which have emerged.
Chapter III first briefly traces the early historical 
development of three vocational business areas that pres­
ently have a program of professional certification and con­
cludes with an overview of the specific certification 
processes or models in these areas, i.e., those of Account­
ing (CPA), Insurance (CLU), and Finance (CFA). Such factors 
in certification as Age and Educational Requirements, Con­
trol, State Regulation, Administration of the Designations, 
and Objectives of the programs are discussed. A similar
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narrative statement of the Registered Professional Engineer 
model has not been included since it would in effect be 
redundant. Several dissertations and other literary sources 
have adequately examined the PE m o d e l . ^
Chapter IV is concerned with an examination of the 
perceived benefits of professional certification. This 
chapter offers a review of the literature concerning the 
benefits of certification, indicates the demographic profile 
of the respondents to the research questionnaire, and sug­
gests certain perceived benefits of professional certifica­
tion based upon analysis of the research questionnaire. It 
concludes with a comparative assessment of the benefits as­
sociated with certification as perceived by CPAs, CLUs,
CFAs»and Registered Professional Engineers.
Chapter V deals with an analytical evaluation of the 
anticipated benefits to be derived from a model of certifi­
cation in management. This chapter also includes an analy­
sis of the relationship between the anticipated benefits of 
professional certification in management and the benefits
2-*See for example: Thompson, pp. 73-90; also Robert
Perrucci and Joel E. Gerstl, (eds.) The Engineer and the 
Social System (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1969); and 
Edwin T. Layton, Jr., The Revolt of the Engineers (Ohio:
The Press of Case Western Reserve University, 1971). (Chap­
ter II of this work offers an excellent treatment of the 
evolution of the engineering profession.)
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perceived by individuals who are recipients of certification 
in their occupational areas.
Chapter VI explores the attitudes of academicians and 
practicing managers toward certain selected conceptual and 
administrative issues attendant to the development of pro­
fessional certification in management.
This study concludes with Chapter VII. This chapter 
restates the purpose and objectives of the study, summarizes 
procedures, presents the findings, draws conclusions, and 
makes recommendations for the application of the study, and 
for further research.
CHAPTER II
PROFESSIONALIZATION
Introduction
A lengthy literature exists relative to the concept of 
professionalization, the factors that constitute a profes­
sion, and, especially, the difference between professions 
and occupations in general. Much of this literature, since 
it is sociologically oriented, has been directed toward 
identification of those essential ingredients that are 
identified with a profession and that serve to place an oc­
cupation within a continuum of professional development.
By so doing, writers in this area have essentially sus­
tained the development of a process of professionalization 
and individually have ascertained the potential for profes­
sional stature for certain occupational areas.
Traditionally, the professions of Medicine, Law, and 
the Ministry have led this list of professions as being 
those occupational areas which meet all the attributes of 
the "arch-type” profession. At the other end of the con­
tinuum remain those occupational areas which are in a less
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advanced stage of development. These areas, because of 
their inability to meet the traditional criteria of a true 
profession, have been placed by several authors in a posi­
tion of lower status without claim to true professional 
stature.
In order that the issue of professional certification 
might be placed in proper perspective, this chapter briefly 
examines the literature directed toward the characteristics 
of a true profession, the process of professionalization, 
several of the barriers to true professionalization, and the 
contemporary forms of professions that are arising as a re­
sult of changes in technology and social structure. The 
purpose of this chapter is primarily to indicate several 
societal changes that are giving rise to a more contemporary 
interpretation of the term "professional" and its usage by 
occupational areas that do not necessarily meet, nor perhaps 
need to meet, the traditional criteria of a profession.
Characteristics of a Profession
There is little, if any, general agreement as to the 
essential ingredients that cause an occupation to be a pro­
fession. To date, there is no generally accepted listing 
of professional occupations or the prescribed characteris­
tics that separate the professional from the non-profes­
sional vocation. There is, however, as previously mentioned,
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an abundance of literature devoted to explanations of the 
elements of professionalism. A useful point of departure 
might be a brief examination of a profession from both an 
historical and a social standpoint.*
A Profession--The Historical 
Perspective
In their earliest stage of development, those voca­
tions which ultimately achieved recognized true professional
2
status were integrally related to the church. Physicians, 
lawyers, professors, and other civil servants were members 
of the ecclesiastical order who possessed special functions 
within the church rxerarchy. Acceptance into, and advance-
t
ment within .nese specialized functions depended upon the 
of church leaders. During the period from the 
'thirteenth to the sixteenth century, a process of seculari­
zation caused a separation of these vocations from the 
church.
In the years that followed dissolution of this church 
affiliation, professional vocations were considered to be 
the occupations of gentlemen. Even though the material 
benefits that those persons received were modest, the
l-This dichotomy has been adapted from Thompson, p. 13.
. M. Carr-Saunders and P. A. Wilson, The Professions 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933), p. 290.
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practitioner was provided with a secure position in the 
social structure of the period. This aspect of profes­
sionalism, though modified, is still in effect today.
While the concept of a professional man as a gentleman 
lost its social significance, the professional of today is 
generally regarded as occupying a position of social esteem. 
During this same period there emerged another element of 
professionalism that is still significant: the idea that
professionals are individuals who possess specialized, some­
what mystical, intellectual knowledge.
For centuries that followed, probably no more than six 
professions provided the skilled intellectual service that 
the functioning of society required.-* As the characteris­
tics of science and technology, clientele, and organiza­
tional setting changed, the needs for the services of many 
professions forced internal specialization. Internal spe­
cialization has since become a characteristic of modern 
society.^
Innovations in technology, by affecting both the kinds 
and types of services that were performed, also affected 
changes in social patterns as they existed. Man ceased to
-* l b  i d  . , p . 2 9 5  .
^Mayer N. Zald, Occupations and Organizations in Amer­
ican Society (Chicago: Markhan Publishing Co., 1971), p. 27.
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be an isolated entity and no longer was self-sufficient.
The individual's dependence on the knowledge and skill of 
his fellows expanded greatly.
As this expansion of knowledge and social dependency 
continued, a need developed for individuals to adopt, in a 
variety of occupational areas, a portion of, or all the 
aspects of, professionalism. Accompanying this adoption of 
the aspects of professionalism came a desire for increased 
recognition and status for these vocations. This status, 
and the recognition sought, was soon evaluated relative to 
that enjoyed by other occupational groups collectively rec­
ognized as professions. As a result, attempts were made and 
still are being made to decide what constitutes a profession 
and to emulate those characteristics +-v>at separate the pro­
fessions from the non-professions.
Summary of Definitions
One of the earliest and most cited definitions by 
Abraham Flexner suggested the following criteria for evalu­
ating professionalism:
1. Intellectual operations coupled with large 
individual responsibilities
2. Raw materials drawn from Science and learning
3. Practical Application
4. An educationally communicable technique
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5. A tendency toward self-organization
6 . Increasingly altruistic motivation^
A survey of other current sources reveals the follow­
ing attempts to establish definitions relevant to profes­
sionalism .
A definition of professionalization has been described
by Harold Blumer as follows:
Professionalization seeks to clothe a given area with 
standards of excellence, to establish rules of conduct, 
develop a sense of responsibility, to set criteria for 
recruitment and training, to insure a measure of protec­
tion for members, to establish collective control over 
the area, and to elevate it to a position of dignity and 
social standing in the society.6
Robert G. Murdick, a Registered Professional Engineer 
and author of numerous management articles, has offered the 
following characteristics of professions:
1. Professional work requires knowledge obtained 
through advanced study in a field of science or 
learning customarily acquired by a prolonged 
formal course of specialized study as dis­
tinguished from general academic education and 
from an apprenticeship
2. Professional work requires consistent exercise of 
discretion, judgment, and personal responsibility 
in its performance
^Abraham Flexner, "Is Social Work a Profession?" 
School and Society 1 (June 26, 1915): 904.
^Howard W. Vollmer and Donald L. Mills, Professional­
ization (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. xi.
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3. A profession must be regulated by a national- 
level association of its members which:
a. Establishes minimum levels of skill and 
knowledge
b. Establishes standards of ethical practice to 
guide the relations of members with each 
other, the client, and the public
c. Standardizes terminology
d. Sets policies and standard practices and pro­
cedures to be followed in appropriate cases
e. Publishes the official journal for the pro­
fession
f. Promotes the advancement of the science and 
art of the profession.
4. An in-training or internship period is required 
before professional status is achieved
5. Practitioners are expected to extend the knowledge 
upon which the profession is based
6 . Practitioners make their knowledge and contribu­
tions freely available to others in the profession 
and take responsibility for assisting and develop­
ing the newer and younger members of the profes­
sion
7. Members are required by law to be licensed in 
order to practice the profession
8 . The professional man maintains at all times an 
attitude towards his work and society charac­
terized as follows:
a. A social consciousness, a desire to contribute 
to, rather than simply from civilization; a 
resolve to place the public welfare above 
other considerations
b. The continued acquisition of special skills on 
a high intellectual plane, generally evaluated
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by means of self-imposed standards of 
excellence
c. A sense of trusteeship— personal responsi­
bility to protect the employer's interest
d. Individual initiative and acceptance of indi­
vidual responsibility, both of the highest 
order
e. A right to expect and receive adequate finan­
cial recognition?
An eminent sociologist, Harold Wilensky, has suggested 
in his landmark article concerning the process of profes­
sionalization that specialization, ultimate application of 
theory, transferability of skill, stability of employment, 
and the existence of work rules all contribute to the proper 
identification of a profession.®
In this last definition, of somewhat striking impor­
tance are the first and last criteria, for it is through 
these that the similarities of the medical and ministerial 
professions can be clearly stated. Both the ministry and 
medicine are based upon a body of knowledge (specialization 
involves the accumulation of a specific body of technical 
knowledge, yet technical does not necessarily imply scien­
tific) . Although the ministry and medicine are concerned
?Robert G. Murdick, "The Meaning of Management as a 
Profession," Advanced Management 25 (April 1960): 13-14.
®Harold L. Wilensky, "The Professionalization of 
Everyone?" American Journal of Sociology 7 0 (September 
1964) : 138.
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with a body of knowledge, both are obviously not a science, 
i' perceived by che layman, however, both do involve the ap­
plication of extensive knowledge or doctrine. Additionally, 
while each has its own specific standards of training and 
performance, both strictly adhere to the centralized idea 
of st' rk-ardiz^d conduct among the members of the profession
and in relation to society in general.
Dr. Edgar Schein, Professor of Organizational Psychol­
ogy and Management at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
has offered the following composite definition in which he 
attempts to summarize the writings of numerous sociologists.
1. The professional, as distinct from the amateur, is 
engaged in a full-time occupation that comprises 
his principal source of income
2. The professional is assumed to have a strong moti­
vation or calling as a basis for his choice of a 
professional career and is assumed to have a
stable lifetime commitment to that career
3. The proiessional possesses a specialized body of 
knowledge and skills that are acquired during a 
prolonged period of education and training
4. The j ofessional makes his decisions on behalf of 
a client in terms of general principles, theories, 
or propositions, which he applies to the particu­
lar case under consideration
5. At the same time, the professional is assumed to 
have a service orientation, which means that he 
uses his expertise on behalf of the particular 
needs of his client. This service implies diag­
nostic skill, competent application of general 
knowledge to the special needs of the client, and 
an absence of self-interest
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6 . The professional's service to the client is 
assumed to be based on the objective needs of 
the client and independent of the particular 
sentiments that the professional may have 
about the client
7. The professional is assumed to know better what 
is good for the client than the client himself.
In other words, the professional demands autonomy 
of judgment of his own performance
8 . Professionals form professional associations which 
define criteria of admission, educational stand­
ards, licensing or other formal entry examinations, 
career lines within the profession, and areas of 
jurisdiction for the profession. Ultimately, the 
professional association's function is to protect 
the autonomy of the profession; it develops rea­
sonably strong forms of self-government by setting 
rules or standards for the profession
9. Professionals have great power and status in the 
areas of their expertise, but their knowledge is 
assumed to be specific. A professional does not 
have a license to be a "wise man" outside the area 
defined by his training
10. Professionals make their service available, but
ordinarily are not allowed to advertise or to seek 
out clients. Clients are expected to initiate the 
contact and then accept the advice and service 
recommended, without appeal to outside authority
Schein further points out that the various criteria 
best fit the traditional professions, such as Medicine,
Law, and the Divinity, and to a lesser extent other profes­
sions such as architecture, social work, engineering, 
teaching, and management.
^Edgar A. Schein and Diane W. Kommers, Professional 
Education (New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., 1972), pp. 8-9.
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A Profession— The Social 
Perspective
Difficulties arise in definition of the term 
"profession" because it is essentially a social term as op­
posed to scientific. In other words, society in general 
determines those vocations which are accorded professional 
status. Therefore, a more meaningful and contemporary eval­
uation of what constitutes a profession should be inter­
preted in light of its role in society.10 Because the term 
profession is social in essence, it is by definition not 
static but rather dynamic or changing as society alters its 
concept of professionalism.
Howard Becker has suggested that, relative to this 
social concept, the following elements are essential compo­
nents of a definition of the term profession as it is used 
in contemporary society. First, a profession establishes a 
monopoly over some esoteric and difficult body of knowledge. 
Membership is restricted to those individuals who have d e ­
veloped a mastery of this body of knowledge, who are able to 
provide services associated with this knowledge, and who are 
capable of evaluating the quality of the services rendered. 
Secondly, the body of knowledge consists of certain abstract 
principles; such knowledge must be applied separately in each
^ H o w a r d  S. Becker, e d ., Education for the Professions 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), pp. 35-38.
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case both wisely and judiciously, not in a routine fashion. 
Thirdly, even though the profession has a monopoly over a 
socially important body of knowledge, the profession's me m ­
bers have altruistic motivations and are governed by ethical 
concepts designed for those who place reliance upon this 
specialized knowledge. Lastly, the member of a profession 
relates primarily to the ideals and concepts of the profes­
sion to which be belongs.
The consequences innate in the professional character­
istics enumerated are many. First, recruitment into the 
profession is controlled via an extensive educational proc­
ess. This educational process helps eliminate individuals 
who fail to possess the mental ability and temperament 
necessary to acquire the knowledge which serves as the basic 
foundation of the profession. Secondly, as a result of the 
maintenance of strict control that is retained by the mem­
bers of the profession itself, the profession must be for­
mally organized in such a way as to enable it to administer 
such control effectively.
This process of control is maintained by establishing 
obstacles such as formal educational programs that must be 
overcome by candidates for practice. As a result, an indi­
vidual is not permitted to practice if he has not demon­
strated at least minimally specified competence. In order
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that the latter restriction may be enforced, the police 
power of the State is utilized via licensing procedures. 
However, because the technical knowledge base of the profes­
sion cannot be comprehended by the lay-public, members of 
the profession must administer and control the legislative 
bodies which ultimately grant licenses. Additionally, the 
manner in which the institutions that prepare practitioners 
are approved and accredited must also be developed and ad­
ministered by members of that profession.
The formal organization of the profession serves the 
additional function of uniting the members into a cohesive 
unit and in effect serves as the basis of the member's loy­
alty to the group. In the absence of the formal organiza­
tion as a facilitator, the concepts of professionalism 
become meaningless.
Lastly, because recruitment, training, entrance, and 
performance within the profession are carefully controlled, 
the member is assumed to be competent in the broad area of 
his profession. However, competency across the broad area 
of the profession does not imply complete capability in 
every sub-area within the vocation.
Based upon the earlier review of the attributes of 
professionalism, it seems that the term professional has be­
come associated with certain traits of intelligence, lengthy
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study, application of theoretical knowledge to pragmatic 
problems, and a degree of social responsibility. Conse­
quently, these traits and professional status are equated 
with prestige, social status, and a higher than average 
income.
As a result of these factors, it is not particularly 
surprising that numerous vocational groups have organized, 
or have attempted to organize, formal groups which actively 
pursue professional status by taking on certain cultural 
manifestations of professionalism. Some of these manifesta­
tions are ethical codes, certification programs (often based 
upon examination), and professional designations.
Where the latter occurs, it seems likely that, in most 
instances, the general public benefits by the efforts of 
these occupational groups in their quest for professional 
status. For as a result of these efforts, the group sets 
certain standards of competence for the membership; measures 
the competence of practitioners; and, consequently, regu­
lates the performance of the m e m b e r s h i p . H
It should be pointed out, however, that even though 
the public in general may benefit from the striving of these 
groups toward professional status, certain occupational 
areas lack the potential for ultimate development into
^Thompson, p. 23.
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professions. Additionally, other groups may have the 
potential for development into true professions but, for
numerous reasons, may not as yet have reached a maximum
level of progression. In fact, Harold Wilensky has pointed
out that "While there may be a general tendency for occupa­
tions to seek professional status, remarkably few of the 
thousands of occupations in modern society makes i t ."12 a 
logical extension of Wilensky's comment then might lead us 
to consider those factors that, when absent in the process 
of professionalization, relegate an occupational area to a 
position of less than full professional standing.
The Professionalization Process
In 1964, writing in the American Journal of Sociology, 
Harold Wilensky offered perhaps the first in-depth analysis 
of the social histories of occupations in their development 
toward professionalization. ^  Wilensky's research indicates 
not only the sequence that best fits the development of the 
established professions but also suggests the necessary
12wilensky, p. 141.
l-^Other sociological work preceding Wilensky's are: 
Everett Hughes, Men and Their Work (Illinois: Free Press, 
1958); Carr-Saunders and Wilson; and Theodore Caplow, The 
Sociology of Work (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
P r ess, 1954).
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elements in the "professional package" as well as confirma­
tion of a typical sequence of e v e n t s . ^
Table 1 indicates the stages in the process of profes­
sionalization, those occupational areas examined, and the 
historical progression of events, as well as the relative 
consistency with which they are met by each a r e a . 15
The steps in the Process of Professionalization as sug­
gested by Wilensky are as follows:
1. One begins doing full time the thing that needs
d o i n g . In other words, although the sick were al­
ways nursed, technical and organizational develop­
ments stimulated the creation of nursing as an 
occupation
2. A training school is established. This occurs as
a result of stimulus from early recruits, a client
public, or in some instances a professional asso­
ciation. Where these schools do not begin within
the university, they eventually seek university
affiliation
3. A professional association is established. Often
at this point the name of the occupation is 
changed and is accompanied by a campaign to sepa­
rate the competent from the incompetent. Within 
this latter phase of development, a redefinition 
of the principle tasks take place, a pecking order 
of delegation occurs, and entry is eventually re­
stricted to those willing to go through prescribed 
training. Lastly, internal conflict occurs be­
tween the "old guard" and those newcomers who have 
gone through the prescribed course of study
^ W i l e n s k y  points out that although this sequence is 
not invariate, little statistical deviation was evident 
among those occupational areas examined.
15Wi lensky, p. 143.
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Those individuals in the latter category tend 
to "job-hop" in search of better working condi­
tions. Eventually, a degree of external conflict 
arises among neighboring occupations in a claim 
for exclusive jurisdiction over some area
4. Protection of the job territory and a code of 
ethics is sought via support of the law and 
through political agitation. In those cases 
where the area of competence is not clearly exclu­
sive, the aim will be legal protection of the 
title; where definition of the area of competence 
is clearer, performance by someone outside the as­
sociation may be declared illegal. It is in this 
phase of development that state licensing and cer­
tification become issues. As indicated in Table 
1 , the first state licensing law comes toward the 
end of the professionalization process. Wilensky 
further points out that the implementation of 
state regulation cannot, however, be claimed as a 
unique feature in professional development since 
various occupational areas have been legally cer­
tified for some time but in essence are not profes­
sional, to wit, egg-graders in Indiana and well- 
diggers in Maryland. Recently, in fact, there has 
been a move to legally certify "waste treatment 
operators."16 Legal protection then is seemingly 
not an integral feature of any "natural history"
of professionalism. The author does, however, 
point out that "the tactical or strategic situa­
tion of an occupation, old or new, may demand early 
licensure or certification whatever the actual 
level of development of the technique, training, 
or association "
5. A formal code of ethics is established to elimi­
nate the unqualified and unscrupulous and to reduce 
internal competition, protect the client public, 
and to emphasize the service ideal 1^
l^Charles C. Swegler, "Is Certification of Waste 
Treatment Operators Needed?" Factory 4 (November 1971.) : 
40-41.
l^Wilensky, p. 146.
TABLE 1
THE PROCESS OF PROFESSIONALIZATION
First 
First Na-
First Local tional Per
First Uni­ Profes­ Profes­ First Formal No. Cent
Became Train­ ver­ sional sional State Code of No. Error
Full-time ing sity Associ­ Associ­ License of Er­ of by
Occupation School School ation ation Law Ethics rors Ties Group:
Established
Accounting (CPA).. 19thcen. 1881 1881 1882 1887 .18 96 1917 0 1
Architecture...... 18thcen. 1865 1868 1815 1857 1897 1909 2 0
Civil engineering. 18thcen. 1819 1847 1848 1852 1908 c a .1910 0 0
Dentistry......... 18thcen. 1840 1867 1844 1840 1868 1866 3 1
Law................ 17thcen. 1784 1817 1802 1878 1732 1908 2 0
Medicine........... c a .1700 1765 1779 1735 1847 Beforel780 1912 2 0
Others in process, 
some marginal
Librarianship..... 1732 1887 1897 1885 1876 Beforel917 1938 2 0
Nursing............ 17thcen. 1861 1909 1885 1896 1903 1950 1 0
Optometry......... • • • 1892 1910 1896 1897 1901 c a .1935 1 0
Pharmacy........... 1646 1821 1868 1821 1852 1874 ca.1850 2 1
School teaching... 17thcen. 1823 1879 1794 1857 1781 1929 3 0
Social work....... 1898 1898 1904 1918 1874 1940 1948 1 0
Veterinary med . ... 1803 1852 1879 1854 1863 1886 1866 3 0
New
City management... 1912 1921 1948 Afterl914 1914 None 1924 2 0
City planning..... 19thcen. 1909 1909 1947 1917 1963 1948 2 1
Hospital adm......
Doubtful
19thcen. 1926 1926 1933 1957 1939 2 1
Advertising....... 1841 1900 1909 1894 1917 None 1924 1 0
Funeral direction. 19thcen. ca.1870 1914 1864 1882 1894
Total
1884
errors...
3
32
0
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The earlier research of Wilensky and, more recently, 
Amitai Etzioni indicates that not all occupational areas are 
destined to true professional s t a t u s . A  review of those 
inhibiting factors which serve as barriers to true profes­
sionalization suggests the development of an eventual group 
of less developed professional areas variously referred to 
as the new, quasi, or semi-professions.^8
Major Barriers to Professionalization
In those instances where occupations have adequately
completed the sequence of steps outlined earlier and have
achieved adherence to a concept of professional standards,
a high degree of autonomy has resulted. However, several
factors tend to threaten those areas generally accepted as
professionally established and, in fact, serve as barriers
to those groups striving for autonomy and recognition. The
first of these is an organizational threat to professional
freedom; the second is the basis of knowledge upon which
? 0the vocation claims exclusive jurisdiction. u
l8Amitai Etzioni, ed., The Semi-Professions and Their 
Organization (New York; Free Press, 1969).
l^The term "Semi-profession" has been popularized by 
Amitai Etzioni who is Professor of Sociology at Columbia 
University; see Etzioni, p. xiii.
20wilensky, p. 148.
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The Complex Organization
Changes in societal structure and the work context, 
which have resulted from increasing specialization based 
upon profuse technological upheaval, have done much to in­
fluence the development of the complex organization or the 
bureaucratic setting. Traditionally, it has been felt that 
complex organization is antithical to professionalism since 
a client or customer orientation is basically incompatible 
with a professional orientation. As an increasing number of 
professionals find themselves in an organizational setting 
or work context, as opposed to individual practice, changes 
occur in the ultimate authority of the professional. Where 
the professional once saw himself as the final authority, 
the organizational structure is giving way to a system of 
internal controls where, in many instances, superiors rule 
in opposition to the long-standing colleague relationship.
In fact, as Wilensky points out, the salaried professional 
often has neither exclusive nor final responsibility for his 
w o r k .21
An additional threat of complex organization is its 
effect upon the long-standing characteristics of the service 
ideal in which the professional performed his skill for the 
ultimate benefit of the client user and society. Although
21 ibid.
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evidence relative to this issue is scarce, it is difficult 
for most professionals to sustain the belief among society 
that all effort of their vocational group is directed toward 
ultimate service. A recent white paper on the medical pro­
fession has done much to belay the fiction that medical doc­
tors do all in their power to render ultimate service to the 
p a t i e n t . 22 wilensky aptly sums up the effect of the bureau­
cratic structure on professional autonomy and the service 
ideal when he makes the following statement:
Perhaps bureaucracy enfeebles the service ideal more 
than it threatens professional autonomy. Both salaried 
and self-employed professionals are vulnerable to loss 
of autonomy when demand for service is low and depend­
ence on powerful clients or bosses unreceptive to in­
dependent professional judgment is h i g h . 2 3
The Knowledge Base
An additional barrier to developing professionaliza­
tion, for those occupational areas vying for full profes­
sional status, is the nature and structure of the base of 
knowledge upon which they establish their expertise. In 
those instances where expertise in the area is based upon a 
vocabulary which is familiar to society in general, or so 
narrow that it can be learned by rote by most people, the
22"NBC Reports," N. B. C. telecast, August 28, 1973: 
"Hospitals, Doctors, and Patients."
23wi lensky, p. 148.
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occupational area will have difficulty claiming exclusive 
jurisdiction or monopoly. Several areas within the social 
sciences and administration have been included among those 
in this c a t e g o r y . 24 <rhe ideal base of knowledge upon which 
a profession is established is one in which a combination of 
tacit intellectual knowledge is fused with practical knowl­
edge both implicit and explicit.
In reviewing the earlier sections of this chapter, es­
pecially those concerning the elements of professionalism, 
the stages in the professionalization process, and the bar­
riers to true professionalization, one might be prompted to 
conclude that several occupational areas— because of their 
temporal position in the process of professionalization, be­
cause of the extent to which they are affected by organiza­
tional structure, or because of a broad or too narrow base 
of knowledge— might be more properly placed in a category 
of professionals different from the true professions. A s ­
signment to this category, however, in no way detracts from 
the fact that they may be evolving as a newer form of pro­
fession, one which, in fact, may be more aligned to contem­
porary organizational life. Occupations within this
24 ibid.
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category have been variously referred to as the new 
professions, the quasi, or the semi-professions.25
Contemporary Forms of Professions
The barriers to true professionalization, namely the 
organizational work context and the existing basp of knowl­
edge upon which the occupation establishes its claim to 
expertise, have not only dramatically altered the existing 
form of the classical or established professions but have 
initiated the development of a different type of profession 
--those that find application of their expertise frequently 
directly related to an organizational setting.
Traditionally, analysis of the professions sustained 
the assumption that the professional was autonomous and in 
so doing dealt with a single fee-paying client who had come 
to the practitioner for assistance. Based upon this assump­
tion, certain occupational areas, functioning within the 
large organization, were viewed as either an exception to or 
as somewhat less professional than those areas serving a
25carr-Saunders actually offered the initial typology 
of professions in modern society; (1) Established Profes­
sions; (2) New Professions; (3) Semi-Professions; and 
(4) Would-Be Professions. "Metropolitan Conditions and 
Traditional Professional Relationships," reprinted in 
Robert M. Fisher, ed., The Metropolis in Modern Life (New 
York: Doubleday, 1955), pp. 279-287.
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client-public more directly. Engineering in particular 
represents one of these groups.
The fact that this assumption is no longer acceptable
is demonstrated by Schein, who states:
Only recently have we begun to acknowledge that the em­
ployment settings of most professionals have shifted 
dramatically away from the single-practitioner model 
toward corporate e m p l o y m e n t . 27
He further indicates that to grasp more fully the ef­
fects of this change, one might examine the various employ­
ment settings in which the professional might find himself, 
such as:
1. Full-time self-employed— e.g., the general practi­
tioner, small-town lawyer, or individual consult­
ing architect
2. Part-time self-employed; part-time employee of 
service organization (i.e., organization that is 
devoted to delivery of the professional service)-- 
e.g., the internist with a private practice as 
well as membership on the staff of the local hos­
pital, the consulting architect who teaches part- 
time in the local university
3. Partner in a group practice— e.g., the small ar­
chitectural or law firm, or a medical group 
practice involving several M.D.'s in the same 
specialty or in complementary specialties
4. Full-time employee of a service organization de­
voted to the delivery of the professional service 
--e.g., a full-time member of a teaching hospital; 
an employee--not partner--of a large, well-differ­
entiated law, architectural, or planning firm; a 
professor in a college or university
26schein, P* 15.
27 ibid.
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5. Employee of an organization not primarily devoted 
to the delivery of the professional service—  
e.g., the doctor, lawyer, architect, or engineer 
working for a business firm or government depart­
ment
6. Employee of a professional association--e.g., 
president of the American Medical Association 
(AMA), executive secretary of the American Psycho­
logical Association, full-time examiner on a 
licensing b o a r d 2 8
These distinctions in employment settings are signifi­
cant because of their ultimate effect upon the self-image of 
the professional, his definition of the client, and his 
visualization of the appropriate way in which to relate to 
the client.^9 Where the professional is self-employed, he 
deals with the client on a direct basis. However, when the 
practitioner finds himself as part of a group practice, al­
though he may continue to be primarily oriented to those 
best interests of his individual client, there may be a 
possible conflict between the best interests of the client 
and those of the group, such as the group's economic 
health, future growth, and eventual survival.
In those situations where the professional works for a 
corporation, or other institutional form such as a govern­
ment agency, his "primary" client is the employing organiza­
tion. In this instance, the professional sells his services
28 ibid.
29ibid., p. 16.
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to the employer based upon the assumption that his product 
or services are ultimately to benefit the consumer public at 
large. In essence then, "when the professional works for an 
organization, he loses not only direct client contact but 
also control over his own professional output."30 As a re­
sult, once the engineer, scientist, architect, or accountant 
develops a solution to a problem, the employer can do as he 
wishes with the solution. Consequently, even if the profes­
sional performs in a totally responsible, service-oriented 
fashion, he has little or no control over modifications or 
alternative uses to which his efforts might be put.
In conclusion, then, even though the ideal model to
which most professions aspire can be described by listing
numerous essential characteristics of the classical model,
it is less likely today to apply in the practical setting
2 1and is itself undergoing a process of change.
Amitai Etzioni, perhaps as a reaction to this changing 
emphasis upon a less than purely classical model, has sug­
gested the formation of a group of occupations that have 
been labeled the "semi-professions."
The term semi-profession indicates that the profession in 
question is located somewhere along the middle of the 
continuum of professionalism--that is between the
30ibid., p . 18.
31Ibid., p . 14.
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full-fledged professions and those occupations which are 
professions in name only, but do not, in fact, possess 
any of the attributes characterizing the professions.32
Etzioni suggests that this group of occupations (pres­
ently composed of nurses, social workers, marital counse­
lors, primary school teachers, and "perhaps" city planners) 
will achieve a higher level of professionalization during 
the 1970s. Several groups which have passed through this 
stage of the semi-profession to a higher level of develop­
ment are Certified Public Accountants, dentists, and clin­
ical psychologists.^
The characteristics of the semi-professional occupa­
tional group are as follows:
1. Training shorter than that of the doctor or lawyer
2. Their status is less legitimated
3. The right to privileged information is less estab­
lished
4. The occupational areas possess less of a special­
ized knowledge
5. There is less autonomy from supervisors or soci­
etal control than in the classical p r o f e s s i o n s 3 4
32n . Toren, "Semi-Professionalism and Social Work: A
Theoretical Perspective," in Etzioni, p. 144.
-^William J. Goode, "The Theoretical Limits of Profes­
sionalization," paper originally presented to the 1960 meet­
ing of the American Sociological Association, in Etzioni,
p. 280.
34Toren, p . 144 .
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Based upon the previous definition of the semi- 
professions and their accompanying characteristics, several 
groups that have passed through this realm seem to satisfy 
adequately the criteria proposed. These vocational groups 
are the Certified Public Accountant (as previously noted, 
this vocational area has probably passed through this stage 
of development but only recently), the Chartered Life Under­
writer, and the Chartered Financial Analyst.
In order to assist in the ultimate direction of this 
study, the following chapter contains an examination of 
each of these occupational areas at some length, paying 
particular attention to their historical development and 
their respective models of professional certification.
CHAPTER III
AN OVERVIEW OF THE EARLY HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
AND CERTIFICATION MODELS IN THREE BUSINESS AREAS
Introduction
In the previous chapter, the broad issue of profes­
sionalization was examined in light of the characteristics 
of a profession, the social and historical perspectives from 
which they might be viewed, the process of professionaliza­
tion as generally accepted, and several of the barriers to 
true professionalization that are giving rise to more con­
temporary forms of professions.
This chapter briefly traces the early historical d e ­
velopment of three of these professions within the business 
realm and examines the specific requirements for certifica­
tion in each of these areas. Essentially, the purpose of 
this examination is to point out the structure of these pro­
fessions and the requirements that must be met by recipients 
holding the principle professional designations in Account­
ing, Insurance, and Finance.
The development of the CPA designation is presented 
first, followed by the CLU designation and the CFA
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designation. The selection of this format is simply based 
upon the period of time each of these certifications has 
been in existence.
Early Historical Development
The Professional Designation 
Certified Public Accountant
The most widely recognized designation in the area of 
accounting, as well as in the business areas in general, is 
that of the Certified Public Accountant. The rise of the ac­
counting profession, during the last eighty years, has been 
one of phenomenal growth and development in which the CPA has 
advanced from the status of technician to professional.
The accounting profession today is primarily the re­
sult of a rapidly changing industrial free-enterprise system 
that is principally supported by private capital but is also 
subject to widespread governmental regulation. At the same 
time, however, although the need for an accounting profes­
sion can be directly traced to economic and social change, 
its status as a profession is directly related to its inter­
nal development.^ As John L. Carey, former Administrative 
Vice-President of the American Institute of CPAs, has 
pointed out:
^John L. Carey, The Rise of the Accounting Profession,
2 vols. (New York: AICPA, 1969), 1:4.
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. . . Accountants themselves created the profession by 
constantly raising their standards of performance, by 
improving their own educations and training, by en­
larging the scope of their services, and by accepting 
heavier responsibilities.2
The struggle for individual professional identity for 
the CPA has its origin in those earliest civilizations that 
developed simple record-keeping methodology. As trade and 
commerce developed in complexity, so also did the accounting 
methods and techniques for the review and control of trade. 
Although accounting statements can be traced back thousands 
of years, it was not until the Industrial Revolution in 
England in the latter part of the eighteenth century that 
accounting actually began to emerge as a defined occupa­
tional area. As the modern corporation evolved, so also did 
the practice of accounting. In the mid-nineteenth century, 
English law created the independent auditor to protect the 
stockholder against incompetence or malfeasance on the part 
of managements to whom investors had entrusted their money.
As the accountant took on a responsibility to the public as 
well as to his employer, he assumed the guise of a profes­
sional and, in effect, became a "public accountant. How­
ever, even while the act of accounting was quite ancient, the 
profession of accounting was, and still is, quite new. In
2lbid.
•^Ibid . , p. 5 .
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order to develop maturity and professional acceptance in the 
form of public confidence, public accountants in England 
continually strove to develop professional organizations, 
technical and ethical standards, a system of training suc­
cessors, and some outward manifestation of their competence 
and responsibilities. Eventually the Scottish and British 
institutes of "Chartered Accountants" were established.
During the late 1800s, British capital was transferred 
to growing American industry; and in 1887, public account­
ants in this country founded the American Association of 
Public Accountants. This association is the predecessor of 
the present American Institute of Certified Public Account­
ants .
Although the formal organization of public accountants 
took place relatively early in this country, the growth and 
recognition of the public accountant developed slowly. Un­
like Great Britain, this country implemented no statutory 
requirements for corporate audits. Rather, large American 
corporations such as U. S. Steel began, in the early 1900s, 
to recognize both a need for and a responsibility to generate 
internal comprehensive financial statements.4 However, even 
though numerous major corporations were catalytic in
4 Ibid., p. 29.
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fostering the development of public accounting in this 
country, public recognition was slow to emerge.
In view of the relatively poor public recognition of 
accounting, the American Association of Professional Ac­
countants began, in 1892, efforts toward establishing a 
college of accounts with degree-conferring powers under the 
jurisdiction of the Regents of the University of the State 
of New York; but, such a program was denied. In 1894, the 
Association again presented its argument to the Regents and 
was assigned a temporary charter. However, after a brief 
period of time the project was abandoned.^ After repeated 
failure to sustain the program when chartered, the national 
association relinquished its pursuit of degree-granting 
powers. On the other hand, their unsuccessful efforts 
pointed out a need for better ways in which to indicate the 
competency of their membership to both industry and the 
public.
In 1894, the first attempt to implement a bill of 
legislative recognition was presented to the New York State 
Legislature by the Association of Public Accountants. The 
question of "licensing its members" finally became a defini­
tive issue. After numerous conflicts were resolved, a bill 
became effective in New York State on April 17, 1896, that
^Ibid., p. 41.
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provided for the issuance of a certificate conferring the 
title "Certified Public Accountant" upon qualified persons 
and prohibited use of the title by others.® The bill pro­
vided for examination of applicants but did not include edu­
cation or experience requirements. The passage of this 
bill, however, initiated the accredited profession of ac­
counting in the United States.^
Even though legislation was successfully implemented 
in numerous states in the years that followed, the incessant 
struggle for identity continued. The public at large 
thought of the accountant as a "bookkeeper." Much of the 
effort of the American Association, as a result, was di­
rected toward publicizing the designation CPA and the tasks 
performed by the holder of the designation. A serious draw­
back, however, to public and industrial recognition of the 
CPA was a failure to formulate necessary observance of 
strict rules of conduct as a condition of membership.®
In 1907, after some ten years of debate, the By-Laws 
of the American Association of Public Accountants were 
amended to include an article headed "Professional Ethics."
®The title "Certified Public Accountant" was selected 
so as not to conflict with the corresponding British and 
Scottish titles "Chartered Public Accountant."
^Carey, p. 44.
®Ibid., p. 47.
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This amendment was passed; however, dissatisfaction with it 
existed for some time.
Even though certification and a more formalized code 
of ethics were developed, the years which followed were not 
without a degree of turmoil in the accounting profession. 
Public and corporate recognition still were lacking.
In 1905, President Theodore Roosevelt proposed legis­
lation requiring full publicity of the accounts of corpora­
tions involved in interstate trade, specifically the railway 
corporations; the trust-busting era had begun. The results 
of investigation of insurance companies and railroads at 
this time had created the impression that managers were vio­
lating the law. As an outgrowth of these contentions, 
various statutory accounting practices were implemented. 
Several of the more important were these:
1. The Corporation Excise Tax Law (1909), which re­
quired that net income was to be ascertained on
a cash accounting basis with returns filed on a 
calendar year basis
2. The Income-Tax Law (1913), which set stipulated 
corporation tax rates and filing procedures
3. The Federal Reserve Act (1913) , which established 
the Federal Reserve Board and rediscount proce­
dures for Federal Bank notes and commercial paper
4. The Clayton Anti-trust Act (1914), which estab­
lished the Federal Trade Commission, as well as 
early attempts at standardized accounting
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procedures for all principle businesses in 
this country^
The effect of the various statutory enactments seemed 
not only to indicate the need for better recording proce­
dures but in effect to stimulate a market for the CPA's ser­
vices. In the years that followed, direction was continu­
ally addressed to standardizing and implementing various 
professional procedures. Such areas as accounting terminol­
ogy, auditor's responsibilities, legal liability, disclos­
ures in financial statements, and professional ethics were 
constantly redefined and eventually standardized.
An additional area of most serious concern was that of 
educational standards. Standards for accreditation of CPAs, 
prior to 1917, were, in effect, inconsistent. Standards 
varied from state to state, from very weak to very strong.
In an attempt to correct this situation, during the period 
1908 to 1916, reports were prepared by the American associa­
tion indicating the addition of institutions offering 
courses in accounting and the specific areas being taught.
As a further step toward greater consistency in CPA require­
ments, a model CPA law was drafted and state legislatures 
were pressed to implement it. By 1914, there were
9ibid., p . 62.
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approximately thirty-three states adhering to the CPA 
model law.-^
The years that followed the establishment of formal 
certification in accounting, the model CPA law, and the 
early Code of Professional Ethics were ones of constant ad­
vancement, but not without a price. Over the years, through 
the merger of various professional associations, the Ameri­
can Association of Public Accountants became in effect a 
federation of state accounting societies. Dissension grew 
among the members of the American Association of Public A c ­
countants. Eventually, two groups established themselves 
independently; one group was comprised of those members who 
were "licensed" CPAs and the other group comprised of those 
who were not.
In 1910, a proposal was adopted to establish a na­
tional association of Certified Public Accountants. Al­
though this proposal was adopted, little was accomplished 
until 1916. On September 19 and 20, 1916, at the annual 
meeting of the American Association of Public Accountants, 
a resolution establishing the AICPA was overwhelmingly ap­
proved by the membership— the CPA finally was represented by 
one national association.
l^Ibid.t p . 103.
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The establishment of the Institute served to 
strengthen the lobbying position of CPAs and the development 
of the profession in general. This latter objective was ac­
complished, to a great extent, by the preparation of a uni­
form CPA examination.
The Institute constantly pursued higher state stand­
ards for admission to practice. The efforts of this associ­
ation met with remarkable success. In 1930, the State of 
New York introduced the first requirements of a college edu­
cation as a prerequisite for CPA certification. Other 
states have followed this direction.^  In fact, even more 
recently, efforts have been begun to make mandatory addi­
tional continuing education for the CPA beyond a specified 
number of years college training.^2
In conclusion, the development of the CPA designation 
was not without struggle. Even today, issues of higher ac­
creditation, increased uniformity of experience requirements, 
and stricter adherence to ethics are present.
l^Carey, Vol. II, p. 259.
^ C o n v e r s a t i o n  with Dr. John Sperry, CPA, Associate 
Professor of Accounting, Virginia Commonwealth University; 
also the reader is referred to Elmer G. Beamer, Chairman; 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Report 
of the Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for 
CPAs (New York: AICPA, March 1969), p. 12. This report rec­
ommends that states replace the experience requirement with 
a fifth year of advanced study in accountancy. The AICPA 
recommended implementation of this proposal by 197 5.
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John L. Carey has most appropriately summed up the 
development of the accounting profession.
The history of all professions shows that the 
struggle to raise standards, and to confine practice 
to those who have met the standards, is an endless one. 
Patience, persistence, and eternal vigilance are the 
price of success.13
The Professional Designation 
Chartered Life Underwriter
The most widely recognized and the principal form of 
professional certification in the area of insurance is the 
designation "Chartered Life Underwriter." This designation 
is directly related to the area of Life Insurance. Although 
other professional designations within the insurance area 
exist, they are directed toward other specialties within in­
surance. For example, the professional designation Char­
tered Property and Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) has been de­
signed for those individuals who are involved in the 
property-liability insurance business. The CPCU designation 
was developed and is administered by the Insurance Institute 
of America.
13C a r e y , Vol. II, p. 388.
^ E x t e n s i v e  information concerning this professional 
designation may be found in the CPCU Catalog, 1972-73, pub­
lished by The Insurance Institute of America, Malvern, 
Pennsylvania, n.d.
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The Chartered Life Underwriter professional designation 
was pioneered by and is administered by the American College 
of Life Underwriters as a professional designation for 
persons who are engaged in the process of insuring human 
life v a l u e s . Although the insuring of human life has been 
in effect for many years, the history of the American Col­
lege of Life Underwriters and the CLU designation spans a 
period of only half a century.
The concept of a life insurance course of study lead­
ing to a degree or designation comparable to that of the CPA 
is generally attributable to Dr. Solomon S. Huebner, who 
early in the 1900s pioneered the world's first college-level 
study in these subjects. Dr. Huebner, shortly after re­
ceiving his Ph. D. in economics from the University of 
Pennsylvania, suggested to the administration of the Wharton 
School of the University of Pennsylvania the idea of teach­
ing life insurance courses from an economic viewpoint. His 
ideas for the development of insurance as a professional 
area, although they took years to mature, were accepted by 
this Institution whose faculty he later joined.
l^The material for this section of this chapter has 
been substantially drawn from the publication A Calling and 
Its College: A History of the American College of Life
Underwriters, Mildred F. Stone (Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, 
1963). I am indebted to Dr. B. E. Abelle, Chairman of the 
CLU curriculum department for making this volume available 
to m e .
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In 1914, in a speech before the Life Underwriters 
Association of Baltimore, Dr. Huebner made the first public 
suggestion of a professional life Underwriter designation 
similar to the CPA designation. Later that same year, at 
the annual convention of the National Association of Life 
Underwriters, Dr. Huebner directed his attention toward 
Insurance education for Life Underwriters, as well as for 
the public. Shortly thereafter, he began to detail propos­
als for a college-level course of study, centered in a 
recognized educational institution, and leading to a profes­
sional degree. Responses to Huebner's addresses were over­
w h e l m i n g . ^  Unlike the development of the CPA designation, 
whose inception and growth was the result of decades of 
gradual development and assistance by numerous individuals, 
Dr. Huebner was the principal catalytic force at the incep­
tion of the CLU program.
Early development of the CLU program, even though it 
was received with enthusiasm, was not without numerous dif­
ficulties. Obstacles arose relative to textual material 
for Life Insurance courses, since practically none 
existed;I7 and little financial assistance was available for
I6ibid., p . 4.
l?In fact the only textbook available at that time was 
Elements o f Life Insurance by Miles M. Dawson. This text 
was a mathematical treatment from an actuarial standpoint.
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the project. Consequently, the idea of a CLU professional 
designation, as well as a central degree-granting college, 
progressed very little. At about this same time an interest 
began to develop in the teaching of selling as a skill which 
could be learned. Since several influential persons in the 
insurance industry were somewhat skeptical as to the poten­
tial for teaching the selling of life insurance, the CLU 
program gained impetus from this movement.
An additional factor that created an audience for the 
teaching of life insurance was the vast number of soldiers 
in Europe following the armistice ending the first world 
war. In order to occupy the time of those soldiers return­
ing home, various educational programs were made available 
to them, one of which was life insurance sales. During this 
time some 1,200 students participated in organized classes, 
1,800 in reading and study groups, and more than 120,000 in 
lectures. The approach taken by the instructors of these 
courses was one of academic study as opposed to strictly a
selling course.*8
At the same time, in this country, a major educational 
project was under way at the Carnegie Institute of Tech­
nology where a school of Practical Life Insurance Salesman­
ships was being established. This program began formally in
l®Stone, p. 45.
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the fall of 1919 and met with great success. Based upon the 
success of the Carnegie Plan, and with the approval of the 
Committee on Educational Standards of the National Associa­
tion of Life Underwriters, programs were begun at such in­
stitutions as New York University, Boston University, The 
University of Denver, and the University of Oklahoma. The 
success of these programs prompted Huebner, and others in­
fluential in life insurance education, to suggest once again 
the formation of organized professional training on a na­
tional level. As Mildred Stone has indicated, "suddenly the 
climate was right for aggressive development of the idea of 
organized professional training for life underwriters on a 
national basis at the college level.
In January, 1927, the trustees of the National Associ­
ation of Life Underwriters formally approved creation of the 
American College of Life Underwriters. Prior to this ap­
proval, however, considerable effort was expended in solicit­
ing the advice of professional educators concerning the pos­
sibilities of establishing Life Insurance selling as a 
profession. In general, insurance educators throughout the 
country endorsed an industry project that would include an 
educational program, "provided the standards would meet the
l^Ibid., p. 61.
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requirements of recognized degree granting institutions."20 
Finally, a national program for professional certification 
within the life insurance industry was about to become a 
reality.
The earliest by-laws of the American College of Life 
Underwriters indicated the following four objectives:
1. To cooperate with colleges and universities in 
training students for careers as professional life 
underwriters
2. To cooperate with educational institutions in 
general life insurance education
3. To conduct, if occasion demands, its own institu­
tions for the training of resident students for 
the profession of life underwriting
4. To recognize properly qualified underwriters with 
a professional degree (The term "degree" was later 
changed to "designation.")21
Soon after approval was granted for the establishment 
of the American College of Life Underwriters, controversy 
arose over the name of the degree that was to be offered. 
Eventually the designation Chartered Life Underwriter was 
adopted by common agreement. Soon thereafter, the executive 
committee set about to establish the various requirements 
for certification such as fee schedules, the educational 
background of candidates, testing procedures, and experience
20jbid., p. 64. 
21lbid., p. 69.
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requirements and to establish a code of professional ethics. 
These requirements for certification were, in effect, mo d ­
eled after the CPA program.^2
The earliest complete definition of the educational 
prerequisites for all candidates for the CLU degree is as 
follows:
Any man or woman over 21 years of age, with a certificate 
of graduation from a four year high school (or its 
equivalent as evidenced by proper credentials showing 
that the applicant has passed on the subject matter of a 
four year high school course under the supervision and 
direction of the principal of the school or of educa­
tional bodies, whose certificate would be accepted for 
admission to any standard college or university), and 
who has had at least 3 years of satisfactory life in­
surance experience, may apply for permission to take the 
CLU examinations. Graduates of universities and col­
leges may make application to take the examinations at 
any scheduled date following their graduation, but, 
though successful, will not be granted the degree until 
the completion of three years of satisfactory life in­
surance experience. 'Life insurance experience' relates 
to salesmanship, management activities, or such other 
life insurance pursuits as, in the opinion of the Board 
of Directors, have a vital bearing upon the dissemina­
tion of life insurance.23
The first exam was held on June 28, 29, and 30, 1928.
Thirty-five approved candidates sat for the examinations,
which were scheduled for five sessions of three hours each
and were held in fourteen colleges throughout the United
States. The five areas of the examination were Life
22ibid., p . 83.
23Ibid.
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Insurance Fundamentals, Life Insurance Salesmanship, General 
Education, Commercial Law, and Finance. Twenty-one candi­
dates successfully passed the examination and were approved 
for certification.
The years that followed were ones of constant growth 
and determination to achieve public and professional recog­
nition both within academic circles and the insurance indus­
try. These goals were accomplished by constantly reviewing 
and raising the requirements for certification as well as the 
difficulty of the examination for certification. Since those 
first candidates for certification in 1928, the increase in 
the number of "charters" awarded has increased dramatically. 
By 1962, over 10,000 designations had been awarded. At the 
same time the overall passing ratio decreased from 76.6 per­
cent in 1928 to 64 percent in 1962. Additionally, over two 
hundred cooperating colleges and universities now serve as 
examination centers.2^
During the forty-six-year history of the American Col­
lege of Life Underwriters, over 27,000 persons have received 
the CLU designation.25 In the course of less than fifty
2^ibid., pp. 390-392.
^ A m e r i c a n  College of Life Underwriters, "CLU Catalogue 
--1973-74," (Pennsylvania: American College of Life Under­
writers, July 1973), p. 12.
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years, the CLU program has gained considerable widespread 
recognition in the insurance industry.
The Professional Designation 
Chartered Financial Analys~t?6
One of the more recent professional designations in 
the business area is that of the Chartered Financial An a ­
lyst. This designation is awarded by the Institute of Char­
tered Financial Analysts located at the University of 
Virginia Graduate School of Business Administration. The 
CFA designation is the "first official recognition of the 
professional practice of Financial Analysis in this or any 
other country."27
The early development of the Institute of Chartered 
Financial Analysts and the CFA designation can be traced to 
the Financial Analysts Federation, which is an organization 
of some 14,000 members in forty-three constituent societies 
throughout the United States and C a n a d a . 28
I am indebted to Dr. W. Scott Bauman, CFA, Executive 
Director of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts 
for providing the literature from which the portion of this 
chapter directed to the CFA program has been drawn.
2?c. Stewart Sheppard, "The Institute of Chartered 
Financial Analysts," The University of Virginia Newsletter 
41 (February 15, 1965): 21.
28institute of Chartered Financial Analysts, "The CFA 
Programs— 1972-73," (Virginia: Institute of Chartered Finan­
cial Analysts, 1972), p. 2.
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Early in 1953, the Committee for Professional Ethics 
and Standards of the Financial Analysts Federation recog­
nized a desire on the part of some members of the Federation 
to establish a visible indication of competency in the area 
of financial analysis. As a result of this interest, the 
first substantive report concerning the CFA concept was 
issued by the Committee for Professional Ethics and Stand­
ards. In 1955, after two years of additional study, a com­
prehensive report was issued by the Committee concerning the 
CFA concept. The CFA concept as outlined in this second re­
port was adopted in principle by the Federation but was 
referred back to the Committee for further study.
In 1959, in order to assess the general feelings of 
the membership regarding the need for a professional desig­
nation, a questionnaire-poll of the members of the Financial 
Analysts Federation was conducted. The results revealed 
that approximately 58 percent of the membership were in 
favor of the concept; about 14 percent were undecided; and 
27 percent were actively opposed to the c o n c e p t . 29 Those 
members of the Federation who were opposed to the CFA con­
cept felt that the professional competency of analysts could 
not be tested on the basis of formal written examinations.30
2°lbid.
30Sheppard, p. 23.
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In rebuttal to this charge, the founding administrative
officers made the following statement:
Formal study seeks to supplement experience, not to 
replace it; it reduces the area in which pure judgment 
must be exercised and so conserves it; it provides a 
better basis for good judgment, and not a substitute 
for it.31
Based upon this rationale and the indication of inter­
est generated by the questionnaire-poll of the membership, 
an official commitment to the CFA concept was accomplished 
at the Montreal Annual Convention of the Federation in the 
spring of 1959. The Institute of Chartered Financial Ana­
lysts was later incorporated under the laws of the State of 
Virginia on January 31, 1962, and has established the follow­
ing five primary objectives;
1. To foster higher educational standards in the 
field of financial analysis
2. To conduct examinations designed to test indi­
vidual competence and skill in pertinent fields 
of knowledge
3. To recognize with the professional designation 
"Chartered Financial Analyst," persons who have 
met the standards established by the Institute 
for the professional practice of financial 
analysis
4. To insist upon the maintenance of professional 
ethical standards
5. To stimulate research and the dissemination of 
educational materials32
31lbid.
32jnstitute of Chartered Financial Analysts, p. 2.
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At the time of incorporation, it was anticipated that 
it would take some ten years to establish the CFA designa­
tion in the financial community. It was felt that perhaps 
two hundred "charters" would be awarded after completion of 
a five-part examination covering such areas as Accounting, 
Economics, Financial Analysis, Portfolio Management, and 
Ethical Standards and after the other experience and educa­
tional requirements for certification had been met.
In the first year of operation, 268 "charters" were 
awarded. Since 1962, the Institute of Chartered Financial 
Analysts has become solely independent of the Financial An a ­
lysts Federation. Since its inception, the Institute has 
awarded some 3,500 designations.33
Although the CFA designation is the youngest designa­
tion of the three programs involved in this study, it has 
become increasingly respected among members of the financial 
community as it strives to upgrade its standards for certi­
fication. The continuing challenges of the Institute of 
Chartered Financial Analysts have been defined as follows:
1. To foster higher educational standards in the field 
of financial analysis, and to test through a series 
of penetrating examinations individual competence 
and skill in pertinent fields of knowledge
33 Ibid.
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2. To create a public image of the CFA as a 
professional expert in the evaluation and 
appraisal of securities
3. To relate the CFA program to the finance cur­
riculum of business schools throughout the
country-^
In light of the early historical development of the 
CPA, CLU, and CFA certification programs, the following por­
tion of this chapter is directed toward a review of the 
specific current requirements for certification in each of 
the foregoing areas.
The Certification Models in Accounting 
Life Insurance and Finance
The Certified Public Accountant Model^-
Purpose and Scope of 
the CPA Designation
According to the Board of Examiners of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, hereafter re­
ferred to as AICPA, the purpose of the CPA designation may 
be described as follows:
The certificate is granted to properly qualified indi­
viduals under the statutes of the several states and
Ibid. , p . 24 .
■^Unless otherwise indicated, the source of data for 
this section was drawn from U.S. Army Audit agency, Provi­
sions in CPA Laws and Regulations, prepared with the coopera­
tion of the AICPA (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
July 1972).
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territories in the public interest . . . .  It is not 
granted for the benefit of the possessors of the cer­
tificates or of any other special group, but rather 
is intended to meet the public's need for assurance 
of competence on the part of the individuals offering 
their services as experts.36
The Board of Examiners continues to define the scope of
the designation and of the CPA examination in these words:
The CPA's function requires of the practitioner certain 
qualifications, chief among which are the possession of 
adequate technical knowledge, the ability to apply such 
knowledge skillfully and with good judgment . . . .
The Uniform CPA Examination, then, is restricted to the 
measurement of technical competence, which includes 
technical knowledge, skill in the application of such 
knowledge, and the exercise of good j u d g m e n t . 3 7
In 1962, the Committee on Long-Range Objectives of the 
AICPA described the purpose of the CPA designation in these 
w o r d s :
What the certificate actually does is to permit 
(license) the CPA to hold himself out as competent to 
render professional accounting services to the public 
generally . . . .  The CPA certificate is a symbol that 
the holder has satisfied basic requirements— presumably 
the minimum requirements that the state believed neces­
sary for protection of the public in these circum­
stances. The CPA has demonstrated the basic qualifica­
tions for assumption of the professional responsibility 
of attesting, or adding credibility to financial rep­
resentations— and this requires a comprehensive knowl­
edge of the other underlying phases of the accounting
3^a i c p a  Board of Examiners, "Purpose and Scope of the 
Examination," Information for CPA Candidates (New York: AICPA, 
1954), p. 1.
37 Ibid.
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function: record-keeping, internal accounting for
management purposes, tax accounting, and external 
financial reporting.38
It is important to point out that both of these pas­
sages concerning the purpose and scope of the CPA designa­
tion indicate the inherent relationship between the func­
tions of the CPA and the interest of society. Much of the 
emphasis for this relationship rests upon the fact that, in 
a contemporary social system like that of the United States, 
both the control of and the resources which sustain the bus­
iness enterprise often are derived from different entities. 
As a result, those individuals who have provided capital for 
the enterprise, while disassociated from its management, 
rely upon accounting records to supply necessary information 
relative to the manner in which their resources are being 
utilized. These individuals must rely upon the professional 
services of someone independent of the business unit who is 
knowledgeable in the methods of analysis used by the busi­
ness enterprise. By assuring the accuracy of the accounting 
records of the enterprise, the public accountant is serving 
the interests of this group.
An additional objective of the CPA designation, as in­
dicated by these earlier passages, is that the CPA
3 8 J o h n  l . Carey, e d ., The Accounting Profession-- 
Where is it Headed? (New York: AICPA, 1962), pp. 27-28.
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designation is ideally designed to distinguish an accountant 
who has demonstrated his competence to engage in the prac­
tice of public accountancy from individuals who have not. 
However, because of the diversity of state requirements for 
certification, this is often not the case. Unlike the des­
ignations CLU and CFA, which will be discussed later in this 
chapter, the CPA designation is ultimately awarded and regu­
lated by each of the fifty state governments and the several 
territorial possessions. Consequently, even though the 
AICPA has suggested model requirements for certification 
that each state might follow, the individual jurisdictions 
themselves establish their own citizenship, residence, edu­
cational experience, cost, and age requirements. Addition­
ally, each jurisdiction specifies the manner in which the 
CPA title may be used. Several states prohibit an account­
ing firm from using the CPA title unless each partner prac­
ticing within the state is registered as a CPA in that par­
ticular state.
Restrictions in the use of the CPA title are also 
placed on the individual practitioner. Although many states 
issue certificates to CPAs from other states on a reciprocal 
basis, the accountancy laws of some fourteen states and pos­
sessions maintain that a place of business within the par­
ticular jurisdiction fails to satisfy the residence
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requirements. These states further stipulate that such 
residency requirements can be fulfilled only by a person's 
domicile within that jurisdiction.
Not only are the requirements for the CPA title vari­
able from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but another factor 
lends confusion to the use of the CPA title. Even though no 
jurisdiction allows the non-CPA to use the Certified Public 
Accountant designation, there are several states that permit 
the non-CPA to perform the same services as the CPA. In ef­
fect, the fifty-three jurisdictions may enforce either per­
missive statutes or regulatory statutes.^9 jn the former, 
the jurisdiction regulates only the use of the CPA title and 
allows persons other than Certified Public Accountants to 
perform all types of accounting services. This type of reg­
ulation has given way to the practice of public accounting 
by numerous individuals advertising such titles as "regis­
tered" public accountant, "licensed" public accountant, etc.
In those jurisdictions where regulatory statutes are 
in effect, not only is the use of the CPA title restricted 
but so also is the practice of those persons who engage in 
accounting activities.
An additional element of confusion associated with the 
public's interpretation of the CPA title is the fact that
3^Thompson, p. 207.
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numerous jurisdictions regulate another title which may or 
may not be distinct from that of the CPA designation. This 
title is that of the PA, or Public Accountant.
In several states the PA designation is awarded based 
upon examination, after certain educational and experience 
requirements have been met. This examination is prepared 
and administered by the states in question. The individual 
PA may then sit for the CPA uniform examination if he so 
desires. However, in several states, one of which is Illi­
nois, an individual must hold the PA designation before he 
can practice as a CPA.
Varying Requirements for 
Becoming a CPA
The CPA designation itself is not indicative of a 
standard or uniform set of characteristics. On the con­
trary, each state, via statutory regulation, establishes 
and regulates its own specific definition of what consti­
tutes acceptable requirements for award of the CPA designa­
tion. The educational, citizenship, residence, experience, 
cost, age, and ethical code or standards of conduct that he 
or she must adhere to, if any, are formulated by each of the 
fifty states and jurisdictions. Even though each state de­
fines and controls the awarding of the CPA designation,
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similarities among the requirements of the numerous 
jurisdictions eiJist.
It should be pointed out that, on several occasions, 
the A I C P A 's Committee on State Legislation has taken steps 
toward uniformity of state requirements for the CPA desig­
nation. This committee has, in fact, developed a model 
regulatory accountancy bill that defines the requirements which 
that organization feels should be incorporated into the ac­
countancy laws of all jurisdictions. If this bill were 
adopted by all states, eventual uniformity of requirements 
for certification would occur.
In 1962, the AICPA again reaffirmed support for uniform
standards for awarding the CPA title when the Council of that
organization adopted the following objective:
It is an objective of the Institute to bring about uni­
form national standards applicable to the requirements 
for issuance of the CPA certification. . . .41
Even though the requirements for becoming a CPA vary 
from state to state, each state administers the same examina­
tion, prepared and graded by the American Institute of Certi­
fied Public Accountants. This examination is given in each
40Committeo on State Legislation, Form of Regulatory 
Accountancy Bill (New York: AICPA, February 1961), p. 29.
4^-Carey, p. 169.
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state early in May and November. There is no limit to the 
number of times a candidate may take the examination.
The two-and-one-half day examination consists of four 
parts: Theory of Accounting, Practice of Accounting, Audit­
ing, and Commercial (business) Law as it relates to account­
ing .
Specifically, the candidate is expected to demonstrate 
the extent of his or her knowledge of:
1. Accounting concepts, postulates, and principles
2. Generally accepted auditing standards, audit pro­
grams, and auditors' reports
3. Business organization and operation including a 
knowledge of the basic laws governing such organi­
zation and operation
4. Use of accounting data for managerial purposes
5. Quantitative methods and techniques as they apply 
to accounting and auditing
6 . Federal income taxation
7. Current professional literature and accounting 
issues receiving special attention at the time of
the e x a m i n a t i o n ^
The Bulletin of the Virginia Society of Certified Pub­
lic Accountants further states that "Candidates are expected 
to demonstrate their ability to apply to specific situations
42-rhe Virginia Society of CPAs, "Requirements to Take 
the CPA Examination in Virginia" (Virginia: Virqinia 
Society of Certified Public Accountants, n.d.), n.p.
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their knowledge of the foregoing areas with good judgment 
and logical reasoning and to draw reasonable conclusions 
from such appl i c a t i o n s . " ^  After the candidate completes 
the four-part examination, the authority for passing or 
failing the candidate is entirely within the purview of the 
individual jurisdiction.
Citizenship, Residence, 
and Age Requirements
Although the examination for the CPA designation is 
uniform, the requirements which the applicant must satisfy 
prior to sitting for the examination are not. Summarized in 
Table 63, Appendix III are the citizenship, residence, and 
age requirements for sitting for the CPA examination on a 
state-by-state basis, as well as for the District of Colum­
bia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. At the time of 
this writing, among the fifty states, the District of Colum­
bia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, nine jurisdictions 
require full U.S. citizenship and thirty-one jurisdictions 
require full citizenship or the intent to become a U.S. cit­
izen. The State of Michigan reciuires full U.S. citizenship 
for full certification as a CPA and an intent to become a 
U.S. citizen to sit for the examination. Texas requires 
that the candidate be either a U.S. citizen or a resident
^ ^  I b i d .
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of the State of Texas. Eleven jurisdictions had no 
requirements as to citizenship.
Relative to residency, twenty-one jurisdictions re­
quire that the applicant be a resident of the particular 
jurisdiction. The State of Arkansas requires that the ap­
plicant maintain residency in the state as well as an office 
in the state. Thirty jurisdictions permit residency in the 
jurisdiction or maintenance of an office in the jurisdic­
tion. California and New York have no residency require­
ments. Hawaii, which has a residency requirement, does not 
enforce it.
The age requirements for certification in the juris­
dictions mentioned are more uniform than citizenship and 
residency requirements. Forty-one jurisdictions have estab­
lished a minimum age of twenty-one years of age as a prereq­
uisite to candidacy for the CPA designation, and eight ju­
risdictions require that the candidate be at least eighteen 
years of age. Montana has no age requirements, while Alaska 
and Iowa specify nineteen years of age.
Educational and Experience 
Requirements
As the citizenship, residency, and age requirements 
for candidacy for the CPA examination vary by jurisdiction, 
so also do those of education and experience. Table 64,
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Appendix III summarizes the educational requirements for the 
CPA in each jurisdiction. As of July, 1972, thirty-six ju­
risdictions required some form of general education beyond 
the high school level, while seventeen did not require any 
type of general education other than high school completion. 
Twenty-one of the various states and territories reouired a 
baccalaureate degree or its equivalent as a prerequisite to 
sitting for the CPA examination. Of those twenty-one states 
and territories requiring a baccalaureate degree or its 
equivalent, seventeen required a major area of study in ac­
counting or other related business subjects. Thirty-seven 
jurisdictions allowed substitution of part or all of the 
educational requirement for specified experience in account­
ing .
In those jurisdictions that have educational require­
ments beyond those of high school, or which provide for edu­
cation beyond this level to substitute for experience, the 
boards of accountancy in each state, with one exception, 
judge the quality of the instruction offered in institutions 
of higher learning. The decisions as to instructional qual­
ity which are offered by these boards are not based on the 
evaluations of any independent accrediting agency such as 
those in engineering, medicine, or law. The exception to 
the above is the Wisconsin State Board of Accountancy which
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now automatically accepts college credits earned at member 
schools of the American Association of Collegiate Schools 
of Business.^4
A detailed summary of the experience requirements for 
sitting for the CPA examination is presented in Table 65, 
Appendix III. Of the fifty states, the District of Columbia 
the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico, thirteen jurisdictions 
require mandatory experience prior to taking the CPA examina 
tion. Forty jurisdictions have no experience requirement 
prior to the examination. However, of those forty jurisdic­
tions, thirty-seven do require some minimum amount of expe­
rience before the certificate is awarded. In Illinois, ap­
plicants need no experience as a prerequisite to either the 
examination or the certificate; however, the holder of a CPA 
certificate is not entitled to practice public accounting 
until he has been registered as a Public Accountant (PA).
Registration as a PA is granted only to holders of 
certificates who have had at least three years of experience 
obtained within a period of six years immediately prior to 
application. The State of Kansas requires experience only 
in conjunction with the type of training the applicant has 
had, e.g., a baccalaureate degree holder with a major in
4 4"Wisconsin Board First to Accept Accreditation Work 
of AACSB (Sic)," Journal of Accountancy CXVIII (November 
1964), p. 15.
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accounting need not have experience prior to the examination 
but must have two years of experience prior to certification; 
a baccalaureate degree holder without regard to course of 
study requires two years of experience prior to the examina­
tion and none thereafter; applicants without a college d e ­
gree are required to have two years of experience prior to 
the examination and one year of additional experience prior 
to certification. Holders of masters degree or above may 
sit for the examination and be certified without experience. 
The State of Maryland does not require experience of an ap­
plicant who has completed an undergraduate accounting course 
of studies at a Board recognized school of accounting; oth­
erwise the applicant must possess two years of public ac­
counting experience. West Virginia has no experience re­
quirement for applicants possessing a degree or certificate 
with a major in accounting or the equivalent from a college, 
university, or other approved institution.
The number of years of experience and range of years 
required for certification varies from none in West Virginia 
to as many as twelve in Puerto Rico, depending upon the ap­
plicant's academic preparation. In those jurisdictions where 
a baccalaureate degree is required for certification, the 
experience requirement tends to be lower than in those
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jurisdictions where such a degree is not a prerequisite to 
the examination.
Two states, Oklahoma and New Mexico, not only specify 
a minimal amount of experience but also require that all or 
some of this experience be gained within the State of Okla­
homa or New Mexico.
Twenty-three jurisdictions waive all or some of the 
experience requirements for certification if the applicant 
holds a masters degree in accounting or, in some instances, 
a related degree or area of study such as the master of Bus­
iness Administration. Additionally, Missouri and Wyoming, 
as well as the territory of Puerto Rico, stipulate that col­
lege or university teachers of accountancy or related sub­
jects may have the experience requirement reduced in those 
jurisdictions.
Cost of the CPA Examination
Like the previous requirements for the CPA designa­
tion, the cost to the applicant varies on a jurisdiction- 
wide basis. The range of costs fluctuates from a maximum 
cost of $85 in Illinois and South Dakota for the original 
examination to a low of $25 required by six states; the most 
frequent fee is $50 required by sixteen jurisdictions. Fees 
required for re-examination vary relative to the number of 
examinations the candidate must repeat.
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National Organization
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
is the only national organization of CPAs; however, various 
other national accounting associations exist in which CPAs 
hold membership. These latter associations are not solely 
CPA oriented as is the AICPA. Over 50,000 CPAs are members 
of the Institute. The AICPA performs its various activities 
by engaging numerous committees and a full-time staff.
The activities of the Institute primarily relate to 
lobbying on behalf of the CPA profession throughout the 
country. Their efforts are directed toward the adoption of 
uniform nationwide standards governing the issuance of CPA 
certificates; the preparation, administration, and grading 
of the uniform CPA examination; research into new techniques 
of analysis and synthesis in financial reporting; and coop­
eration with colleges and universities in developing knowl­
edge and technical competency in accounting through account­
ing degree programs as well as continuing education. The 
Institute performs the above activities in cooperation with 
state societies and various local chapters through the 
fifty-three jurisdictions. Membership in the AICPA is open 
to holders of the CPA certificate granted by any state or 
territory.
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Ethical Code
Codes of professional conduct are in effect in nearly 
three-fourths of the jurisdictions that regulate the prac­
tice of public accountancy. In those states where a formal 
statement of an ethical code is lacking, provisions exist 
whereby a practitioner who is judged to be remiss in his 
conduct with the public and/or the profession may have his 
license r e v o k e d . ^  Those CPAs who are members of the AICPA 
subscribe to an ethical code of conduct developed by the 
Institute. Since the initial development of the Institute's 
First Rules of Conduct in 1917, continual adaptations and 
refinements have taken place. In 1969, the Institute under­
took to restate its ethical principles in more affirmative 
terms. The basic concepts upon which the present code of 
ethics is founded are as follows:
1. A CPA should maintain his integrity and objec­
tivity and, when engaged in the practice of 
public accounting, be independent of those he 
serves
2. A Certified Public Accountant should observe the 
profession's technical standards and strive con­
tinually to improve his competence and the quality 
of his services
3. A CPA should be fair and candid with his clients 
and serve them to the best of his ability, with 
professional concern for their best interests, 
consistent with his responsibilities to the public
^Carey, p. 127.
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4. A CPA should conduct himself in a manner which 
will promote cooperation and good relations 
among members of the profession
5. A CPA should conduct himself in a manner which 
will enhance the stature of the profession and 
its ability to serve the public46
The specific Rules of Conduct of the AICPA to which 
each member must adhere may be found in Appendix IV.
The Chartered Life Underwriter Model4^
Purpose and Scope of 
the CLU Designation
The CLU designation is part of the educational program 
of the American College of Life Underwriters. Besides indi­
cating that the holder has passed a series of examinations 
designed to uphold certain academic standards, it primarily 
serves as indication that the underwriter has spent consid­
erable time and effort in preparation for rendering superior 
service to the public in the areas of insuring human life 
values. The designation has additionally been designed to 
indicate to the client public that, in addition to a knowl­
edge of life and health insurance fundamentals, the recip­
ient of the CLU designation has completed a broad business
4^AICPA, "Restatement of the Code of Professional 
Ethics," (New York: AICPA, 1972), pp. 8-16.
4^Source of data unless otherwise indicated: American
College of Life Underwriters, "CLU Catalogue— 1973-74," 
(Pennsylvania: American College of Life Underwriters, July 
1973).
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education including economics, business finance, personal 
finance, social problems, taxation, business and insurance 
law, and the law of wills, trusts, and estates.
Curriculum of the American 
College of Life Underwriters
As stated by the American College of Life Underwriters,
the curriculum for the CLU diploma program is designed to
provide the candidate with the following background:
1. A broad understanding of the general fields of 
knowledge with which he should be acquainted
2. A thorough knowledge of life and health insurance 
and related subject areas
3. A capacity for applying this knowledge to actual 
family and business situations
Prior to the fall of 1970, candidates for certifica­
tion were required to complete a five-part examination.
Each part of the examination had a four-hour time allowance 
for completion and covered an examination period of two and 
one-half days. Examinations were given once each year and 
covered the following subjects:
Part I - Fundamentals of Life and Health Insurance
Part II - Group Insurance, Health Insurance, and 
Pensions
Part III - Law, Trusts, and Taxation 
Part IV - Finance and Economics
Part V - Business Insurance and Estate Planning
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Effective with the fall of 1970, the CLU curriculum 
was revised to consist of ten CLU courses of a semester's 
length. Each course covers some fifteen assignments, with 
a two-hour examination for each course. Examinations now 
are offered in January for the odd-numbered courses and in 
June for all ten of the CLU courses. The specific ten 
courses are as follows;
- Individual Life and Health Insurance
- Life Insurance Law and Company 
Operations
CLU COURSE I
CLU COURSE II
CLU COURSE III
CLU COURSE IV
CLU COURSE V
CLU COURSE VI
- Income Taxation
- Investment and Family Financial 
Management
CLU COURSE VII - Accounting and Finance
CLU COURSE VIII - Economics
CLU COURSE IX - Business Insurance
CLU COURSE X - Estate Planning and Taxation
Appropriate transfer credit is allowed for those exam­
inations completed prior to the fall of 197 0. The American 
College of Life Underwriters does not specify the method of 
preparation to be used for the CLU examinations. Each can­
didate is responsible for determining for himself, based 
upon his own educational background and experience, the
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method of preparation which might best prepare him or her for 
the successful completion of each examination. However, most 
candidates for the CLU designation enroll in a local class 
sponsored by the American College of Life Underwriters as 
preparation for the examinations.
Since the American College's educational program is 
national in scope, although the college itself does not con­
duct classes at its central campus in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylva­
nia, it does assist in organizing and sponsoring CLU study 
in local communities for candidates preparing for the exam­
ination. Each year organized study groups are sponsored by 
CLU chapters and life underwriters associations, as well as 
colleges and universities.
Educational and Experience 
Requirements
In order to become a candidate for the CLU program, 
the applicant must first matriculate with the American Col­
lege of Life Underwriters and receive approval to sit for 
the examinations. The educational and experience require­
ments underlying such approval are as follows:
An applicant must be a high school graduate or must have 
completed the educational equivalent of a four-year high 
school course. Additionally, every candidate must have 
completed three years of satisfactory experience in 
which a significant percent of the candidates' business 
time must be devoted to activities directly or in­
directly related to the insuring of human life values.
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The three-year experience period for which credit is 
sought must include the full twelve-month period im­
mediately preceding the date of the award of the desig­
nation and may include any other two years chosen by 
the candidate from the six years immediately preceding 
the date of the award and need not be consecutive years 
However, each year must consist of twelve consecutive 
months.(In fulfilling the experience requirement, a 
candidate may not use full-time undergraduate years as 
part of his experience period.)
In those cases where interpretation of the experience 
requirement is necessary, it is subject to the interpreta­
tion of the Board of Trustees of the American College of 
Life Underwriters.
Age and Character of 
Applicant and Cost of 
Examination
The applicant for matriculation with the American Col 
lege of Life Underwriters need not satisfy any particular 
age requirement; however, the CLU designation will not be 
awarded to any candidate who is not at least age twenty-one 
upon completion of the examinations and upon fulfilling the 
experience requirements.
After an initial matriculation fee of $15 is paid to 
the American College, the candidate is responsible for an 
examination fee of $50 per examination if received by the 
American College prior to November 1 for the January exami­
nations and March 31 for the June examinations; otherwise, 
additional late fees are charged. Exceptions to the
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previous fee schedule are the following individuals who are 
permitted to take the examinations at a fee of $10 for each 
examination: full-time college teachers, full-time stu­
dents, employees of state insurance departments, and those 
on active duty in the armed forces of the United States who 
entered before or immediately after high school graduation. 
None of these individuals may take advantage of the reduced 
rate after becoming a full-time representative or employee 
of a life insurance company or agency.
In addition to the age, experience, and educational 
requirements for matriculation with the American College of 
Life Underwriters, the individual candidate must be of good 
moral character. All applicants are presumed to be of good 
moral character in the absence of information to the con­
trary. The American College does, however, obtain confi­
dential reports on each candidate prior to award of the 
designation.
National Organization 
and Regulation
The American College of Life Underwriters and the des­
ignations it administers, especially the Chartered Life Un­
derwriter designation, although national in scope are 
organized and conducted entirely by the American College of 
Life Underwriters. However, various state and local
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chapters do play a key role in disseminating information to 
potential applicants and in establishing study groups. Reg­
ulation of the program requirements remains within the pur­
view of the American College of Life Underwriters through 
its Board of Trustees.
Although the CLU designation is not based upon any 
statutory regulation, it is protected under the laws of all 
fifty states and of the federal government. No person is 
permitted to use the CLU designation until it has been offi­
cially conferred upon him by the American College of Life 
Underwriters.
The manner in which the CLU designation may be used
has been specified by the American College as follows:
The designation "Chartered Life Underwriter" (or its 
abbreviation 'CLU') may be used in a dignified manner 
just as similar forms of recognition are employed in 
accounting, medicine, and other professions. Either 
the full expression or the initials may be used after 
the individual's name on business cards, stationery 
. . . but always in a way compatible with the dignity 
of the designation and of the American College.
Holders of the CLU designation become eligible to join 
the American Society of Chartered Life Underwriters through 
affiliation with the nearest Society chapter. This independ­
ent national body is devoted to maintaining professional 
standards in life underwriting and to providing means of 
continuing education for CLUs.
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Ethical Code of the Chartered 
Life Underwriter
Prior to the award of the designation CLU, and after 
completion of all requirements for the designation, the can­
didate for the CLU designation must pledge himself or her­
self to a Code of Ethics consisting of Guides to Profes­
sional Conduct and Rules of Professional Conduct. The Code 
of Ethics subscribed to by all members of the American Soci­
ety of Chartered Life Underwriters as well as the Society's 
Rules of Professional Conduct are as follows
1. I shall in the light of all the circumstances sur­
rounding my client, which I shall make every 
conscientious effort to ascertain and to under­
stand, give him that service which, had I been in 
the same circumstances, I would have applied to 
myself
2. I shall place the welfare and interests of my 
clients above my own interests
3. I shall render continuing service and counsel to 
my clients
4. I shall continue to study and to improve ray tech­
nical competency
5. I shall keep abreast of changing conditions and 
legislation which may affect the financial plans 
of the insuring public and keep my clients in­
formed of such changes as relate to them
6. I shall accord the same courtesy and consideration 
to others engaged in related professions as I 
would wish to receive from them
^ P e r m i s s i o n  to include the CLU Code of Ethics was 
granted by the Richard D. Irwin Company. The Code of Ethics 
is reprinted in Stone, pp. 323-324.
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7. I shall refrain from engaging in any activity 
which, if practiced by a substantial number of 
members, would bring discredit to the institution 
of life insurance in general and to the American 
Society of Chartered Life Underwriters in partic­
ular
8. I shall encourage others with the proper qualifi­
cations to earn the CLU designation in the belief 
that this is in the best interests of the insur­
ing public
Rules of Professional Conduct
1. A member shall obey all applicable laws governing 
life and health insurance
2. A member shall conduct his personal and business 
affairs in such a manner as to avoid discrediting 
his reputation and. impairing the public regard 
for life underwriting as a profession
3. A member shall respect the confidential nature of 
the relationship existing between himself and his 
client
4. A member shall respect the agent's principal rela­
tionship existing between himself and the company 
he represents
5. A member shall avoid impairing the reputation or 
practice of another life underwriter
6. Advertising the CLU designation or its signifi­
cance shall be done only in a manner approved by 
the American Society of Chartered Life Under­
writers and the American College of Life Under­
writers
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The Chartered Financial Analyst M o d e l 4 ^
Purpose and Scope of 
the CFA Designation
The CFA designation is a part of the educational pro­
gram of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts, Inc. 
The purpose of the CFA designation is to recognize, by the 
professional designation "Chartered Financial Analyst," in­
dividuals who have met the standards established by the 
Institute for the practice of financial analysis.
Additionally, through the completion of a series of 
examinations, the investing public, employers, and fellow 
analysts are assured that the recipient of the designation 
CFA possesses at least the fundamental knowledge necessary 
to practice his profession. Essentially, the CFA designa­
tion is the principal designation available in the area of 
financial analysis.^®
4^Source of data unless otherwise indicated: Insti­
tute of Chartered Financial Analysts, "CFA Programs— 1973- 
74: A Bulletin," (Virginia: Institute of Chartered Financial 
Analysts, 1973).
S^Two additional designations related to the finance 
area are: "Associate, The National Institute of Credit,"
and "Fellow, The National Institute of Credit." Neither of 
these designations are administered by, or at all related 
to, the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts.
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Curriculum of the Institute of 
Chartered Financial Analysts
As indicated by the Institute of Chartered Financial 
Analysts, the curriculum of the CFA program is designed to 
reflect the changing emphasis and techniques of financial 
analysis and portfolio management in the dynamic economics 
of the United States and Canada. Although, like the Ameri­
can College of Life Underwriters, the Institute itself does 
not offer courses of instruction or correspondence study, it 
does assist in the organization of local study groups to 
assist the candidate in passing the following three-part ex­
aminations :
EXAMINATION I— Investment Principles--The main objective 
of this examination is to test the candidate's knowledge 
of financial instruments and institutions, the basic 
principles of financial analysis, and financial account­
ing .
EXAMINATION II— Applied Security Analysis— This examina­
tion is directed to the financial analyst of senior 
status who has gained some measure of responsibility for 
independent research. The primary coverage in this ex­
amination is relative to practical application of in­
vestment principles, industry analysis, economic fluc­
tuations, and monetary and fiscal policies.
EXAMINATION III— Investment Management Decision Making—  
This examination is a test of the senior financial ana­
lyst who, by exercising responsible experience, is 
equipped by training and temperament to organize, admin*- 
ister, evaluate, and implement ongoing investment re­
search activities. This examination specifically covers 
the determination of investment goals, investment timing, 
and portfolio balance.
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Administration of the above examinations is conducted 
at approximately forty~five examination centers as estab­
lished by the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts. 
These centers are generally located at colleges and univer­
sities throughout the United States and Canada. Examina­
tions are held each year on a Saturday in June; each exami­
nation covers a period of four and one-half hours. Indi­
viduals who fail a given examination are eligible to re­
apply for re-examination the following year.
Grading of the examinations is completed by the staff 
of the Institute headquartered at the Graduate School of 
Business Administration of the University of Virginia. Al­
though the candidate for certification must prepare himself 
for the examination, study groups are organized in every 
major U.S. and Canadian city. The examination is designed 
so that regardless of the age or industry standing of the 
candidate, experience alone will not enable the individual 
to meet successfully the requirements of the formal exami­
nation .
In addition to the above general requirements for ex­
amination, the candidate (1) may take no more than one exam­
ination in any given year, (2) will be expected to complete 
the sequence of examinations within a seven-year period from 
the time he or she takes Examination I, and (3) will be
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required to begin the series of examinations within three 
years after initial registration.
Educational and Experience 
Requirements
Before an individual can become a candidate for the
CFA designation, he must first establish his eligibility
with the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts. The
educational requirements determining such eligibility have
been stated as follows;
A candidate should have a bachelors degree from an ac­
credited academic institution. In the absence of a 
degree, other educational training or work experience 
may be accepted for CFA candidacy. However, the candi­
date must submit credentials in proper form evidencing 
his education.
The individual candidate, additionally, must possess 
a specified number of years of experience in a primary ca­
pacity of financial analysis as specifically related to 
securities investment. The following experience/occupa­
tional categories have been established by the Institute:
a. A person who is engaged in financial analysis as 
related to securities investment for a bank, in­
surance company, investment counsel firm, invest­
ment company, securities firm, financial publish­
ing house, or other similar organization
b. A person occupying the position of professor 
(including assistant and associate professors) or 
dean of a college or university who is currently 
teaching or conducting research in the field of 
securities investment
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c. A person engaged as an economist in the field of 
financial analysis as related to securities in­
vestment
d. A person who is engaged in portfolio management
e. A person who is engaged in financial analysis as 
related to securities investment for a public 
agency
f. A person who is engaged in financial analysis as 
related to securities investment for a corporate 
pension, profit sharing, or similar fund
The applicant's submission of years of experience must 
be drawn from each of the above categories, graduated with 
each examination attempted; e.g., to be eligible for Examina­
tion I, the candidate must have completed at least one year 
of experience in one or more of the primary categories es­
tablished. This year must be completed by the end of the 
calendar year preceding the year in which the examination is 
to be t a k en.
To be eligible for Examination II, the candidate must 
have satisfied at least three years of experience in at 
least one of the primary categories, completed by the end of 
the calendar year preceding the year in which the examina­
tion is to be taken. Additionally, to sit for Examination 
II, the candidate must hold membership in good standing with 
one of the constituent societies of the Financial Analysts 
Federation.
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In order to sit for Examination III, the candidate 
must possess at least five years of experience in one or 
more of the primary categories by the end of the calendar 
year preceding the year in which the examination is to be 
taken. Also, the candidate must still be a member in good 
standing in one of the constituent societies of the Finan­
cial Analysts Federation.
Age and Character of Applicant 
and Cost of Examination
Ordinarily, a candidate for the CFA designation must be 
at least twenty-four years of age to take Examination I , at 
least twenty-six years of age to take Examination II, and at 
least thirty years of age to take Examination III.
After an initial registration fee of $35 and approval 
of his registration application, the candidate must pay the 
following fees for each of the examinations:
Examination I $60
Examination II $90
Examination III $150
At the time of this writing, no specific statement of 
moral character was found in the literature of the Institute 
of Chartered Financial Analysts as a prerequisite to applica­
tion for candidacy. However, prior to award of the CFA 
designation, the Institute requires conformance by all
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designees to the Code of Ethics and Standards of Profes­
sional Conduct of the Institute of Chartered Financial Ana­
lysts. Additionally, the Institute solicits confidential 
reports on each candidate prior to award of the designation.
National Organization 
and Regulation
The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts and the 
CFA designation that it administers is national in scope.51 
However, as in the case of the American College of Life Un­
derwriters, the numerous state and local CFA chapters con­
duct much of the formalized preparation for meeting the 
requirements for certification as specified by the Institute 
Regulation of the program's requirements at the same time is 
entirely within the jurisdiction of the Board of Trustees of 
the Institute as a committee thereof. The CFA designation 
program is not based on or related to any licensing or other 
statutory regulations. Its policing powers are established 
and maintained solely within the membership of the Institute
The Institute has specifically indicated that:
The professional designation of Chartered Financial Ana­
lyst may be suspended or revoked at any time for a good 
cause by action of the Board of Trustees or a committee 
thereof. Violation of the Code of Ethics and Standards 
of the Institute shall be considered good cause for
SlExamir.ations are also administered to Canadian 
nationals but differences in regulatory procedures exist.
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suspension or revocation of the professional designation 
The foregoing action may be taken only after reasonable 
notice has been given to the person in question and an 
opportunity provided him for a hearing before the Board 
of Trustees or the Committee vested with the power of 
suspension or revocation of the professional designation
Ethical Code of the Chartered 
Financial Analyst
Following satisfactory completion of the age, educa­
tion, experience, and examination requirements for award of 
the designation CFA, the candidate must subscribe to the 
Code of Ethics and the Standards of Professional Conduct of 
the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts. The Code of 
Ethics is reproduced below. The Standards of Professional 
Conduct may be referred to in Appendix V.
The Institute of Chartered 
Financial Analysts' Code 
of Ethics
WHEREAS, the profession of financial analysis has 
evolved because of the increasing public need for com­
petent, objective and trustworthy advice with regard to 
investments and financial management; and
WHEREAS, The Institute of Chartered Financial Ana­
lysts was organized to establish educational standards 
in the field of financial analysis, to conduct exami­
nations of financial analysts and to award the profes­
sional designation of Chartered Financial Analysts, 
among other objectives; and
WHEREAS, despite a wide diversity of interest among 
analysts employed by banks, brokers and security deal­
ers, investment advisory organizations, financial rela­
tions counselors, insurance companies, investment com­
panies, investment trusts, pension trusts and other in­
stitutional investors and corporate bodies, there are
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nevertheless certain fundamental standards of conduct 
which should be common to all engaged in the profession 
of financial analysis and accepted and maintained by 
them; and
WHEREAS, The Institute of Chartered Financial Ana­
lysts adopted a Code of Ethics on March 14, 1964; and
WHEREAS, it is now deemed appropriate to make cer­
tain amendments to this Code;
NOW, THEREFORE, The Institute of Chartered Financial 
Analysts hereby adopts the following Code of Ethics and 
Standards of Professional Conduct:
A Chartered Financial Analyst should conduct himself 
with integrity and dignity and encourage such conduct by 
others in the profession.
A Chartered Financial Analyst should act with com­
petence and strive to maintain and improve his compe­
tence and that of others in the profession.
A Chartered Financial Analyst should use proper care 
and exercise independent professional judgment.52
The objective of this chapter was two-fold: first, to
trace briefly the early historical development of several 
professional business areas that might be placed within the 
continuum of professionalization in the category of the semi­
professions; and, secondly, to indicate generally the re­
quirements for each of the principle professional designa­
tions that each of these occupational areas administers.
The essential purpose of this chapter was to provide a d e ­
scriptive statement of those requirements in the earlier
^ P e r m i s s i o n  to include the CFA Code of Ethics was 
granted by the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts.
The Code is reprinted in "CFA Programs--1973-74," pp. 17-19.
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mentioned professional areas, which might have certain 
implications for a similar type of program in management.
In conclusion, each of the professional programs d e ­
scribed in this chapter has undergone considerable develop­
ment since its inception. Somewhat rigid requirements for 
certification exist, to a varying degree, in each of the 
occupational areas examined. In view of the requirements 
that must be met, as well as the time, effort, and cost ex­
pended by candidates for each of these designations, it 
seems germane to ask what benefits the individual designee 
might expect to receive as a result of his efforts, and 
what effect such certification programs have upon the occu­
pational areas themselves. The following chapter explores 
each of these two questions at considerable length.
CHAPTER IV
PERCEIVED BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
Introduction
The emphasis of the earlier chapter of this study was 
upon both the early historical development of several pro­
fessional business areas and those specific requirements 
that must be met by each recipient prior to completion of 
professional certification in the particular occupational 
area. The present chapter of this study explores the re­
sponses of individual recipients of the designations CPA, 
CLU, CFA, and PE regarding certain criteria suggested as 
benefits of professional certification.
i
The purpose of an examination of these responses is 
two-fold: first, to indicate those criteria which the re­
cipients of each designation perceive to exist as a deriva­
tive of certification in their respective occupational area 
and, second, to indicate ultimately the degree of variation 
which exists among the replies of members of the four pro­
fessional classifications.
Ill
Prior Research
In obtaining a portion of the information given in 
this study, a lengthy search of secondary literature was 
conducted. The objective of this literature search was to 
ascertain the extent to which other individual researchers 
or professional associations have considered the benefits 
associated with professional certification.
As mentioned in Chapter I, letters were addressed to 
those associations that administer nationally the designa­
tions CPA, CLU, CFA, and PE requesting access to available 
research concerning the benefits of professional certifica­
tion relative to their specific areas. Additionally, let­
ters were addressed to two professional associations with 
somewhat less developed certification programs. One group 
was the Administrative Management Society, which administers 
the designation Certified Administrative Manager (CAM), a 
designation based upon examination directed toward the mi d ­
dle and upper level administrative manager, established in 
1970. The other group was the Data Processing Management 
Association, which initiated and implemented in June, 1962, 
the Certified Data Processor designation (CDP), a designa­
tion established to indicate competency in the programming 
function of the Data Processing Industry.
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Research was solicited from these latter two 
associations because it seemed logical to assume that prior 
to implementing any form of professional certification in 
an occupational area intensive research would be conducted 
concerning the benefits or advantages the recipient and/or 
occupational area might expect to derive from such certifi­
cation programs.
In addition to the letters addressed to the above as­
sociations, an extensive search of academic sources was con­
ducted. In the latter phase of the literature search, only 
two sources indicated statistical data that might be con­
strued as useful to the present study. Both of these stud­
ies, as well as the responses of the professional associa­
tions contacted, are discussed below.
Of the four principle associations contacted by the 
author, only the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts 
and the American Association of Chartered Life Underwriters 
through the American College of Life Underwriters were able 
to respond with literature relative to this study. The 
AICPA through their senior research librarian specifically 
indicated that they were unaware of any statistical data 
which might be considered as helpful to the author.
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A Study by the Financial 
Analysts Federation
The one report made available by the Institute of 
Chartered Financial Analysts and prepared by the Financial 
Analysts Federation, entitled "Compensation in Professional 
Investment Research and Management," did offer some insight, 
from a statistical perspective, into the comparative areas 
of functional responsibility and compensation between CFAs 
and non-CFAs.^ This study was a comprehensive survey of 
members of the Financial Analysts Federation conducted in 
October 1971 showing compensation in relation to age, ex­
perience, type of employer, job function, and geographic 
location. At the time of this survey, 3,004 CFA charters 
had been awarded since the inception of the program in 1963, 
and 2,848 CFAs were active members of the Institute of Char­
tered Financial Analysts. These latter members constituted 
some 22 percent of the total membership of the Financial 
Analysts Federation (the parent organization from which the 
Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts emerged). Over 
61 percent of CFAs responded to the survey and constituted 
approximately 33 percent of the sample.
f i n a n c i a l  Analysts Federation, "Compensation in 
Professional Investment Research and Management," (New York: 
Financial Analysts Federation, March 1972).
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Several aspects of the Financial Analysts Federation 
study are pertinent to this research.
1. As indicated in Table 2, a positive relationship
was found to exist between the size of funds under
management by CFAs as opposed to the entire sample 
of financial analysts. In other words, the 
greater the dollar value of the portfolio managed, 
the more likely that it was managed by a CFA
2. As indicated in Table 3, a positive relationship 
existed between the functional responsibility 
(number of analysts supervised) by CFAs as op­
posed to the entire sample of financial analysts. 
In other words, the greater the number of analysts 
supervised, the more likely that they were super­
vised by a CFA
3. As indicated in Table 4, compensation of CFAs was
greater than that of the non-CFA and the total
sample studied
To the extent that areas of authority and responsi­
bility and compensation can be considered as personal bene­
fits or advantages of "professional" certification, it would 
seem that, based upon the Financial Analysts Federation 
study, the CFA possessed a greater degree of portfolio re­
sponsibility, a wider span of control, and a higher compen­
sation than the non-CFA.
A Study by the American College 
of Life Underwriters
Another statistical study of some import relative to 
the CLU was conducted by the American College of Life Under­
writers and entitled "C.L.U. Profile." It was published in 
1969 as a fortieth anniversary survey of the establishment
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of the CLU p r o g r a m . ^ This extensive study, which was 
undertaken in 1967, was designed to obtain information about 
CLUs along academic, vocational, and personal lines. Spe­
cifically, the opinions of CLUs concerning their career d e ­
velopment were sought.
In this study a comprehensive questionnaire was mailed 
to a random sample of 4,471 CLUs with a response rate in ex­
cess of 79.7 percent.
Several of the conclusions of this study were as 
follows;
1. The career positions of CLUs tended to shift to 
areas of greater authority and responsibility as 
the CLU study was undertaken. Specifically, 
eleven out of twenty CLUs were ordinary under­
writers when entering the business, but only nine 
out of twenty were ordinary underwriters by the 
time CLU study was initiated. Only seven out of 
twenty were ordinary full-time underwriters when 
they completed the examinations
2. CLUs have a high degree of work stability. Three
out of four CLUs did not change positions during
the two years following receipt of the designa­
tion. In fact, as a group 7 5.5 percent of the 
CLUs surveyed had been connected with one company 
since completing their examinations
3. Nearly eight out of ten CLUs reported that their
income from life and health insurance increased
during the years of CLU study as a direct result
of their CLU studies. The CLUs earnings are
2
Vane B. Lucas, John S. White, and Helen L. Schmidt, 
"C.L.U. Profile," A Report of the 40th Anniversary Survey of 
Chartered Life Underwriters (Pennsylvania: American College 
of Life Underwriters, 1969).
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typically superior to earnings of non-CLUs. It 
is interesting to note here that several inde­
pendent studies by insurance companies have shown 
that CLUs income on the average is over 50 percent 
greater than for non-CLUs with the same length of 
service.3 However, the study reviewed in the 
paper is careful to point out that it is virtually 
impossible to determine whether the knowledge and 
analytical skills gained from the CLU program re­
sult in improved performance or whether the CLU 
program attracts persons who would succeed regard­
less of such a program. It does, on the other 
hand, indicate that the opinion of CLUs as to what 
certification meant as an educational experience 
leads to the belief that there are many direct 
benefits which accrue to the recipients and that 
those benefits tend to improve their earnings
4. An overwhelming number of CLUs reported that CLU 
study had been of positive value to t h e m . Ninety- 
two and four tenths percent of the respondents 
felt that CLU study had improved their competence; 
88.9 percent felt that CLU study had enhanced 
their prestige within the Insurance business;
78.8 percent felt CLU study had enhanced their 
prestige with the public; 80.7 percent felt CLU 
study made them feel more professional; and 68.1 
percent felt CLU study had improved their self- 
confidence
5. The CLU typically engages in career-long learning 
as a part of his commitment to professionalism.
One out of five CLUs had taken one or more of the 
specialized certificate course examinations of 
the American College of Life Underwriters; more 
than half had attended at least one CLU seminar 
jointly sponsored by the American College and 
local CLU chapters
^One such study is a "Survey of Production, Earnings 
and Persistency of CLU's and non-CLU's of 23 Major Life 
Insurance Companies for Year 1962," a study prepared under 
the direction of Herbert C. Graebner, CLU, Executive Vice- 
President and Treasurer of the American College of Life 
Underwriters* n.d., n.p.
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6. CLUs encourage other underwriters to undertake 
CLU study. Some 90 percent of all CLUs surveyed 
indicated that they had encouraged at least one 
other eligible person to undertake CLU study
In effect, the results of the "CLU Profile" indicated 
that CLU study and certification is associated with greater 
authority and responsibility, a higher degree of work sta­
bility, increased income, increased competence, enhanced 
prestige, both within their respective industry and among 
the public at large, and an increased commitment to profes­
sionalism as evidenced by attendance at various educational 
seminars, completion of advanced CLU certificate courses, 
and the encouragement of other underwriters to undertake 
CLU study.
Replies of the Directors 
of Professional Services
Additional correspondence from both the Administrative 
Management Society and the Data Processing Management Asso­
ciation yielded only brief replies stating that little docu­
mentation was available that would indicate the total ra­
tionale that caused either association to implement the CAM 
or the CDP designations.
In a letter prepared for the Data Processing Manage­
ment Association, Mr. John A. Guerrieri, Jr., Director of 
Research and Professional Services, stated that:
TABLE 2
SIZE OF FUNDS UNDER MANAGEMENT 
BY CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
Total
Sample
Total
CFA
(Millions of Dollars) 
None 773 241
14 .8% 13 .9%
Up to $9,999 293 75
5.6% 4 .3%
$10.0 to $49,999 475 150
9.1% 8.6%
$50.0 to $249,999 853 286
16.4% 16.5%
$250.0 to $499,999 450 161
8.6% 9.3%
$500.0 to $999,999 528 167
10.1% 9.6%
$1,000.0 to $1,999,999 397 168
7.6% 9.7%
$2,000.0 and over 1,026 362
19.7% 20.9%
Blank 418 126
8 .0% 7.3%
Total 5,213 1,736
100.0% 100.0%
SOURCE: Financial Analysts Federation,
"Compensation in Professional Investment Re­
search and Management," (Financial Analysts 
Federation, New York, March 1972), p. 80.
TABLE 3
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY OF CFA MEMBERS
Functional Area
Total
Sample
Total
CFA
Analyst 1,598 431
30.7% 24 .8%
Analyst & portfolio manager 149 40
(dual function) 2.9% 2.3%
Supervising analyst 325 168
(3 or more analysts) 6.2% 9.7%
Director of research 188 109
(8 or more analysts) 3.6% 6.3%
Portfolio manager 1,020 354
(1 or more accounts) 19.6% 20.4%
Supervising portfolio manager 194 83
(3 or more managers) 3.7% 4.8%
Director of portfolio management 113 42
(2 or more supervising managers) 2.2% 2.4%
Chief investment executive (all re­ 612 239
search & asset management function) 11.7% 13.8%
Investment sales 211 40
(50% or more time) 4.0% 2.3%
Economist 65 16
1.2% .9%
Administrative 245 50
(Government, corp. etc.) 4.7% 2 . 9%
Other 399 143
7.7% 8 .2%
Blank 111 26
2.1% 1.5%
Total 5,213 1,736
100.0% 100.0%
SOURCE: Financial Analysts Federation, "Compensa­
tion in Professional Investment Research and Management," 
(Financial Analysts Federation, New York, March 1972), p.
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TABLE 4
COMPENSATION OF CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
Total Non-
Compensation Sample CFA CFA
Up to $10,000 101 12 89
1.9% .7% 2.6%
$10,000 to $19,999 1,444 275 1,169
27.7% 15.8% 33 .6%
$20,000 to $29,999 1,552 596 956
29.8% 34 .3% 27 .6%
$30,000 to $39,999 845 347 498
16.2% 20.0% 14 .3%
$40,000 to $49,999 438 172 266
8.4% 9.9% 7.6%
$50,000 to $69,999 452 190 262
8.7% 10.9% 7.5%
$70,000 to $99,000 183 72 111
3.5% 4.1% 3.2%
$100,000 and over 142 59 83
2.7% 3.4% 2.4%
Blank 56 13 43
1.1% .7% 1.2%
Total 5,213 1,736 3,477
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
SOURCE: Financial Analysts Federation, "Compensa­
tion in Professional Investment Research and Manage­
ment," (Financial Analysts Federation, New York, March 
1972) , p. 82.
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We don't have any solid research findings to help 
in your effort, but I'd like to make some observations 
which may trigger some avenues of pursuit. In the 
early years of a certification program, such as the 
CDP Program, status benefits are almost, if not com­
pletely, non-existent. Therefore, the primary reason 
an individual undergoes certification is to see how he 
"stacks up" with his peers. I suppose that could be 
labeled an egotistical need, but I think it is more 
likely an expression of concern for professional devel­
opment. As the certification programs gain acceptance 
and recognition, then status and material reward m o t i ­
vators become predominant.^
In another letter, Mr. Ken Kostenbader, Director of 
Professionalization for the Administrative Management Soci­
ety, indicated to the author that in the early stages of 
that group's deliberations relative to implementation of 
the CAM concept various benefits of certification for admin­
istrative managers were investigated. Specifically, Mr. 
Kostenbader stated that their conclusions at that time were 
as follows:
1. Meet the status/ego needs of the manager
2. Increase lateral and vertical promotion potential
3. Provide a means of a continuing education program
4. Afford prestige of belonging to a select group5
^Letter from John A. Guerrieri, Jr., CDP, Director, 
Research and Professional Services, Data Processing Manage­
ment Association, Park Ridge, Illinois, December 10, 1973.
5Letter from Ken Kostenbader, Director of Profession­
alization, Administrative Management Society, Willow Grove, 
Pennsylvania, February 15, 1973.
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Academic Research
Although the above comments are of some interest to 
this study, none were substantiated by statistical data. On 
the other hand, an academic study prepared as a masters the­
sis at Northern Illinois University did statistically ex­
plore several anticipated benefits of professional certifi­
cation relative to the administrative manager.® In a study 
conducted by Douglas Rasmussen, a random sample of the total 
membership of the Administrative Management Society were 
asked to comment upon questionnaire statements that concerned 
the implementation of professional certification for the ad­
ministrative manager. Evidence obtained representing the 
attitudes of the sample group toward the possible advantages 
of certification indicated that the respondents felt:
1. That certification would improve the quality of 
individual skills and performance of the vocation 
as a whole
2. That certification would improve the status posi­
tion of the administrative manager
3. That certification would enrich the public image 
of business
4. That certification would tend to increase salary 
levels over the long run of those individuals who 
completed certification
®Douglas W. Rasmussen, "Professionalism in Management—  
An Analysis of Management Attributes Related to Historical 
Criteria of the Professionalization Process," unpublished 
Masters Thesis, Northern Illinois University, 1972, p. 83.
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Each of the above conclusions was based upon weighted 
scores utilizing a Likert-type scaling technique. Responses 
to the questions that generalized the above results varied 
from a weighted score of 122 to 160 points where total 
agreement was defined as a weighted score of 205 points. 
Although the respondents tended to respond favorably to the 
questions posed by the researcher, the results did not offer 
solid conviction on the part of the sample toward the bene­
fits to be derived from professional certification. In 
fact, the author points out that even less convincing evi­
dence is offered for the elimination of the ineffective or 
unqualified manager through certification. Response to the 
above statement yielded a weighted score of only 61 points. 
The author, in essence, concludes this portion of his study 
by pointing out that the extent to which these benefits are 
realized will depend upon many factors, such as the nature 
of the certification, the standards and controls estab­
lished, and the actual desire of managers to reach profes­
sional levels of performance and recognition.
One final study of some applicability to this issue is 
that conducted by James H. Jackson as a Ph.D.
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dissertation at the Ohio State University.^ In his study 
of the Certified Professional Secretaries rating (CPS), 
Jackson interviewed the administrative representatives of 
157 insurance and manufacturing firms in the Columbus,
Ohio, metropolitan area regarding corporate personnel pol­
icies which might affect recipients of the CPS rating. The 
author's findings indicated that:
1. A majority (90 percent) of the CPSs employed in
the firms participating in the study were em­
ployed in the same firm prior to their certifi­
cation
2. A majority of the firms (63 percent) would pay 
the CPS, upon initial employment, the same salary 
as other secretaries working at the same level
in the firm, whereas only 18 percent of the 
firms would pay the CPS more than other secre­
taries working at the same level in the firm
3. The CPS rating served as a basis for promotion
in only four firms surveyed. In fact, the major­
ity (64 percent) of the firms surveyed had no 
policies for promotion based on additional edu­
cation
4. Nearly one-third (30 percent) of the total re­
spondents reported no provision for recognizing 
the secretary who achieves the CPS rating
Jackson concluded that for the CPS rating relatively
few personal professional benefits have been provided by 
management for the secretary who achieves the CPS rating.
In effect, the CPS has had little effect upon the
^James H. Jackson, "Benefits of the Certified Profes­
sional Secretaries' Rating and Its Effect on Personnel 
Policies," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Ohio State 
University, 1965, pp. 93-112.
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promotional policies of the participating firms relative to 
positions beyond the secretarial level. The author con­
cludes his study by indicating that when interviewees were 
asked to compare the CPS program with the CLU, CFA, and CPA 
certifications, they felt that the CPS was not specific 
enough in its content to be beneficial to management. The 
legal status given the CPA has, in the opinion of the inter­
viewees, made it a more highly respected credential.
Engineering as a Profession
Of the four occupational areas included in this study, 
that of engineering has been most carefully researched. 
Several attitude studies concerning engineers have generated 
research data useful to the present study.
One such study is that conducted in 1958 by the Con­
ference Board for Industry which found that 56 percent of 
the "registered" engineers and 65 percent of the whole sam­
ple felt that registration was "not very important" to 
them.® Additional credibility is given this finding based 
upon a study by Perrucci, LeBold, and Howland who in a 1965 
survey of engineers in industry and government found that
^Professional Engineers Conference Board for Indus­
try, "Career Satisfaction of Engineers in Industry/' Wash­
ington, 1958, p. 80.
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only 26 percent of their sample had become registered.9 
Another study published in the American Engineer in Janu­
ary, I960, indicated that from 1940 until 1960 the per­
centage of engineers who were registered remained constant 
at approximately the same percentage as that indicated by 
the Perrucci s t u d y . ^
A study of the prestige of the profession by William 
Evan offers convincing evidence that the prestige of the 
engineering profession can be considered from a cross-cul­
tural perspective with considerable variability existing 
from country to country. Evan's review of the various stud­
ies concerning this topic indicates that the prestige rank­
ing of engineers varies inversely with the degree of indus­
trialization. In essence, he suggests that, in more highly 
industrialized societies, the prestige of engineers tends 
to decline relative to that of other occupations. Evan 
suggests that,
Presumably, as the division of labor becomes more spe­
cialized in more industrialized societies and as the 
proportion of professions in the labor force increases,
q
R. Perrucci, W. K. LeBold, and W. E. Howland, "The 
Engineer in Industry and Government," Journal of Engineering 
Education 56 (7) (March 1966): 264.
10"National Council of State Boards of Engineering 
Examiners Chart Showing Number of Registered Engineers by 
Years," American Engineer (January 1960): 37.
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engineering faces more competition from other 
occupations for rewards, monetary and o t h e r w i s e . H
In summing up his analysis of the failure of engineers
to register, Evan concludes:
It has been found that engineering registration boards 
are sometimes lax in their administration of the laws; 
that engineering societies are not uniformly in favor 
of registration; that engineers both registered and 
not registered, do not feel very strongly in favor of 
registration; that about only 25 percent of all engi­
neers are registered; that the portion of registered 
engineers has remained constant from 1941-1965; and 
that registration is most likely among engineers legally 
required to register.
. . . had registration been able to provide engineers 
with something of v a l u e , they would undoubtedly have 
registered in greater numbers, expressed more favorable 
attitudes toward it; and urged their societies and reg­
istration boards to be more concerned with it. However, 
they have not done so, and it must be concluded that 
they consider registration to be of little value to
them.12
The Research Questionnaire
Based upon the preceding review of research concerning 
the advantages or benefits of professional certification and 
the paucity of statistical data substantiating the research 
conducted, it seemed logical to develop a questionnaire d e ­
signed to explore certain criteria suggested as benefits of
H w i l l i a m  M. Evan, "The Engineering Profession: A 
Cross-Cultural Analysis," in The Engineers and Their Social 
S ystem, eds. Robert Perrucci and Joel E. Gerstl (New York: 
John Wiley & Sons, 1969), p. 127.
12ibid., p. 85.
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professional certification by previous authors, as well as 
those indicated by the administrative officers of the asso­
ciations responding to the author's correspondence. In ef­
fect, it seemed reasonable to establish certain criteria to 
be used as dependent variables for the purpose of making 
comparisons. Additionally, it seemed logical to structure 
the questionnaire around demographic data that could serve 
as the independent variables of this portion of the study.
In so doing, the demographic data were essentially limited 
t o :
1. The age of the respondent
2. Educational level of the respondent
3. The length of time the individual had held his 
or her particular designation
4. The type of designation the respondent held
A facsimile of the research questionnaire may be re­
ferred to in Appendix I. This is a three-part question­
naire, the first section of which was designed to collect 
demographic data. The two subsequent portions were designed 
to collect data useful for a comparative assessment of the 
suggested criterion variables. Part I of the questionnaire 
required that the candidate rank-order certain alternative 
responses to selected questions, as well as indicate on a 
five-point narrative scale the effect professional
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certification had upon certain personal aspects of his or 
her professional career.
Part II of the questionnaire required that the re­
spondent rate several statements using a five-part Likert- 
type scale. Each of these statements was selected from the 
Rasmussen study since they all received positive although, 
in some cases, marginal weighted values.
Number of Responses to the 
Research Questionnaire
Usable questionnaires were completed by a total of 
four hundred and forty-one recipients of professional cer­
tification distributed among CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, and PEs who 
were members of their various Virginia State Societies. 
Eighty-seven CPAs completed the questionnaire at a local 
meeting of the Richmond, Virginia Chapter Meeting of the 
Virginia Society of CPAs. All CPA returns were usable.
One hundred and twenty-seven questionnaires were mailed to 
CLUs; one hundred and two or 80 percent were returned. All 
CLU returns were usable. Seventy-seven questionnaires were 
mailed to CFAs of which fifty-four or 7 0 percent were re­
turned; of these, only one return was unusable (2.0 percent). 
Two hundred and seventy-five questionnaires were mailed to 
PEs, one hundred and sixty-three or 59 percent were re­
turned; of these, five returns (3.0 percent) were unusable.
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Additionally, forty-one questionnaires were completed at 
the fall 1973 organizational meeting of the Richmond, V i r ­
ginia Chapter of the Virginia Society of Professional Engi­
neers. Total usable PE returns numbered one hundred and 
ninety-nine. Both a cover letter and stamped, self-ad­
dressed envelope accompanied the questionnaire. The various 
cover letters may be referred to in Appendix I.
Because of the favorable initial percentage response 
to Research Questionnaire I, a follow-up letter was not sent 
to the CPA, CLU, and PE sample. Additionally, no attempt 
was made to contact non-respondents. A follow-up letter was 
sent to the CFAs since the total sample of that group was 
small in relation to the other three areas. A listing of 
the number of responses by professional designation is 
shown in Table 5.
Demographic Data
Age
Table 6 reflects the designation distribution by age 
groupings. The modal group of the entire sample is in the 
40-49 year age category. While the overall mean age of 
respondents is 4 5.1 years, the CPA group is the youngest, 
having a mean age of 38.1 years, with 80 respondents or
59.8 percent less than 4 0 years of age. The PE group is
TABLE 5
RESPONSES TO RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Designation
Number 
Completed 
At Local 
Association 
Meeting
Number
Mailed
Percent
Returned
By
Mail
Total
of
Usable
Returns
Percent 
of Total 
Usable 
Returns
CPA 87 87 20
CLU 127 80 102 23
CFA 77 70 53 12
PE 41 275 59 199 45
Total 128 479 65 441 100%
NOTE: Percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
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the oldest, with a mean age of 48.2 years and 41.2 percent 
age 50 or above.
Education
The distribution of the study group in terms of edu­
cational levels is shown in Table 7. The modal educational 
group is at the Bachelor degree level, with 70.7 percent of 
the study group in this category. Approximately 4.3 percent 
of the total group have no college education, while 15.4 
percent have degrees above the Bachelor level. CFAs have 
the highest percentage of advanced degrees, while CLUs have 
the highest percentage of those with less than a Bachelor 
degree.
Sex
Table 8 reflects the professional designation distri­
bution by sex groupings. An overwhelming portion (96.1 
percent) of the entire sample is male, with some 2.9 percent 
female. Approximately 1 percent of the sample failed to 
respond to this question. CPAs had the highest percentage 
of females, while PEs had the least.
How Long Professional 
Designation Was Held
Table 9 indicates the distribution of the study group
in terms of how long they held their respective professional
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF AGE GROUPINGS BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
AND BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Designation Number
Percentage Distribution of Age Groups
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 No Response Total
CPA 87 36.8 23.0 17.2 18.4 4.6 100
CLU 102 2.9 11.8 50.0 28.4 3.9 2.9 100
CFA 53 5.7 24 .5 39.6 13.2 15.1 1.9 100
PE 199 5.5 16.6 36.2 23.1 14.1 4.0 .5 100
All desig­
nations 441 11.1 17.7 36.1 22.2 10.0 2.5 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL LEVELS BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
AND BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Designation Number
Percentage Distribution of Educational Levels
High
School
Attended
College
College
Graduate
Masters
Degree
Doctoral
Degree Total
CPA 87 4.6 6.9 83.9 3.4 1.1 100
CLU 102 8.8 20.6 61.8 7.8 1.0 100
CFA 53 3.8 7.5 54 .7 32.1 1.9 100
PE 199 2.0 5.5 73.9 18.1 .5 100
All desig­
nations 441 4.3 9.5 70.7 14.5 .9 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF SEX BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
AND BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Designation Number
Percentage Distribution by Sex
Male Female No Response Total
CPA 87 90.8 9.2 100
CLU 102 97.0 1.0 2.0 100
CFA 53 88.7 7.5 3.8 100
PE 199 100 100
All designations 441 96.1 2.9 1.0 100
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designation. The modal interval is from five to nine years 
with 29 percent of the study group in this interval. A p ­
proximately 25.6 percent held their designation less than 
five years, while 45.4 percent held their designation for 
ten or more years. CFAs held their designation for a 
shorter period than any group, while PEs held their desig­
nation for the longest period.
Gross Income for Year Prior 
to First Examination for 
Professional Designation
As shown in Table 10, 63.7 percent of the study group 
had gross income for the year prior to their first examina­
tion for their designation of less than $10,000. The modal 
interval was from $5,000 to $9,999, with 39.7 percent of 
total respondents in this category, while 11.2 percent had 
a gross income of more than $15,000. CFAs had the highest 
income prior to preparation for their designation, while 
CPAs had the lowest.
Gross Income for Year of 
First Examination for 
Professional Designation
Table 11 indicates that 50.5 percent of the entire 
study group had gross income for the year of their first 
examination for their designation of less than $10,000. The 
modal interval remained at $5,000 to $9,999 with 34.9
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF HOW LONG (IN YEARS) PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION WAS HELD BY
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION AND BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Percentage Distribution by 
Designation i
How Long 
was Held
Professional
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber 0-4
Yrs.
5-9 
Y r s .
10-14
Yrs.
15-19 
Y r s .
20-24 
Y r s .
25-29 
Y r s .
30 & 
Above 
Yrs.
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 47.1 16.1 6.9 4.6 13.8 6.9 3.4 1.1 100
CLU 102 25.5 38.2 15.7 9.8 3.9 2.0 4.9 100
CFA 53 24.5 56.6 18.9 100
PE 199 16.1 22.6 15.6 9.5 18.6 8.5 9.0 100
All des­
ignations 441 25.6 29.0 14.3 7.5 12.0 5.7 5.9 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding. 1
3
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS INCOME FOR YEAR PRIOR TO FIRST
EXAMINATION FOR PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Desig­
nation
Percentage 
to First
Distribution of 
Examination for
Gross Income for Year Prior 
Professional Designation
WUIu"
ber Under
5,000
5—
9,999
10—
14,999
15—
19,999
20—
24,999
25—  30—  
29,999 34,999
35 & 
Above
No
Response Total
CPA 87 42.5 42.5 10.3 4.6 100
CLU 102 15.7 47.1 18.6 6.9 3.9 1.0 1.0 5.9 100
CFA 53 1.9 34.0 26.4 11.3 3.8 5.7 11.3 5.7 100
PE 199 26.1 36.2 20.1 6.0 1.5 0.5 1.5 8.0 100
All des­
ignations 441 24.0 39.7 18.6 5.7 2.0 0.7 0.5 2.3 6.6 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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percent of the total respondents in this category, while 
15.4 percent had a gross income of $15,000 or more. CFAs 
had the highest income prior to preparation for their d e ­
signation, while CPAs had the lowest.
Gross Income for Year 
Professional Designation 
was Attained
Table 12 reflects the gross income of respondents for 
the year their professional designation was attained. Of 
the study group, 31.1 percent had a gross income of less 
than $10,000. The modal interval was $10,000 to $14,999 
with 34.0 percent of the total respondents in this interval, 
while 29.0 percent had a gross income of more than $15,000. 
CFAs had the highest income for the year in which their pro­
fessional designation was attained, while CPAs had the 
lowest.
Correlation of Demographic 
Data
Table 13 shows the Kendall Rank correlation coeffi­
cients between the demographic d a t a . ^  The highest degree
l^Norman Nie, Dale H. Bent, and C. Hadlai Hull, The 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) (New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1970) was utilized for all statistical 
comparisons in this study. This particular package utilizes 
the Kendall Rank correlation coefficient (tau) as opposed 
to the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient. However, both 
coefficients utilize the same amount of information in the
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS INCOME FOR YEAR OF FIRST EXAMINATION
FOR PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Desig­ Num­
Percentage Distribution
for
of Gross Income for Year 
Professional Designation
of First Examination
nation ber
Under
5,000
5 —  
9,999
10—
14,999
15—
19,999
20—
24,999
25—
29,999
30—
39,999
35 & 
Above
No
Response Total
CPA 87 27.6 43.7 24.1 4.6 100
CLU 102 7.8 35.3 33.3 9.8 5.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 4.9 100
CFA 53 24.5 24.5 26.4 1.9 7.5 9.4 5.7 100
PE 199 18.6 33.7 23.1 8.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 12.1 100
All d e s ­
ignations 441 15.6 34 .9 25.9 9.1 2.5 1.6 0.2 2.0 8.2 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF GROSS INCOME FOR YEAR PROFESSIONAL
DESIGNATION WAS ATTAINED
Desig­
nation
Percentage Distribution of Gross Income for Year 
Professional Designation was Attained
ber Under
5,000
5—
9,999
10—
14,999
15—
19,999
20 —  
24,999
25 —  
29,999
30—
34,999
35 & 
Above
No
Response Total
CPA 87 10.3 33.3 43.7 5.7 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 100
CLU 102 2.0 14 7 31.4 14.7 10.8 8.8 5.9 6.9 4.9 100
CFA 53 0.0 5.7 26.4 24 .5 18.9 3.8 1.9 15.1 3.8 100
PE 199 10.6 29.1 33.2 13.6 3.0 2.0 0.0 1.5 7.0 100
All des­
ignations 441 7.3 23.8 34.0 13.6 6.3 3.4 1.6 4.1 5.9 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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of correlation is between Gross I (Gross income for the year 
prior to first examination for tne professional designa­
tion) and Gross II (Gross income for year of the first exam­
ination for the professional designation). Several of the 
remaining correlations are as might be anticipated in that 
there is a negative correlation between age and education 
and a positive correlation between age and how long the re­
cipient held his or her professional designation. The pre­
vious correlations indicate, first, that the younger recip­
ients are better educated and, second, that the older the 
recipient the longer he or she has held the professional 
designation. Additionally, the preponderance of negative 
correlations between the gross income variables and the re­
maining demographic variables indicate that younger people 
had higher gross incomes preceding, during, and just after 
the professional designation was attained.
data and thus have the same power to detect the existence 
of association in the population. For an evaluation of 
the Kendall Rank correlation coefficient and other statis­
tical techniques used in this study the reader is referred 
to Sidney Siegel, Non-Parametric Statistics (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1956). This text offers an excellent treat­
ment of the various non-parametric techniques available 
to the researcher.
14Since the data from which these income variables 
were established was not in constant dollars, this result 
is not surprising.
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One surprising result is the relative absence of 
significant relationships between the gross income variables 
and education. Only education and gross income for the 
year of the first examination are significantly correlated; 
however, the coefficient is only slightly greater than zero.
Selected Reasons for Undertaking Preparation 
for the Professional Designation
Reason I
Tables 14, 15, and 16 reflect the distribution of the 
study group in terms of their selected reasons for undertak­
ing necessary preparation for their respective professional 
designation. Each respondent was asked to rank order the 
three most important reasons for undertaking preparation for 
his or her professional designation.
The specific question presented to the respondents may 
be referred to as question 5 in Appendix I. Table 14 shows 
that the largest proportion of the total study group (35.6 
percent) indicated that their primary reason for undertaking 
preparation for their professional designation was to gain 
the knowledge they felt it afforded. Of the study group,
29 percent felt that their primary reason was for the pres­
tige afforded by the designation within their respective 
business and/or engineering community. A majority of CLUs 
and CFAs, 66.7 percent and 50.9 percent respectively, felt
TABLE 13
CORRELATION MATRIX OF DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Variable Age Educ Howlong GrossI GrossII GrossIII
Age 1.0000 -0.1401* 0.5684* -0.0316 NS -0.1062* -0.0981*
Educ -0.1401* 1.0000 0.0106 NS 0.0129 NS 0.0565*** -0.0059 NS
Howlong 0.5684* 0.0106 NS 1.0000 -0.3021* -0.3281* -0.3837*
GrossI -0.0316 NS 0.0129 NS -0.3021* 1.0000 0.7647* 0.6599*
GrossII -0.1062* 0.0565*** -0.3281* 0.7647* 1.0000 0.7015*
GrossIII -0.0981* -0.0059 NS -0.3837* 0.6599* 0.7015* 1.0000
NOTES: * p £.001
** p £.01
*** p £.05 
N = 441
NS = Not significant at .05 level.
See Illustration#! for key to matrix variable abbreviations.
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that knowledge was the primary reason. PEs represented the 
largest (38.2 percent) sub-group indicating prestige within 
their business and/or engineering community as their primary 
reason.
Reason II
Table 15 indicates that the largest proportion (27.9 
percent) of the study group indicated that their second 
reason for undertaking preparation for their professional 
designation was to attain the prestige afforded by the d e ­
signation within their respective business and/or engineer­
ing community. Of the total study group, 15.4 percent in­
dicated that the status which the designation afforded with 
the general public was their second reason for undertaking 
preparation.
Reason III
Table 16 indicates that the largest proportion of the 
study group (23.4 percent) specified that their third reason 
for undertaking preparation for their professional designa­
tion was to attain the status which the designation offered 
among the general public. Of the total study group, 17.7 
percent indicated that their third reason for undertaking 
preparation was to increase their self-confidence. Rela­
tively more CPAs and CLUs, 24.1 percent and 2 5.5 percent,
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF REASON I AS RATIONALE FOR PREPARING FOR
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Percentage Distribution of Reason 
Preparing for Professional
I as Rationale 
Designation
for
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber Knowl­
edge
Prestige 
Afforded 
Within 
Bus. & 
Eng.
To In­
crease 
Self- 
Confi­
dence
Moti­
vation
by
Com­
pany
Moti­
vation
by
Man­
ager
Status
Among
the
Public
None
of
These
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 36.8 21.8 2.3 2.3 11.5 18.4 6.9 100
CLU 102 66.7 12.7 3.9 1.0 1.0 3.9 1.0 9.8 100
CFA 53 50.9 37.7 1.9 3.8 5.7 100
PE 199 15.1 38.2 5.5 5.0 5.0 3.0 21.1 7.0 100
All des­
ignations 441 35.6 29.0 3.9 2.9 2.5 4.8 13.8 7.5 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF REASON II AS RATIONALE FOR PREPARING FOR
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Percentage Distribution of Reason II as Rationale for 
Preparing for Professional Designation
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Knowl- 
edge
Prestige 
Afforded 
Within 
B u s . & 
E n g .
To In­
crease 
Self- 
Confi­
dence
Moti­
vation
by
Com­
pany
Moti­
vation
by
Man­
ager
Status
Among
the
Public
None
of
These
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 14.9 26.4 8.0 6.9 0.0 16.1 27.6 100
CLU 102 13.7 34.3 18 .6 3.9 1.0 11.8 16.7 100
CFA 53 26.4 32.1 11.3 1.9 1.9 5.7 1.9 18.9 100
PE 199 9.5 24.1 11.1 8.0 3.5 19.6 1.0 23.1 100
All des­
ignations 441 13.6 27.9 12.2 6.1 2.0 15.4 0.7 22.0 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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respectively, indicated that status among the general public 
was their third reason than did CFAs (20.8 percent) or PEs 
(22.6 percent). However, it should be pointed out that rela­
tive to this question same 24 percent of the total study 
group failed to indicate a third reason. On the other hand, 
of the three reasons ranked by the respondents, the knowl­
edge gained from preparation for the designation was indi­
cated as either a first, second, or third choice by 56.5 per­
cent of the total study group; prestige afforded by the pro­
fessional designation within the recipient's business and/or 
engineering community was ranked either first, second, or 
third by 70.5 percent of the respondents. Additionally,
43.6 percent ranked the status afforded among the general 
public as either their first, second, or third reasons. In 
other words, the prestige afforded by the designation within 
one's business and/or engineering community was selected by 
the largest percentage of respondents followed by the knowl­
edge the designation affords and the status derived among 
the general public.
Data Analysis
Analysis of Propositions 
I and II
Percentage responses, weighted value scores, and non- 
parametric statistical methods were, where appropriate, used
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF REASON III AS RATIONALE FOR PREPARING FOR
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
Percentage Distribution 
Preparing for ]
of Reason III as Rationale for 
Professional Designation
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Knowl­
edge
Prestige 
Afforded 
Within 
B u s . & 
E n g .
To In­
crease 
Self- 
Confi­
dence
Moti- Moti­
vation vation 
by by 
Com- Man- 
pany ager
Status
Among
the
Public
None
of
These
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 9.2 11.5 11.5 8.0 24.1 5.7 29.9 100
CLU 102 3.9 24 .5 16.7 6.9 4.9 25.5 1.0 16.7 100
CFA 53 7.5 11.3 24 .5 20.8 11.3 24 .5 100
PE 199 8.0 9.5 19.1 5.5 3.0 22.6 7.0 25.1 100
All des­
ignations 441 7.3 13.6 17.7 5.7 2.5 23.4 5.9 24 .0 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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to evaluate Propositions I and II. Several of the questions 
included in the research instrument were randomized (see 
Appendix I) and consequently have been regrouped by applica­
bility to the initially proposed propositions for a complete 
analysis in this chapter. Where questions were of the 
Likert type, the level of adherence to the criteria proposed 
was determined through the application of weighted values 
to the responses received in each descriptive classifica­
tion. In other words, responses of "strongly agree" were 
given plus two points, responses of "agree" were given plus 
one point, "disagree" minus one point, "strongly disagree" 
minus two points, and "neutral" no points. Non-responses 
were treated as neutral.
Additionally, chi-square analysis was utilized to test 
for independence of classification among the four sub­
groups ' responses to pertinent questions relevant to Propo­
sition II. Essentially, the chi-square test was used to 
determine if there were significant differences among the 
responses of CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, and PEs to selected question­
naire statements.
Analysis of Proposition I
PROPOSITION I— Where certification and a designation 
result from successful completion of a formal examina­
tion program, there are direct benefits perceived by the 
individual as accruing to the recipient in particular, 
and the vocational area in general.
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In order to evaluate the Initial proposition, the 
following approach was taken: first, to ascertain the ex­
tent to which professional certification was perceived by 
the respondents as yielding certain personal advantages or 
benefits, those questions included in the research ques­
tionnaire directed toward the individual aspects of certifi 
cation were analyzed using percentage responses followed by 
where applicable, weighted value scores. Each of the ques­
tions was examined for the composite or total study group 
as well as by individual designation. The same procedure 
was followed for those questions directed toward the occu­
pational benefits of professional certification.
Personal Benefits
Questionnaire Statement #11; I believe that the attain
ment of my professional designation (CPA, CLU, CFA, P E )
has: (Rank from 1st to 6th)
a. Made me more competent in ray area
b. Afforded me valuable prestige with the public
c. Afforded me valuable prestige with others in my 
area of business
d. Made me feel more a professional man
e. Given me confidence which has meant a great deal to 
me personally
f. Been of no particular value to me
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Rank I— Increased Competence
Table 17 shows the distribution of the entire study 
group relative to their primary feeling of attainment after 
completing professional certification (Rank I). The largest 
percentage of the study group (29.9 percent) indicated that 
their primary feeling of attainment was that of increased 
competence in their respective occupational area, while
24.9 percent felt that their primary feeling of attainment 
was the valuable prestige they gained with others in their 
area of business.
Table 17 further indicates that an overwhelming major­
ity (54.9 percent) of CLUs indicated increased competence as 
their primary feeling of attainment. Increased competence 
was also the principle response of CPAs and CFAs; however, 
the latter two sub-groups responded less demonstratively 
with 28.7 percent of CPAs and 39.6 percent of CFAs indi­
cating this category. A high proportion (30.7 percent) of 
PEs indicated that their primary feeling of attainment was 
that of the valuable prestige afforded with others in their 
area of business.
Rank II— Prestige with Others 
in Same Area of Business
Table 18 reflects the distribution of the study group 
concerning their feeling of attainment after completion of
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK I 
INCREASED COMPETENCE
Percentage Distribution by Rank I
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 28.7 12.6 17.2 10.3 20.7 4.6 5.7 100
CLU 102 54.9 4.9 16.7 5.9 10.8 1.0 5.9 100
CFA 53 39.6 3.8 32.1 7.5 3.8 7.5 5.7 100
PE 199 15.1 3.0 30.7 21.6 14 .1 7.5 8.0 100
All des­
ignations 441 29.9 5.4 24.9 14.1 13 .4 5.4 6.8 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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professional certification (RANK II). The largest 
percentage of the study group (21.8 percent) indicated the 
prestige afforded with others in their area of business as 
the second ranked item. Additionally, 18.8 percent of the 
total respondents indicated as Rank II a feeling of being 
more professional upon completion.
Table 18 additionally points out that of those re­
spondents in each sub-group, CPAs, CFAs, and PEs almost 
proportionately 25.3 per cent, 22.6 percent, and 20.6 percent 
respectively ranked as second the prestige afforded by the 
designation with others in their area of business. CLUs 
(29.4 percent) were the exception, indicating increased con­
fidence as their second ranked item. A considerable portion 
of CLUs did, however, rank prestige with others in their 
area of business as their second ranked item.
Rank III— Recipients Felt 
More Professional
As shown in Table 19, 20.6 percent of the total re­
spondents indicated that attainment of their professional 
designation made them feel more professional (RANK III).
This response rate, however, was followed closely by the 
prestige the group felt they attained with the general pub­
lic (20.0 percent). On a group-by-group basis, however, 
some degree of variability can be observed; for example,
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK II 
PRESTIGE WITH OTHERS IN SAME AREA OF BUSINESS
Percentage Distribution by Rank II
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 10.3 19.5 25.3 21.8 11.5 11.5 100
CLU 102 13.7 9.8 20.6 17.6 29.4 8.8 100
CFA 53 15.1 9.4 22.6 15.1 9.4 5.7 22.6 100
PE 199 7.5 15.1 20.6 19.1 14.6 0.5 22.6 100
All des­
ignations 441 10.4 14 .1 21.8 18.8 16.8 0.9 17.2 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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CPAs chose prestige with the public as their third ranked 
item, while CFAs indicated increased confidence (18.9 per­
cent) in this classification. CLUs (32.4 percent) and PEs 
(19.1 percent) specified a feeling of being more profes­
sional .
Rank IV— Recipients Felt 
More Professional
Table 20 indicates an interesting result in that, like 
Rank III, an increased feeling of being more professional 
received the largest proportion of percentage responses 
(17.9 percent). Likewise, as in Rank III, the second most 
frequent response was the prestige the recipient felt the 
professional designation offered with the general public 
(16.8 percent). Although the same alternatives were selected 
as both the third and fourth ranked items, a greater portion 
of respondents indicated a third ranking than a fourth. A d ­
ditionally, the distribution of responses among the four 
sub-groups changed; for example, 23.0 percent of the CPAs 
and 20.8 percent of CFAs indicated a fourth ranked item 
selected as a feeling of being more professional, while 
24.5 percent of the CLUs indicated both a feeling of being 
more professional and increased prestige among others in 
their area of business (24.5 percent). Of the PEs respond­
ing, 19.1 percent specified increased confidence.
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK III
FELT MORE PROFESSIONAL •
Percentage Distribution by Rank III
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 5.7 27.6 25.3 14.9 12.6 1.1 12.6 100
CLU 102 7.8 21.6 14.7 32.4 14 .7 8.8 100
CFA 53 15.1 11.3 13.2 13.2 18.9 1.9 26.4 100
PE 199 10.1 18.1 13.6 19.1 15.1 1.5 22.6 100
All des­
ignations 441 9.3 20.0 16.1 20.6 15.0 1.1 17.9 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK IV
FELT MORE PROFESSIONAL
Percentage Distribution by Rank IV
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 11.5 16.1 13.8 23.0 20.7 1.1 13.8 100
CLU 102 10.8 18.6 24 .5 24 .5 9.8 11.8 100
CFA 53 7.5 11.3 13.2 20.8 11.3 3.8 32.1 100
PE 199 9.0 17.6 9.0 11.6 19.1 3.0 30.7 100
All des­
ignations 441 9.8 16.8 14.1 17 .9 16.3 2.0 23.1 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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Rank V — Prestige with 
the Public
Table 21 reflects the fifth ranked feeling of 
attainment of those individuals in the total study group 
responding to this question. The selection ranked in this 
position, increased prestige among the general public, was 
indicated by 22.4 percent of the respondents. This selec­
tion was followed by 17.9 percent of the respondents who 
felt that an increased feeling of competence was their fifth 
ranking. Of those CPAs and PEs answering this question,
28.7 percent and 24.6 percent respectively ranked increased 
competence as fifth, while 33.3 percent of the CLUs and 3 0.2 
percent of the CFAs indicated increased prestige with the 
public as their fifth ranked item.
Rank V I — No Particular Value
Table 22 indicates the overwhelming proportion (66.2 
percent) of the total questionnaire respondents who ranked 
in sixth position completion of professional certification 
as being of no particular value to them. This proportion 
represents approximately two-thirds of those observations 
comprising the total study group in this portion of the 
study. Of the remaining alternatives which the respondents 
might have selected, none had greater than 5.9 percent of 
the study groups responses for this question. Of those four
TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK V 
PRESTIGE WITH PUBLIC
Percentage Distribution by Rank V
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
NO
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 28.7 13.8 6.9 12.6 20.7 2.3 14.9 100
CLU 102 4.9 33.3 13.7 10.8 23.5 1.0 12.7 100
CFA 53 30.2 11.3 20.8 3.8 34.0 100
PE 199 24.6 18.6 3.5 6.5 12.1 3.5 31.2 100
All des­
ignations 441 17.9 22.4 6.1 9.3 17.5 2.7 24.0 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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sub-groups included in this study, a majority of CPAs (77.0 
percent), CLUs (86.3 percent), and PEs (55.8 percent) con­
curred in the overall study group's response. Of the CFAs, 
49.1 percent were in agreement with the entire study group.
Composite Percentage Responses 
to Feeling of Attainment
Table 23 represents the composite percentage responses 
for Ranks I, II, and III. It is interesting to note that 
the prestige afforded within the recipient's area of busi­
ness was ranked as either first, second, or third by 62.8 
percent of the total study group. Additionally, a feeling 
of being more professional after attainment was ranked as 
either first, second, or third by 53.5 percent. A feeling 
of increased competence was ranked accordingly by 4 9.6 
percent.
Although a consideration of the implications of these 
findings is reserved for a later portion of this study, 
these composite percentage responses indicate a consistency 
among the reasons indicated most often by the respondents 
for undertaking professional certification and their feeling 
of attainment upon completion. It is additionally interest­
ing to note that only 7.4 percent of the entire study group 
indicated that attainment of professional certification was 
of no particular value to them.
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OF FEELING OF ATTAINMENT— RANK VI 
NO PARTICULAR VALUE
Percentage Distribution by Rank VI
Desig­
nation
Num­
ber
Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
No
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
CPA 87 5.7 - 1.1 1.1 77.0 14.9 100
CLU 102 1.0 86.3 12.7 100
CFA 53 5.7 3.8 1.9 5.7 49.1 34.0 100
PE 199 9.0 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 55.8 31.2 100
All des­
ignations 441 5.9 1.1 0.5 0.5 1.8 66.2 24.0 100
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
TABLE 23
COMPOSITE PERCENTAGE RESPONSES TO FEELING OF ATTAINMENT—
RANKS I, II, AND III
Num­
ber
Increased
Competence
Prestige
with
Public
Prestige
with
Others
More
Profes­
sional
Increased
Confi­
dence
NO
Value
No
Re­
sponse Total
RANK I 441 29.9 5.4 24.9 14.1 13.4 5.4 6.8 100
RANK II 441 10.4 14.1 21.8 18 .8 16.8 0.9 17.2 100
RANK III 441 9.3 20.0 16.1 20.6 15.0 1.1 17.9 100
Composite
Percentage 49.6 39.5 62.8 53.5 45.2 7.4 41.9
NOTE: Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
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Questionnaire Statement J7: From the time you started
to the time you completed your designation work, how, 
in your estimation, was your income affected by your 
studies and their subsequent completion?
Data obtained from the total study group concerning 
the perceived effect of completion of their professional 
certification upon their income, from the time they began 
preparation until completion, is presented in Table 24. The 
percentage equivalents obtained from the raw scores measur­
ing such effect are indicated beneath each respective d e ­
scription; the percentages are then followed by a weighted 
value score for each cell and by a total weighted value 
score for each statement.
A majority of the respondents (60.1 percent) indicated 
a positive effect upon their income as a result of studies 
for their certification and their subsequent completion. Of 
those respondents indicating a positive effect, slightly 
more than one-third (34.8 percent) indicated a great in­
crease in income, while some 65.2 percent indicated a m o d ­
erate increase. However, a considerable portion (37.9 per­
cent) of the total study group indicated a negligible or no 
effect upon their income. Of the four sub-groups involved 
in this study, a majority of CPAs (80.5 percent), CLUs (79.4 
percent), and PEs (50.3 percent) reported a moderate to 
great increase. An overwhelming majority (73.6 percent) of 
CFAs, on the other hand, indicated little or no change.
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Combined responses to the "decreased moderately" and 
"decreased greatly" categories represent only 0.7 percent 
of the total respondents. A weighted value score of 353 
points was computed for this statement, relative to a maxi­
mum weighted value score of 882 if all responses had been 
strongly agree. A comparison of all statement weighted 
value scores is presented in Table 33.
Questionnaire Statement >8; From the time you began 
studies for your designation until two years after com­
pletion, would you say that your position of authority 
and responsibility . . . .
The survey information contained in Table 25 indicates 
the total study group's responses to the question concerning 
changes in respondents' position of authority and responsi­
bility from the time they began studies for their profes­
sional certification until two years following completion. 
The percentages and weighted value scores have been gen­
erated as in Table 24.
Approximately 70.8 percent of the entire study group 
indicated either a moderate or great increase in their posi­
tion of authority and responsibility from the time they be­
gan studies until two years following completion of certifi­
cation. Only 27.9 percent of the study group entered a 
response in the remaining categories. Additionally, a m a ­
jority of each sub-group indicated a positive effect upon
TABLE 24
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 7— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement: From the time you started to the time you completed your desig­
nation work, how, in your estimation, was your income affected 
by your studies and their subsequent completion.
Rating Categories
Designation Number of Responses
Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Increased Increased No Decreased !Decreased No
Greatly Moderately Change Moderately Greatly Response
(+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0) Total
CPA 22 48 15 1 0 1 87
25.3 55.2 17.2 1.1 0.0 1.1 100
(44) (48) (0) (-1) (0) (0) (91)
CLU 31 50 18 1 0 2 102
30.4 49.0 17.6 1.0 0.0 2.0 100
(62) (50) (0) (-1) (0) (0) (111)
CFA 5 9 39 0 0 0 53
9.4 17.0 73.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
(10) (9) (0) (0) (0) (0) (19)
1
6
6
TABLE 24— Continued
Designation
Rating Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Increased
Greatly
(+2)
Increased
Moderately
(+1)
No
Change
(0)
Decreased
Moderately
(-1)
Decreased
Greatly
(-2)
No
Response
(0) Total
PE 34 66 95 0 1 3 199
17.1 33.2 47.7 0.0 0.5 1.5 100
(68) (66) (0) (0) (-2) (0) (132)
All desig­ 92 173 167 2 1 6 441
nations 20.9 39.2 37.9 0.5 0.2 1.4 100
(184) (173) (0) (-2) (-2) (0) (353)
NOTE(S): Maximum weighted value score equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"Decreased Moderately" and "Decreased Greatly" categories combined with "No Change" 
due to small number of responses in these two categories.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses, related among the three categories,
with six degrees of freedom, equals 63.42: difference significant at .01 level. C = .36
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their position of authority and responsibility. However, 
43.4 percent of the CFAs and 35.7 percent of the PEs re­
ported little or no change. The remaining two categories, 
"decreased moderately" and "decreased greatly," represented 
an extremely small portion (0.2 percent) of the total re­
spondents. A weighted value score of 44 9 points was com­
puted for this questionnaire statement. This latter score 
compares favorably with a total possible weighted value 
score of 882 points.
Questionnaire Statement 115; The existence of certifi­
cation in my area has tended to raise the status posi­
tion of the recipient within the general business and/or 
engineering community.
Table 26 reflects the total study group's response to 
questionnaire statement 15 concerning the effect the exist­
ence of professional certification had upon increased status 
for the recipient of such certification within the general 
business and/or engineering community. The largest percent­
age of the total study group (88.4 percent) indicated agree­
ment with the statement, while only 4.7 percent disagreed.
Of the various sub-groups under study, 98.9 percent of 
CPAs, 96.1 percent of CLUs, 84.9 percent of CFAs, and 80.9 
percent of PEs indicated that they either tended to agree or 
strongly agreed with the questionnaire statement. The 
weighted value score for this statement was 563.
TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 8— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement From the time you began studies for your designation until two 
years after completion, would you say that your position of 
authority and responsibility . . . .
Designation
Rating Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Increased
Greatly
(+2)
Increased
Moderately
(+1)
No
Change
(0)
Decreased
Moderately
(-1)
Decreased
Greatly
(-2)
No
Response
(0) Total
CPA 45 35 3 0 0 4 87
51.7 40.2 3.4 0.0 0.0 4.6 100
(90) (35) (0) (0) (0) (0) (125)
CLU 36 41 25 0 0 0 102
35.3 40.2 24.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
(72) (41) (0) (0) (0) (0) (113)
CFA 16 14 23 0 0 0 53
30.2 26.4 43.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
(32) (14) (0) (0) (0) (0) (46) 1
6
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TABLE 25— Continued
Designation
Rating Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Increased
Greatly
(+2)
Increased
Moderately
(+1)
No
Change
(0)
Decreased
Moderately
(-1)
Decreased
Greatly
(-2)
No
Response
(0) Total
PE 41 84 71 1 0 2 199
20.6 42.2 35.7 0.5 0.0 1.0 100
(82) (84) (0) (-1) (0) (0) (165)
All desig­ 138 174 122 1 0 6 441
nations 31.3 39.5 27.7 0.2 0.0 1.4 100
(276) (174) (0) (-1) (0) (0) (449)
NOTE(S): Minimum weighted value score equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"Decreased Moderately" and "Decreased Greatly" categories combined with "No Change" 
due to small number of responses in these two categories.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses, related among the three categories, with
six degrees of freedom, equals 43.64: difference significant at .01 level. C = .30
TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 15— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement: The existence of certification in my area has tended to 
the status position of the recipient within the general 
business and/or engineering community.
raise
Rating Categories
Percentage Responses
Designation (Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Tend to Strongly
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree No
(+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) Response Total
CPA 58 28 1 0 0 0 87
66.7 32.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
(116) (28) (0) (0) (0) (0) (144)
CLU 61 37 4 0 0 0 102
59.8 36.3 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
(122) (37) (0) (0) (0) (0) (159)
CFA 15 30 6 1 0 1 53
28.3 56.6 11.3 1.9 0.0 1.9 100
(30) (30) (0) (-1) (0) (0) (59)
1
7
1
TABLE 26— Continued
Designation
Rating Categories 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(+2)
Tend to 
Agree 
(+1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(-1)
Strongly
Disagree
(-2)
No
Response Total
PE 68 93 17 12 8 1 199
34.2 46.7 8.5 6.0 4.0 0.5 100
(136) (93) (0) (-12) (-16) (0) (201)
All desig­ 202 188 28 13 8 2 441
nations 45.8 42.6 6.3 2.9 1.8 0.5 100
(404) (188) (0) (-13) (-16) (0) (563)
N O T E (S ): Maximum weighted value equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "Neutral."
"Tend to Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" categories combined due to small number 
of expected frequencies.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses related among the four categories, with
nine degrees of freedom, equals 59.99: difference significant at .01 level. C = .35
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Occupational Benefits
Questionnaire Statement >6; In your estimation how 
many people have begun studies for the same designation 
you hold, as a result of your personal efforts?
Table 27 shows the distribution of the study group 
concerning the number of eligible individuals each respond­
ent personally encouraged to undertake preparation for the 
same form of professional certification he himself had 
attained. As Table 27 shows, a sizeable portion (73.2 per­
cent) of the study group have encouraged one or more eligi­
ble persons to prepare for certification in their respective 
areas. Likewise, more than one-third of the study group 
have encouraged four or more individuals to undertake prep­
aration. Only 26.8 percent of the study respondents indi­
cated that they had encouraged no one to prepare for cer­
tification or, in fact, did not know how many individuals 
had begun preparation as a result of their personal efforts.
Of the four sub-groups, CPAs reported the least per­
sonal effort in fostering the idea of professional certifi­
cation. Some 52.9 percent of this group reported that they 
had either encouraged no one to prepare for the CPA certifi­
cate or didn't know how many individuals began preparation 
as a result of their personal efforts. On the other hand, 
88.3 percent of CLUs, 81.2 percent of CFAs, and 74.9 per­
cent of PEs reported exercising personal effort in
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encouraging at least one or store persons to prepare for 
certification.
Questionnaire Statement #10; How many times have you 
changed employers since receiving your designation?
The distribution shown in Table 28 indicates the re­
sponses of the study group relative to the number of times 
each recipient had changed employers since completion of his 
or her professional designation. A surprising result is the 
88.9 percent of respondents indicating that they had changed 
employers no more than twice since completing their profes­
sional certification. This result is even more interesting 
when one compares the responses of each sub-group to the 
total. A majority of CPAs (95.4 percent), CLUs (96.1 per­
cent), and CFAs (98.1 percent), and PEs (79.9 percent) over­
whelmingly concurred in this response. Only 10.7 percent of 
the entire study group indicated that they had changed em­
ployers more than twice.
Questionnaire Statement #13; professional Certification 
in my area (e.g., Insurance, Accounting, Engineering, 
Finance) has improved the quality of individual skills 
and performance of the vocation as a w h o l e .
The survey information which comprises Table 29 re­
flects the total study group's response to the question con­
cerning the effect of professional certification in their 
particular area, in terms of the improved quality of
TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS ENCOURAGED TO UNDERTAKE PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION AND
BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Designation
Percentage Distribution by Number
None 1 to 3 4 to 10 11 or More Don * t Know Total
CPA 20 23 11 7 26 87
23.0 26.4 12.6 8.0 29.9 100
CLU 6 33 41 16 6 102
5.9 32.4 40.2 15.7 5.9 100
CFA 5 25 16 2 5 53
9.4 47.2 30.2 3.8 9.4 100
PE 24 80 44 25 26 199
12.1 40.2 22.1 12.6 13.1 100
All designations 55 161 112 50 63 441
12.5 36.5 25.4 11.3 14.3 100
NOTE(S): Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses, related among the five categories,
with twelve degrees of freedom, equals 59.08: difference significant at .01 level.
C = .34
TABLE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF CHANGE IN EMPLOYERS BY PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION
AND BY TOTAL STUDY GROUP
Designation
Percentage Distribution by Change in Employers
0 to 2 3 to 5 6 to 8 8 or More No Response Total
CPA 83 3 0 0 1 87
95.4 3.4 0.0 0.0 1.1 100
CLU 98 4 C 0 0 102
96.1 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
CFA 52 1 0 0 0 53
98.1 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 100
PE 159 35 1 3 1 199
79.9 17.6 0.5 1.5 0.5 100
All Designations 392 43 1 3 2 441
88.9 9.8 0.2 0.7 0.5 100
N O T E (S ): Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Responses to categories greater than five combined due to the small number of 
responses.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses, related between the two categories
with three degrees of freedom equals 31.40: difference significant at .01 level.
C = .26
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individual skills and the performance of the vocation as an 
entity. A major portion (84.3 percent) of the study group 
either tended to agree or strongly agreed with the ques­
tionnaire statement. Only 15.6 percent of the study group 
responded neutrally or disagreed with the statement. Of the 
four sub-groups CFAs (22.7 percent) and PEs (26.6 percent) 
responded neutrally or disagreed with the overall improve­
ment in the quality of individual skill and performance of 
the vocation as a whole as a result of certification. Addi­
tionally, this questionnaire statement yielded a weighted 
value score of 552 points.
Questionnaire Statement 114: Certification in my area
serves as a control function since it helps to eliminate 
unqualified individuals.
Table 30 indicates the total study group's responses 
to the question concerning the extent to which the recipient 
felt that professional certification served as a control 
function in his or her occupational area. Of the total 
study group 66.5 percent positively responded to this ques­
tionnaire statement, while 24.5 percent either tended to 
disagree or strongly disagreed; additionally, 8.8 percent 
remained neutral.
A major portion of CPAs and PEs, 89.6 percent and 69.4 
percent, respectively, indicated agreement with this state­
ment. Slightly more than 44 percent of the CLUs and 30.2
TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 13--RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement: Professional certification in my area (e.g., Insurance,
Accounting, Engineering, Finance) has improved the quality of 
individual skills and performance of the vocation as a whole.
Rating Categories
Percentage Responses
Designation (Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Tend to Strongly
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree
(+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) Total
CPA 59 26 0 1 1 87
67.8 29.9 0.0 1.1 1.1 100
(118) (26) (0) (-1) (-2) (141)
CLU 72 28 1 0 1 102
70.6 27.5 1.0 0.0 1.0 100
(144) (28) (0) (0) (-2) (170)
CFA 18 23 9 2 1 53
34 .0 43.4 17 .0 3.8 1.9 100
(36) (23) (0) (-2) (-2) (55)
1
7
8
TABLE 2 9— Continued
Rating Categories 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Designation
Strongly
Agree
(+2)
Tend to 
Agree 
(+1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(-1)
Strongly
Disagree
(-2) Total
PE 72 74 32 10 11 199
36.2 37.2 16.1 5.0 5.5 100
(144) (74) (0) (-10) (-22) (186)
All designations 221 151 42 13 14 441
50.1 34.2 9.5 2.9 3.2 100
(442) (151) (0) (-13) (-28) (552)
NOTE(S): Maximum weighted value equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"Tend to Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" categories combined with "Neutral" due to 
small number of responses in these two categories.
Chi-Square test: The designation responses, related among the three categories,
with six degrees of freedom, equals 68.60: difference significant at .01 level. C = .36
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percent of the CFAs either moderately or strongly disagreed. 
The weighted value score for this statement was 281 points.
Questionnaire Statement #16: The existence of certifi­
cation in my area has helped enrich the general public's 
image of business and/or engineering.
The attitudes of the respondents toward the effect 
certification has had upon the enrichment of the general 
public's image of business and/or engineering is presented 
in Table 31. Of the total study respondents, 7 0.1 percent 
indicated agreement with the questionnaire statement, 17 
percent remained neutral and 12.2 percent disagreed. Of the 
four sub-groups responding to this questionnaire statement, 
CFAs (39.6 percent) offered the least agreement with the 
statement, while CPAs (89.6 percent), CLUs (87.3 percent), 
and PEs (60.8 percent) responded more positively. A 
weighted value score of 398 points was computed for this 
statement.
Summary Analysis of 
Proposition I
The existence of certain perceived benefits of profes­
sional certification for both the individual recipient of 
such certification and the occupational area is essentially 
confirmed. A feeling of increased competence, valuable 
prestige with others in the same area of business, and a 
greater feeling of professionalism were ranked most highly
TABLE 30
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 14--RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement: Certification in my 
helps to eliminate
area serves as a control 
unqualified individuals.
function since it
Rating Categories
Percentage Responses
Designation (Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Tend to Strongly No
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response
(+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0) Total
CPA 49 29 5 3 1 0 87
56.3 33.3 5.7 3.4 1.1 0.0 100
(98) (29) (0) (-3) (-2) (0) (122)
CLU 12 38 7 24 21 0 102
11.8 37.3 6.9 23.5 20.6 0.0 100
(24) (38) (0) (-24) (-42) (0) (-4)
CFA 13 14 10 11 5 0 53
24.5 26.4 18.9 20.8 9.4 0.0 100
(26) (14) (0) (-11) (-10) (0) (19)
1
8
1
TABLE 30--Continued
Designation
Rating Categories 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(+2)
Tend to 
Agree 
(+1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(-1)
Strongly
Disagree
(-2)
NO
Response
(0) Total
PE 67 71 17 25 18 1 199
33.7 35.7 8.5 12.6 9.0 0.5 100
(134) (71) (0) (-25) (-36) (0) (144)
All desig­ 141 152 39 63 45 1 441
nations 32.0 34.5 8.8 14.3 10.2 0.2 100
(282) (152) (0) (-63) (-90) (0) (281)
NOTE(S): Maximum weighted value equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "Neutral."
Chi-Square test: The designation responses related among the five categories, with
twelve degrees of freedom, equals 71.00: difference significant at .01 level. C = .37
TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO STATEMENT 16— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
Questionnaire Statement: The existence of certification in my area has helped enrich the 
general public's image of Business and/or Engineering.
Designation
Rating Categories 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(+2)
Tend to Tend to Strongly No 
Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Response 
(+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0) Total
CPA 49
56.3
(98)
29
33.3
(29)
8
9.2
(0)
1
1.1
(-1)
0
0.0
(0)
0
0.0
(0)
87
100
(126)
CLU 48
47.1
(96)
41
40.2
(41)
9
8.8
(0)
2
2.0
(-2)
1
1.0
(-2 )
1
1.0
(0)
102
100
(133)
CFA 6
11.3
(12)
15
28.3
(15)
25
47.2
(0)
5
9.4
(-5)
1
1.9
(-2 )
1
1.9
(0)
53
100
(20)
1
8
3
TABLE 31— Continued
Designation
Rating Categories 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(+2)
Tend to 
Agree 
(+1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(-1)
Strongly
Disagree
(-2)
No
Response
(0) Total
PE 56 65 33 30 14 1 199
28.1 32.7 16.6 15.1 7.0 0.5 100
(112) (65) (0) (-30) (-28) (0) (119)
All desig­ 159 150 75 38 16 3 441
nations 36.1 34.0 17.0 8.6 3.6 0.7 100
(318) (150) (0) (-38) (-32) (0) (398)
NOTE(S): Maximum weighted value equals 882.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "Neutral."
Chi-Square test: The designation responses related among the five categories,
with twelve degrees of freedom, equals 100.10: difference significant at .01 level.
C = .45
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by the respondents (Ranks I, II, and III respectively). 
However, it is interesting to note that of the above three 
perceived benefits the "prestige with others in the same 
area of business" received the greatest percentage of first, 
second, and third ranked choices. It is evident, therefore, 
that although the respondents, after certification, felt 
more competent in their areas of application, they addition­
ally acquired a basis for "peer-group" recognition. Addi­
tionally, of those Likert type questions included in the 
research questionnaire, the improved status position of the 
recipient within the general business and/or engineering 
community (statement #15) received the highest weighted 
value score (563).
These results confirm the fact that a designation 
serves as a prestige factor or status identification within 
an occupation and that professionals are held together by 
certain values and norms shared by all members of the pro­
f e s s i o n . ^  Additionally, Vollmer and Mills, 1966; Murdick, 
1960; Wilensky, 1964; Schein, 1972; and Becker, 1966, have 
suggested that, because of the nature of professional
1 5One somewhat empirical study which found similar 
results concerning the CLU designation was M. Lee Taylor 
and Roland J. Pellegrin, "Professionalization: Its Functions 
and Dysfunctions for the Life Insurance Occupation," Social 
Forces 38 no. 2 (December 1959): 110-114.
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training and the continual contact which professionals have 
with their peers, they tend to value the approval of their 
peers above that of outsiders.
A significant effect upon one's income and position of 
authority and responsibility was also indicated by the re­
sponse data. In essence, a positive effect upon both of 
these factors was indicated by a large majority of the study 
group. However, response to the income factor was less pro­
nounced than that of authority and responsibility. In fact, 
while authority and responsibility received the third high­
est weighted value score (449), change in income was r a n k e d ^ ,  
fifth (weighted score 353). Although the effect of profes­
sional certification upon one's potential for vertical pro­
motion is an important finding, the relationship between 
this last factor and income is not surprising. However, 
based upon the latter as well as the former responses, it 
would seem that the earlier suggestions of both Guerrieri 
and Kostenbader are, in fact, realistic.
Concerning certain occupational benefits of profes­
sional certification, the response data indicate a definite 
interest in the encouragement of others to prepare for pro­
fessional certification (73.2 percent encouraged at least 
one other person to prepare for certification), a surprising 
degree of work "stability" (88.9 percent indicated that they
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changed employers no more than twice), and an improvement 
in the quality of individual skills and performance of the 
vocation as a whole (Rank II, weighted score 552).
Although these preceding factors are convincing evi­
dence of certain perceived occupational benefits, less con­
vincing are the responses to the effect of such certifica­
tion upon the public image of business and/or engineering 
(Rank IV, weighted score 398) and certification as a control 
function (Rank VI, weighted score 281). While these find­
ings essentially support the earlier mentioned Rasmussen 
study of Administrative Managers, they fail to substantiate 
several suggested benefits of certification posed by 
Scacchetti, 1967; Pearce, 1972; Busbey, 1965; and Compise, 
1967, namely, those of control and public recognition.
Analysis of Proposition II
PROPOSITION II; Where Certification has resulted from 
competitive examination, the benefits of certification 
as perceived by recipients of certification will be the 
same regardless of occupational area.
The second proposition of this study was analyzed by 
the chi-square non-pararoetrie method of statistical analysis 
emphasizing independence of classification as well as the 
contingency coefficient.
16Chi-square analysis assumes statistical independence 
among the several classifications of each variable under 
study. This method compares the proportions of observed
TABLE 32
A SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT WEIGHTED VALUE SCORES*
(RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I)
In- De- Total
In- creased Little/ creased De- No Weighted
creased Moder- No Moder- creased Re- Value
Greatly ately Change ately Greatly sponse Score Rank
Weighted Values (+2 ) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT 
♦7— From the time you 
started to the time you 
completed your designa­
tion work, how, in your 
estimation, was your 
income affected by your 
studies and their sub­
sequent completion.
92
20.9%
184
173
39.2%
173
167
37.9%
0
2
0.5%
-2
1
0.2%
- 2
6
1.4%
0
441
100%
(353)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT 
♦8— From the time you 
began studies 
for your designation 
until two years after 
completion, would you 
say that your position 
of authority and 
responsibility....
138
31.3%
276
174
39.5%
174
122 
27 .7%
0
1
0.2%
-1
0
0.0%
0
6
1.4%
0
441
100%
(449)
TABLE 32— Continued
Strongly
Agree
Tend
to
Agree Neutral
Tend
to
Dis­
agree
Strongly
Dis­
agree
No
Re­
sponse
Total
Weighted
Value
Score Rank
Weighted Values (+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT #13-- 
Professional certification in 
my area (e.g., Insurance, Ac­
counting, Engineering, Finance) 
has improved the quality of 
individual skills and per­ 221 151 42 13 14 0 441
formance of the vocation as 50.1% 34.2% 9.5% 2.9% 3.2% 0% 100% 2
a whole. 442 151 0 -13 -28 0 (552)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT #14 —  
Certification in my area serves 
as a control function since it 141 152 39 63 45 1 441
helps to eliminate unqualified 32.0% 34.5% 8.8% 14 .3% 10.2% 0.2% 100% 6
individuals. 282 152 0 -63 -90 0 (281)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT #15—  
The existence of certification 
in my area has tended to raise 
the status position of the 
recipient within the general 202 188 28 13 8 2 441
business and/or engineering 45.8% 42.6% 6.3% 2.9% 1.8% 0.5% 100% 1
community. 404 188 0 -13 -16 0 (563)
TABLE 32— Continued
Strongly
Agree
Tend
to
Agree Neutral
Tend
to
Dis­
agree
Strongly
Dis­
agree
No
Re­
sponse
Total
Weighted
Value
Score Rank
Weighted Values (+2) (+1) (0) (-1) (-2) (0)
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT 
#16— The existence of 
certification in my area 
has helped enrich the 
general public's image 159 150 75 38 16 3 441
of business and/or 36.1% 34 .0% 17 .0% 8.6% 3.6% 0.7% 100% 4
engineering community. 318 150 0 -38 -32 0 (398)
NOTE(S): The first row of figures to the right of the questionnaire statement represents
the number of individual responses received within each category. The second row of figures 
represent percentage equivalents of the total respondents within each category. The third row 
of figures represents individual weighted scores in each category.
Maximum weighted value score equals 882.
^Responses to questionnaire statements 13 through 16 evaluated on scale of "strongly agree" 
to 'fetrongly disagree."
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Significant differences are found among the responses 
of the four professional groups in all eight of the ques­
tionnaire statements used to test this proposition.17
The distribution of responses by classification and 
the results of the chi-square tests are shown in Tables 24 
through 31 of this chapter. The following paragraphs sum­
marize the data in these tables by each of the questionnaire 
statements used to analyze this proposition. Table 33 pro­
vides a summary analysis of the chi-square tests. The order 
in which the questionnaire statements are presented is the 
same as that concerning the analysis of Proposition I in 
the previous section of this chapter.
responses to a particular variable classification with 
those which might be expected based upon a theoretical 
distribution. The extent to which observed and theoretical 
values differ is evaluated relative to a predetermined 
probability level based upon a specified number of degrees 
of freedom.
The contingency coefficient, on the other hand, is a 
measure of degree of association between or among the 
principles of classification. In essence, chi-square in­
dicates the existence of association while the contingency 
i ' the degree of association. The
*7Where chi-square indicates rejection of independ­
ence this is a collective rejection of the entire propor­
tional distribution. However, subsets of the occupational 
distribution may be the same.
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Questionnaire Statement #7; From the time you started 
to the time you completed your designation work, h o w , 
in your estimation, was your income affected by your 
studies and their subsequent completion?
Table 24; A significant difference at the .01 level 
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and perceived effect upon in­
come as a result of certification must be rejected. The
1ftcontingency coefficient for this relationship is .36. °
Questionnaire Statement >8: From the time you began
studies for your designation until two years after 
completion, would you say that your position of 
authority and responsibility . . . .  7
Table 25: A significant difference at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and perceived effect upon pos­
ition of authority and responsibility as a result of
l®The lower limit of the contingency coefficient is 
zero (no association), however, the upper limit is a func­
tion of the number of categories. When r (rows) equals 
k (columns), the upper limit for C, that is the contingency 
coefficient that would occur for two perfectly correlated
Where chi-square is significant at a specified level, 
C is also significant at that same level.
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certification must be rejected. The contingency coefficient 
for this relationship is .30.
Questionnaire Statement #15; The existence of certifi­
cation in my area has tended to raise the status posi­
tion of the recipient within the general business and/ 
or engineering community.
Table 26: A significant difference at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and perceived effect upon the 
increased status position of the recipient within the gen­
eral business and/or engineering community must be rejected. 
The contingency coefficient for this relationship is .35.
Questionnaire Statement >6: In your estimation/ how
many people have begun studies for the same designation 
you hold as a result of your personal efforts?
Table 27: A significant difference at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and the number of individuals 
encouraged to undertake preparation for the same profes­
sional designation must be rejected. The contingency co­
efficient for this relationship is .34.
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Questionnaire Statement #10; How many times have you 
changed employers since receiving your designation?
Table 28: A difference significant at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and the number of tiroes an in­
dividual changed employers roust be rejected. The contin­
gency coefficient for this relationship is .26.
Questionnaire Statement <13; Professional certification 
in my area (e.g.# Insurance, Accounting, Engineering, 
Finance) has Improved the quality of individual skills 
and performance of the vocation as a w h o l e .
Table 29: A difference significant at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and the perceived effect of such 
certification upon the quality of individual skills and per­
formance of the vocation as a whole must be rejected. The 
contingency coefficient for this relationship is .36.
Questionnaire Statement #14; Certification in my area 
serves as a control function since it helps to eliminate 
unqualified individuals.
Table 30: A difference significant at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups
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studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and certification as a control 
function in that professional area must be rejected. The 
contingency coefficient for this relationship is .37.
Questionnaire Statement >16; The existence of certifi­
cation in my area has helped enrich the general public's 
image of business and/or engineering.
Table 31: A difference significant at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the four professional groups 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates 
that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
professional classification and certification as helping to 
enrich the general public's image of business and/or engi­
neering must be rejected. The contingency coefficient for 
this relationship is .45.
Summary Analysis of Proposition II
The null hypothesis that the benefits of certification 
as perceived by CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, and PEs are the same must 
be rejected, based on the fact that significant differences 
are found among the responses of the four professional clas­
sifications in all eight of the questionnaire statements 
used to analyze this proposition. Additionally, the
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contingency coefficients for all eight relationships are 
significant at the .01 level.
The most interesting observation derived from an 
analysis of the statements included in this portion of the 
questionnaire is associated with the fact that, although 
the questionnaire respondents indicated considerable per­
ceived benefits of professional certification in their par­
ticular area, significant variability exists among the re­
spective professional classifications. In essence, this 
variability might suggest the intervention of possible in­
dependent variables capable of explaining a sufficient por­
tion of the variation from group to group to cause accept­
ance of the null hypothesis. It is not unlikely that such 
independent variables as statutory regulation and/or the 
relative length of time each certification program has been 
operative might exercise considerable influence upon re­
sponse patterns. Additionally, the "common sense" variables 
of age and education might alter the variation among clas­
sifications.
This latter suggestion may be borne out by the fact 
that when questionnaire responses to each variable under 
study are intercorrelated, twenty-five of the Kendall rank 
order correlation coefficients are statistically significant 
at the .05 level (Illustration II, Appendix VI). However,
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when these same interrelationships are again intercorrelated 
and controlled for both age and education simultaneously 
(Illustration III, Appendix V I ) , twenty of the interrela­
tionships are statistically significant at the .05 level. 
Additionally, seven of the relationships, although still 
significant at the .05 level, decrease in level of signif­
icance.
This last relationship might suggest that, should the 
chi-square tests be recomputed with control for these two 
variables, significant differences in professional classifi- 
cation and response pattern may no longer be present.
In summary, the objectives of this chapter were to 
identify perceived benefits of professional certification 
in the four occupational areas (Proposition I ) , and to es­
tablish the degree of consistency with which such benefits 
were perceived among the four occupational groups studied 
(Proposition II). The purpose of such an evaluation was to 
assess the extent of appropriate rationale for consideration 
of a professional certification plan in management.
The following chapter offers a comparative analysis of 
the attitudes of management educators and practitioners con­
cerning the benefits anticipated by these two groups rela­
tive to professional certification in management.
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Chi-Square Tests 
Table 33 provides a summary analysis of the chi-square 
tests of each of the statements used to test Proposition 
II.19
19Several of the chi-square values included in Table 
34 have been generated by combining certain columns in the 
original n by n contingency table. These columns were 
combined so as not to violate two conditions suggested by 
Cochran (1954): (1) the chi-square test can be properly
applied only if fewer than 20 percent of the cells have 
an expected frequency of less than five, and (2) no cell 
has an expected frequency of less than one.
TABLE 33
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS--PROPOSITION II
Chi- Degrees Level Reject
Questionnaire Statements Square of of Null
Value Freedom Significance Hypothesis
Questionnaire Statement 17— From the 
time you started to the time you 
completed your designation work, how, 
in your estimation, was your income 
affected by your studies and their 
subsequent completion? 63.42
Questionnaire Statement #8— From the 
time you began studies for your des­
ignation until two years after com­
pletion would you say that your 
position of authority and
responsibility: 43.64
.01 Yes
.01 Yes
Questionnaire Statement <15— The 
existence of certification in my 
area has tended to raise the status 
position of the recipient within 
the general business and/or engineer­
ing community. 59.99 .01 Yes
TABLE 33--Continued
Questionnaire Statements
Chi-
Square
Value
Degrees
of
Freedom
Level
of
Significance
Reject
Null
Hypothesis
Questionnaire Statement #6--In your 
estimation, how many people have be­
gun studies for the same designation 
you hold, as a result of your 
personal efforts? 59.08 12 .01 Yes
Questionnaire Statement #10— How 
many times have you changed employers 
since receiving your designation. 31.40 3 .01 Yes
Questionnaire Statement #13--Profes- 
sional certification in my area 
(e.g., Insurance, Accounting, Engi­
neering, Finance) has improved the 
quality of individual skills and per­
formance of the vocation as a whole. 68.60 6 .01 Yes
Questionnaire Statement #14— Certi­
fication in my area serves as a con­
trol function since it helps to elim­
inate unqualified individuals. 71.00 12 .01 Yes
Questionnaire Statement #16--The 
existence of certification in my area 
has helped enrich the general pub­
lic's image of business and/or 
engineering. 100.10 12 .01 Yes
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CHAPTER V
ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION IN 
MANAGEMENT: ACADEMIC AND PRACTITIONER OPINION
Introduction
The preceding chapter of this study examined the per­
ceived benefits of professional certification among CPAs, 
CLUs, CFAs, and Registered Professional Engineers. The 
chapter, additionally, assessed the relative variation of 
such benefits among the four occupational groups.
The present chapter offers an analysis of the antici­
pated benefits of professional certification in management 
as perceived by management educators and management practi­
tioners. The objective of this analysis is to relate the 
perceived benefits of professional certification as indi­
cated by the earlier occupational groups to those indicated 
by the individuals serving as the data base for this chapter.
The Research Questionnaire
The data base for this chapter, as well as Chapter VI, 
has been obtained by the use of a normative-survey (Research 
Questionnaire II ) . As in the preparation of Research
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Questionnaire I, the structure of Research Questionnaire II 
evolved about demographic data that could serve as the 
independent variables of this portion of the study.
The independent variables applicable to management 
educators were as follows:
1. Age of the Respondent
2. Sex of the Respondent
3. Education of the Respondent
4. Type of Doctoral Degree Held by the Respondent
5. Academic Rank of the Respondent
6. Level of Institution with which the Respondent
was Affiliated
7. Regional Accrediting Association of Respondent's 
Institution
8. Accredidation by the American Assembly of Col­
legiate Schools of Business^
The independent variables applicable to management
practitioners were as follows:
1. Age of the Respondent
2. Sex of the Respondent
3. Education of the Respondent
4. Size of the Respondent's Employing Organization
5. Number of Years Business Experience
^Professional designation not considered due to small 
number of respondents (10).
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6. Classification of Respondent's Organizational 
Position (Line/Staff)2
A facsimile of the research instrument may be referred 
to in Appendix II. This is a four-part questionnaire. The 
first section of the questionnaire was designed to elicit 
the attitudes of management educators and practitioners con­
cerning certain conceptual factors attendant to a form of 
professional certification in management. The second section 
was designed to collect data similar to that utilized for the 
various comparisons among the occupational groups discussed 
in Chapter IV. The third section of the questionnaire con­
cerned certain administrative and functional requirements 
for professional certification in management. The last sec­
tion of the instrument pertains to the demographic charac­
teristics of the respondents.
Parts I and II of the questionnaire required that the 
respondent rate several statements using a five-part, Likert- 
type scale. The remaining questions required only that the 
respondent check a response to a list of alternatives posed 
by the author. Coding and analysis of the responses to 
these questions followed that of Research Questionnaire I.
^Professional designation and type of doctorate not 
considered due to small number of respondents (18 and 24, 
respectively).
3See page 150.
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The data obtained from Section II of the Questionnaire is 
analyzed in this chapter; while the data for the remaining 
sections is analyzed in Chapter VI.
Number of Responses to the 
Research Questionnaire
The research instrument was mailed to a total of 870 
management educators and practitioners. Of the previous 
total, 464 questionnaires were mailed to members of the 
Academy of Management, while 406 questionnaires were mailed 
to the composite membership of SAM/AMS. Two hundred and nine 
usable questionnaires (45 percent) were returned by the Acad­
emy of Management sample. One hundred and eighty-seven us­
able questionnaires (46 percent) were returned by the SAM/
AMS sample. Total usable returns numbered 396, or 45.5 per­
cent. Both a cover letter and a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope accompanied the questionnaire. The various cover 
letters may be referred to in Appendix II. A listing of the 
number of respondents by Association membership is shown in 
Table 34.
Although the homogeniety of the two populations would 
not indicate a great difference in the attitudes of respon­
dents and non-respondents, a follow-up letter and question­
naire were sent to fifty-five members (12 percent) of the 
original sample of the Academy of Management. Twenty-one
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questionnaires were returned by non-respondents to the 
original mailing. An analysis of the responses of this 
group indicated that they were not significantly different 
from those of the original respondents. Additionally, tel­
ephone calls to a random selection of the SAM/AMS sample in­
dicated that the non-respondents declined to answer ques­
tionnaires as a matter of practice.
Demographic Data
Management Educators
Table 36 shows the composite summary of the demographic 
characteristics of the sample respondents classified as man­
agement educators. Analysis of the data contained in Table 
36 indicates that the modal age of this sample is in the 
interval 40-49 years with a mean age of 46.4 years.
The modal educational attainment of this sample is at 
the doctoral level with the largest percentage of respondents 
holding the Ph.D. degree. An overwhelming portion (69.6 per­
cent) of the respondents held the rank of associate profes­
sor or above. Likewise, 90.4 percent were affiliated with 
educational institutions offering instruction beyond the 
bachelors degree level. Sixty-six percent of these institu­
tions are accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business. Of those institutions regionally ac­
credited, the largest percentage (30.3 percent) is accredited
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TABLE 34
RESPONSES TO RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II 
feY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Association Number
Mai led
Number
Usable
Returns
Percent
Usable
Returns
Academy of Management 464 209 45%
SAM/AMS 406 187 46%
TOTAL 870 396 46%
NOTE: Percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
A dicotomy of the sample respondents by occupational classi fication
is indicated in Table 35.
TABLE 35
RESPONSES TO RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II 
BY OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
Classification Number Percent
of
Total
Management Educators 
Management Practitioners
TOTAL
188 47.5%
208 52.5%
396 100.0%
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by the North Central Association, followed by the Southern 
Association (24.5 percent).
Management Practitioners
Table 37 indicates the composite summary of the demo­
graphic characteristics of the sample respondents classified 
as management practitioners. Analysis of the data contained 
in Table 37 shows that the modal age of this sample is in 
the interval 40-49 years with a mean age of 44.5 years. An 
overwhelming portion (93.3 percent) of the practitioner sam­
ple is male. The modal educational attainment of the practi­
tioners' group is at the bachelors degree level.
A majority (60.6 percent) of the practitioner respon­
dents indicated that their organizational position was clas­
sified as staff. While 25 percent of the respondents were 
employed by organizations with 100 or less employees, the 
majority (54.9 percent) were employed by organizations with 
more than 501 employees.
Data Analysis
Analysis of Propositions 
III and IV
Percentage responses, weighted value scores, chi- 
square, and the contingency coefficient were used to evaluate 
Proposition III. Proposition IV was analyzed using Kendall's 
Coefficient of Concordance: W.
TABLE 36
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS
AGE SEX EDUCATION TYPE OF DOCTORAGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM-
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
20-29 15 8. 0 Male 176 93.6 High School 0 n . 0 Ph.D. 123 65 4
30-39 55 29.3 Female 2 1.1 At tended 
College
0 . 0 D. B . A . 27 14 4
40-49 59 31.4 N/R 10 5.3 Bachelor's 0 0.0 Ed. D. 5 2 . 7
50-59 42 22. 3 Masters 28 14.9 Other 3 1 6
60-69 14 7.4 Doctors 1 159 84.6 N/R 30 16.0
70-79 2 1.1 N/R 1 0 . 5
N/R 1 0.5
TOTAL 188 100. 0 183 100. 0 188 100.0 188 100.0
NOTE(S): Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
N/R indicates "No Response."
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TABLE 36 (Continued)
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS
ACADEMIC RANK LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION3 REGIONAL ACCREDITING 
ASSOCIATION
AACSBb
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
CLASSIFI 
CATION
- NUM­
BER
PERCENT­
AGE
Professor
Associate
70
61
37.2
32.4
Level I 
Level II
113
57
60.1 
30. 3
New England 7
Middle 2 q 
States
3.7
15.4
Yes 124 66.0
Assistant
Instructor
39
9
20.7 
4. 8
Level III 
Level IV
12
5
6.4
2.7
North
Central
Northwest
57
4
30.3
2.1
No 60 31.9
Graduate
Assistant 6 3.2 N/R 1 0.5 Southern 46 24.5
N/R 3 1.6 Western 
Not Member 
N/R
31
5
9
16.5
2.7
4.8 N/R 4 2.1
TOTAL 188 100.0 188 100.0 188 100.0 188 100.0
NOTE(S): Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding
aLevel I: Doctoral degree in two or more areas; Level II: Masters degree in business admin­
istration; Level III: Bachelors degree; Level IV: Junior College, Community college.
^American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
N/R indicates "No Response."
2
0
9
TABLE 37
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGEMENT PRACTITIONERS
AGE SEX EDUCATION TYPE OF DOCTORAGE
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUMBER PERCENTAGE CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUMBER PERCENTAGE CLASSIFI­
CATION’
NUMBER PERCENTAGE
20-29 17 8.2 Male 194 93.3 High School 8 3.8
30-39 49 23.6 Female 13 6 . 3 Attended
College
33 15.9
40-49 63 30. 3 N/R 1 0.5 Bachelors 99 47.6
50-59 53 25.5 Masters 43 20 . 7
60-69 19 9.1 Doctorate 24 11.5
70-79 7 3.4 N/R 1 0.5
N/R 0 0.0
TOTAL 208 100 .0 208 100 .0 208 100.0
NOTE(S): Percentayes may not sum to total due to rounding.
N/R indicates "No Response."
TABLE 37 (Continued)
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MANAGEMENT PRACTITIONERS
LINE/STAFF SIZE OF COMPANY BUSINESS
(In
EXPERIENCE
Years)
CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUMBER PERCENTAGE CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUMBER PERCENTAGE CLASSIFI­
CATION
NUMBER PERCENTAGE
Line 71 34. 1 1-100 52 25.0 1-5 20 9.6
Staff 126 60.6 101-200 17 8.2 6-10 26 12.5
N/R 11 5.3 201-500 25 12.0 11-15 24 11.5
501-1000 18 8.7 16-20 31 14.9
1000-10000 49 23.6 21-25 38 18.3
10000+ 39 18.8 26-30 25 12.0
N/R 8 3.8 31-35 18 8.7
36 + 24 11.5
N/R 2 1.0
TOTAL 208 100.0 208 100.0 208 100.0
NOTE(S): Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
N/R indicates "No response."
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Analysis of Proposition III
PROPOSITION III— THE ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF
CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT, AS PERCEIVED BY
MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS, WILL BE THE SAME AS THOSE
PERCEIVED BY MANAGEMENT PRACTITIONERS.
Significant differences are found between the responses 
of the two occupational groups in three of the six question­
naire statements used to test this proposition.
The distribution of responses by occupational classi­
fication, the results of the chi-square tests, as well as 
the Weighted Value Scores for each questionnaire statement, 
are shown in Tables 38 through 43.
The following paragraphs summarize the data in these 
tables by each of the questionnaire statements used to ana­
lyze this proposition. The order in which the questionnaire 
statements are presented follows that of Section II of Re­
search Questionnaire 11^.
Questionnaire Statement >12; "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably improve 
the quality of individual skills and the performance 
of the occupation as a w h o l e ."
Table 38: A significant difference at the .02 level is
found in a comparison of the two occupational classifications 
studied. A difference significant at this level indicates
^Questionnaire Statement #16 has been omitted due to the 
absence of a comparable questionnaire statement in Research 
Questionnaire I.
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that the null hypothesis of no significant difference in 
occupational classification and the perceived effect of 
certification upon the quality of individual skills and 
performance of the occupation as a whole must be rejected.
The contingency coefficient for this relationship is .17.
Examination of Table 38 indicates that a greater per­
centage of management practitioners (71.2 percent) agreed 
with this statement than did management educators (58.9 per­
cent); likewise, a smaller percentage (16.3 percent) of 
management practitioners than management educators (27.1 per­
cent) disagreed with the statement.
The Weighted Value Score for this questionnaire state­
ment, based upon the responses of management practitioners,
C
is 149; that for management educators is 67;J the Composite
Weighted Value Score is 216.
Questionnaire Statement >13: "Certification in M a n ­
agement, if implemented, would probably serve as a 
control function since it would help to eliminate 
unqualified individuals."
Table 39: No significant difference at the .05 level
is found in a comparison of the two occupational classifi­
cations studied. The absence of a statistical difference
■’Maximum Weighted Value Score is 416 if all practi­
tioner responses had been "strongly agree;" Maximum Weighted 
Value Score of 376 if all educator responses had been 
"strongly agree." Composite Weighted Value Score equals 
792.
STATEMENT 12— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
lestionnaire "Certification in management, if implemented, would probably improve the quality 
:atement: of individual skills and the performance of the occupation as a whole."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
iASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(-2)
Tend to 
Aqree
(“H  __
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(+1)
Strongly
Disagree
(+2)
N/R Total
43 105 23 26 8 3 208
RACTITIONER 20.7 50. 5 11.1 12.5 3.8 1.4 100.0
(86) (105) (0) (-26) (-16) (0) (149)
32 77 25 28 23 3 188
DU CATO R 170.0 41.0 13.3 14.9 12.2 1.6 100.0
(64) (77) (0) (-28) (-46) (0) (67)
75 182 48 54 31 6 396
OTAL 18 . 9 46. 0 12.1 13.6 7.8 1.5 100.0
(150) (182) (0) (-54) (-62) (0) (216)
'E(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, 39 6; Composite Weighted
Value Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for Chi-Square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4
degrees of freedom, equals 12.41: difference significant at .02 level. C=.17.
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would indicate that the null hypothesis of no significant 
difference in occupational classification and the perceived 
effect of certification as a control function must be ac­
cepted. The contingency coefficient for this relationship 
is .11.
As Table 39 shows 52.9 percent of the practitioner 
sample and 4 5.2 percent of the educator sample agreed that 
certification in management would probably serve as a control 
function. Additionally, 30.3 percent of the practitioners 
and 38.8 percent of the educators disagreed. Approximately 
the same percentages of both groups remained neutral.
The Weighted Value Score for this questionnaire state­
ment, based upon the responses of management practitioners, 
is 46, while that for management educators is 0. The Compo­
site Weighted Value Score for this statement is 46.
Questionnaire Statement #14: "Certification in
management, if implemented, would probably tend 
to raise the status position of the recipient 
within the general business community."
Table 40: No significant difference at the .05 level
is found in a comparison of the two occupational classifica­
tions studied. The absence of a statistical difference 
would indicate that the null hypothesis of no significant 
difference in occupational classifications and the perceived 
effect of certification upon the increased status position
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
lestionnaire "Certification in management, if implemented, would probably serve as a control 
:atement: function since it would help to eliminate unqualified individuals."
RATING CATEGORIES 
ASSIFICATION Number of Responses
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
(-2) (-1) (0) ( + 1) ( + 2) (0)
18 92 34 44 19 1 208
ACTITIONER 8.7 44.2 16. 3 21.2 9.1 0.5 100.0
(36) (92) (0) (-44) (-38) (0) (46)
17 68 28 44 29 2 188
>UCATOR 9.0 36.2 14.9 23.4 15.4 1.1 100.0
(34) (68) (0) (0) (-58) (0) (0)
35 160 62 88 48 3 396
)TAL 8. 8 40.4 15.7 22.2 12.1 0.8 100.0
(70) (160) (0) (-88) (-96) (0) (46)
:(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, 396; Composite Weighted
Value Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for chi-square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4
degrees of freedom, equals 5.10; difference not significant at .05 level. C=.ll.
fv>
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of the recipient within the general business community 
must be accepted. The contingency coefficient for this 
relationship is .14.
As Table 4 0 indicates, 76.0 percent of the practi­
tioner sample and 65.4 percent of the educator sample either 
"strongly agreed" or "tended to agree" that certification in 
management would probably tend to raise the status position 
of the recipient within the general business community; how­
ever, slightly more educators (17.5 percent) disagreed with 
this statement than did practitioners (12.0 percent).
The Weighted Value Score for this questionnaire state­
ment, based upon the responses of management practitioners, 
is 17 5, while that for management educators is 114. The 
Composite Weighted Value Score for this statement is 289.
Questionnaire Statement >15; "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably help 
to enrich the general public's image of business."
Table 41: No significant difference at the .05 level
is found in a comparison of the two occupational classifica­
tions studied. The absence of a statistical difference 
would indicate that the null hypothesis of no significant 
difference in occupational classification and the perceived 
effect of certification upon the improved public image of 
business must be accepted. The contingency coefficient for 
this relationship is .12.
TABLE 4 0
STATEMENT 14— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Certification in management, if implemented, would probably tend to raise the status 
Statement: position of the recipient within the general business community."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(-2)
Tend to 
Aqree 
(-1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(+1)
Strongly 
Disagree 
( + 2)
N/R Total
48 110 24 19 6 1 208
PRACTITIONER 23.1 52.9 11.5 9.1 2.9 0.5 100 .0
(96) (110) (0) (-19) (-12) (0) (175)
38 85 30 19 14 2 188
EDUCATOR 20.3 45.2 16.0 10.1 7.4 1.1 100 .0
(76) (85) (0) (-19) (-28) (0) (114)
86 195 54 38 20 3 396
TOTAL 21.7 49.2 13.6 9.6 5.1 0.8 100.0
(172) (195) (0) (-38) (-40) (0) (289)
NOTF(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, ^96; Composite Weighted
Value Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for chi-square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4 degrees
of freedom, equals 7.41; difference not significant at .05 level. C=.14.
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As Table 41 demonstrates, approximately the same 
percentage of both practitioners and educators (55.3 percent 
and 50.6 percent, respectively) agreed with this question­
naire statement; however, slightly more educators (29.2 per­
cent) than practitioners (23.0 percent) disagreed with this 
statement. Approximately the same proportion of both samples 
remained neutral.
The Weighted Value Score for this questionnaire state­
ment, based upon the responses of management practitioners, 
is 85, while that for management educators is 50. The Compo­
site Weighted Value Score for this statement is 135.
Questionnaire Statement #17: "Acquisition of cer­
tification in management, if implemented, would 
probably have no effect upon the recipient's income."
Table 42: A significant difference at the .05 level
is found in a comparison of the two occupational classifica­
tions studied. A difference significant at this level indi­
cates that the null hypothesis of no significant difference 
in occupational classification and the perceived effect of 
certification upon the recipient's income must be rejected.
The contingency coefficient for this relationship is .17.
As Table 42 indicates, a greater proportion of manage­
ment practitioners (58.2 percent) than management educators 
(47.4 percent) disagreed with this questionnaire statement; 
likewise, a greater percentage of educators (28.7 percent)
TABLE 41
STATEMENT 15— QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Certification in management, if implemented, would probably help to enrich the 
Statement: general public's image of business
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(-2)
Tend to 
Aqree 
(-1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
(+1)
Strongly
Disagree
(+2)
N/R Total
26 89 44 40 8 1 208
PRACTITIONER 12.5 42.8 21.2 19.2 3.8 0.5 100.0
(52) (89) (0) (-40) (-16) (0) (85)
27 68 36 38 17 2 188
EDUCATOR 14.4 36.2 19.1 20.2 9.0 1.1 100.0
(54) (68) (0) (-38) (-34) (0) (50)
53 157 80 78 25 3 396
TOTAL 13.4 39.6 20.2 19.7 6.3 0.8 100.0
(106) (157) (0) (-78) (-50) (0) (135)
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, 396; Composite Weighted Value
Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for chi-square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4 degrees
of freedom, equals 5.64; difference not significant at .05 level. C=.12. 2
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agreed with this statement than did practitioners (24.5 
percent).
The Weighted Value Score for this statment, based upon
the responses of management practitioners, is 82, while that
for management educators is 28. The Composite Weighted Value
Score for this statement is 110.
Questionnaire Statement #18: "Acquisition of
certification in management, if implemented, would 
probably have no effect upon the recipient's posi­
tion of authority and responsibility."
Table 43: A significant difference at the .01 level
is found in a comparison of the two occupational classifica­
tions studied. A difference significant at this level indi­
cates that the null hypothesis of no significant difference 
in occupational classification and the perceived effect of 
certification upon the recipient's position of authority and 
responsibility must be rejected. The contingency coefficient 
for this relationship is .20.
Of the total study respondents classified as practi­
tioners, a majority (52.4 percent) disagreed with the ques­
tionnaire statement. Of those study respondents classified 
as management educators, 38.9 percent disagreed with this 
statement. Likewise, the largest proportion of respondents 
agreeing with this questionnaire statement were classified as 
management educators (36.2 percent).
TABLE 4 2
STATEMENT 17— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Acquisition of certification in management, if implemented, would probably have no 
Statement: effect upon the recipient's income."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
(-2)
Tend to 
Agree 
(-1)
Neutral
(0)
Tend to 
Disagree 
( + 1)
Strongly
Disagree
(+2)
N/R Tot a.
6 45 35 10 3 18 1 208
PRACTITIONER 2.9 21.6 16. 8 49.5 8.7 0.5 100.0
(-12) (-45) (0) (103) (36) (0) (82)
16 38 43 80 9 2 188
EDUCATOR 8.5 20.2 22.9 42.6 4.8 1.1 100.0
(-32) (-38) (0) (80) (18) (0) (28)
22 83 78 183 27 3 396
TOTAL 5.6 21.0 19.7 46. 2 6.8 0.8 100.0
(-44) (-83) (0) (183) (54) (0) (110)
NOTE(S): Rating Values reversed due to nature of statement.
N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, 396; Composite Weighted
Value Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for chi-square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4 degrees
of freedom, equals 11.1; difference significant at .05 level. C=.17.
2
2
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The Weighted Value Score for this statement, based upon 
the responses of management practitioners, is 52, while that 
for management educators is -9. The Composite Weighted Value 
Score for this statement is 43.
Weighted Value Scores 
Table 44 provides a summary of the Weighted Value Scores 
and relative ranks assigned the questionnaire statement for 
management educators, practitioners, and the composite ranks 
for these two groups.
Chi-Square Tests 
Table 4 5 provides a summary analysis of the Chi-Square 
tests of each of the statements used to test Proposition III.
Summary Analysis of Proposition III 
The null hypothesis that no significant difference ex­
ists between management educators and practitioners with 
respect to the anticipated benefits of certification in man­
agement must be accepted in three of the six research ques­
tionnaire statements. The three questionnaire statements 
in which significant differences are found were: (1) certi­
fication as a factor in the improvement of individual skills 
and the occupation as a whole; (2) the effect of certifica­
tion upon the recipient's income; and (3) the effect of
TABLE 4 3
STATEMENT 18— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Acquisition of certification in management, if implemented, would probably have no 
Statement: effect upon the recipient's position of authority and responsibility."
RATING CATEGORIES 
CLASSIFICATION Number of Responses
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
(-2) (-1) (0) ( + 1) ( + 2) (0)
8 58 32 9 2 17 1 208
PRACTITIONER 3.8 27.9 15.4 44.2 8.2 0.5 100.0
(-16) (-58) (0) (92) (34) (0) (52)
19 49 45 68 5 2 188
EDUCATOR 10.1 26.1 23.9 36. 2 2.7 1.1 100. 0
(-38) (-49) (0) (68) (10) (0) (09)
27 107 77 160 22 3 396
TOTAL 6.8 27.0 19.4 40. 4 5.6 0.8 100.0
(-54) (-107) (0) (160) (44) (0) (43)
NOTE(S): Rating Values reversed due to nature of statement.
N/R indicates "No Response."
Maximum Weighted Value Scores: Practitioners, 416; Educators, 396; Composite Weighted
Value Score equals 792.
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Non-responses treated as neutral for chi-square and Weighted Value Scores.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories, with 4
degrees of freedom, equals 16.81; difference significant at .01 level. C=.20. 2
2
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TABLE 44
A SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT WEIGHTED VALUE SCORES
AND RELATIVE RANKINGS (PROPOSITION IV)
QUESTIONNAIRE
STATEMENTS
PRACTITIONERS EDUCATORS COMPOSITE
WEIGHTED WEIGHTED WEIGHTED
VALUE RANK VALUE RANK VALUE RANK 
SCORE SCORE SCORE
Questionnaire Statement <12 — "Certification in ^49
management, if implemented, would probably improve 
the quality of individual skills and the performance 
of the occupation as a whole."
67 2 216
46' 6 0 5 46Questionnaire Statement <13 — "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably serve 
as a control function since it would help to elim­
inate unqualified individuals."
Questionnaire Statement < 1 4 — "Certification in 175- 1 114 1 289
management, it implemented, would probably tend 
to raise the status position of the recipient within 
the general business community."
Questionnaire Statement t!5 — "Certification in 85- 3 50 3 135
nanagement, if implemented, would probably help to 
enrich the general public's image of business."
Questionnaire Statement <17 — "Acquisition of 82, 4 28 4 110
certification in management, if implemented, would 
probably have no effect upon the recipient's income."
NOTE(S): Maximum weighted value scores:
Practitioners, 416; Educators, 396; composite weiqhtea 
value score equals 792. 2
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TABLE 44 (Continued)
A SUMMARY OF QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENT WEIGHTED VALUE SCORES 
AND RELATIVE RANKINGS (PROPOSITION IV)
QUESTIONNAIRE
STATEMENTS
PRACTIONERS EDUCATORS COMPOSITE
WEIGHTED WEIGHTED WEIGHTED
VALUE RANK VALUE RANK VALUE RANK 
SCORE SCORE SCORE
Questionnaire Statement >18 — "Acquisition of 52 5 - 9  6 43 6
certification in management, if implemented, 
would probably have no effect upon the recipient's 
position of authority and responsibility."
NOTE(S) Maximum weighted value scores:
Tractitioners, 416; Educators, 396; composite weighted 
value score equals 792.
2
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TABLE 4 5
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS--PROPOSITION III
CHI- DEGREES LEVEL REJECT
QUESTIONNAIRE SQUARE OF OF NULL
STATEMENTS VALUE FREEDOM SIGNIFI­ HYPOTHESISCANCE
Questionnaire Statement > 1 2 —  "Certification in 12.41 4 .02 Yes
management, if implemented, would probably improve 
the quality of individual skills and the performance 
of the occupation as a whole."
Questionnaire Statement <13 —  "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably serve 
as a control function since it would help to 
eliminate unqualified individuals."
Questionnaire Statement <14 —  "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably tend 
to raise the status position of the recipient 
within the general business community."
Questionaire Statement #15 —  "Certification in 
management, if implemented, would probably help 
to enrich the general public's image of business."
Questionnaire Statement >17 — "Acquisition of 
certification in management, if implemented, 
would probably have no effect upon the recipient's 
income."
Questionnaire Statement #18 —  "Acquisition of 
certification in management, if implemented, 
would probably have no effect upon the recipient's 
position of authority and responsibility."
5.1C 4 NS No
7.41 4 NS No
5. 64 4 NS No
11.13 4 .05 Yes
16.81 4 .01 Yes
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certification upon the recipient's position of authority 
and responsibility.
In comparing the weighted value scores to these state­
ments between the two sample groups, an interesting finding 
is that four of the six research questionnaire statements 
received the same rank for both management educators and 
management practitioners. The two statements receiving dif­
ferent ranks, however, were those directed toward income and 
authority.
Upon further examination of the weighted value scores 
to all six questionnaire statements, an interesting pattern 
emerges. In each instance, the weighted value score for 
management practitioners is greater than that for management 
educators. One possible explanation for this finding is that 
management practitioners, unlike management educators, tend 
to be more emotionally involved with the issue of certifica­
tion, especially the personal rewards attendant to such.
The most important finding of the analysis of this 
proposition is that while the research data support similar­
ity of response in three of the six research questionnaire 
statements used to test this proposition, further examination 
shows a disparity between percentage responses and the com­
mensurate weighted value scores. In essence, the low 
weighted value scores established for management educators
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and management practitioners would not indicate, either by 
sample group or as a composite, strong feelings concerning 
anticipated benefits of professional certification in man­
agement .
Analysis of Proposition IV
PROPOSITION IV--THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS OF CERTIFI­
CATION, AS PERCEIVED BY RECIPIENTS OF CERTIFICATION, 
WILL BE THE SAME AS THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS ANTICI­
PATED BY MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS AND PRACTITIONERS 
RELATIVE TO CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT.
The fourth proposition of this study was analyzed by
application of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance: W.
Kendall's Coefficient 
of Concordance: W
Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance: W is a measure
of the degree of association among three or more variables
transformed to rankings.
The formula for W is^
w  = s
w h e r e :
1/12 k2 (N3 - N)
s = sum of squares of the observed deviations 
from the mean of R j , that is,
= I (R, - z Rj )2 
i —
^Siegel, p. 231.
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k = number of sets of rankings
N = number of entities ranked
1/12 k 2 (N3 - N) = maximum possible sum of
the squared deviations, i.e., the sum "s"
which would occur with perfect agreement
among "k" rankings.
Application of Kendall's Co- 
Efficient of Concordance: W
To evaluate the extent of association among the order­
ing of ranks established for the research questionnaire 
statements by management educators (Table 44), management 
practitioners (Table 44), and the composite ranks for recip­
ients of certification (Table 32), Kendall's Coefficient of 
Concordance: W was computed.^ The value for W was found
to be .87 .®
The null hypothesis of independence in the orderings
of the perceived benefits of certification among educators, 
practitioners, and recipients of certification must be re­
jected at the .01 level.
^Computation of W may be referred to in Appendix VII.
®The reader is cautioned in the interpretation of W. 
While W is a measure of association among ranks, its range 
is from "0" to ”1". The reason that W cannot be negative 
is that when more than two sets of ranks are involved, the 
rankings cannot all disagree completely.
^Reference to a table of critical values of "s" in the 
Kendall Coefficient of Concordance with k=3 and N=6 would 
indicate a value of s >122.8 significant at p < .01.
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Summary Analysis of Proposition IV 
Analysis of Proposition IV indicates a statistical 
association at the .01 level among the ranks assigned the 
research questionnaire statements by management educators, 
management practitioners, and the composite ranks for the 
recipients of certification.
An important finding of the analysis of this proposi­
tion, in conjunction with that of the preceding section of 
this chapter, is worthy of note. While the weighted value 
scores on which the ranks of management educators and prac­
titioners were established tended to be relatively low com­
pared to those of the recipients of certification, the three 
sample groups, nonetheless, concurred in a hierarchy of 
perceived or anticipated benefits of certification.
While this finding is interesting, it should be empha­
sized that a high or significant value for the Kendall Coef­
ficient of Concordance in no way implies the rankings as­
signed by the three sample groups are "correct". Rather, 
acceptance of Proposition IV, based upon the significance 
of the Kendall Coefficient simply indicates a "consensual" 
ordering among the sample groups evaluated.
In summary, the objectives of this chapter were: 
first, to analyze the anticipated benefits of professional 
certification in management as perceived by a sample of
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management educators and practitioners; and second, to 
relate the perceived benefits of certification, as indicated 
by the recipients of certification in Chapter IV, with those 
anticipated by the sample groups serving as the data base 
for this chapter.
Chapter VI of this study explores the attitudes of 
management educators and practitioners concerning certain 
conceptual and administrative issues relative to professional 
certification in management.
CHAPTER VI
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT:
CONCEPTUAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
Introduction
The preceding chapter of this study examined the 
anticipated benefits of professional certification in manage 
ment as indicated by a sample of management educators and 
practitioners. The chapter also analyzed the relationship 
among the relative rankings assigned the questionnaire state 
ments for these two sample groups and the composite ranks 
assigned for the recipients of certification.
The present chapter concerns an analysis of the atti­
tudes of management educators and practitioners concerning 
certain conceptual and administrative issues associated with 
professional certification in management. The objective of 
this analysis is to detect the degree of consistency between 
the responses of the two sample groups to these issues.
The data presented in this chapter has been drawn from 
the responses of the two occupational groups based upon the 
questionnaire statements contained in Sections I and III of 
Research Questionnaire II. The procedure followed in this
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chapter will be to overview a model of professional certifi­
cation and registration in management which prompted formula­
tion of the questionnaire statements and then first, restate 
the appropriate questionnaire statement; second, indicate, 
where applicable, the results of the chi-square test of 
independence of classification; third, present the contin­
gency coefficient for the relationship; and lastly, summarize 
percentage responses to the questionnaire statement.
The Questionnaire Statements*
The questionnaire statements that comprise Sections I 
and III of Research Questionnaire II have been formulated 
by the author as a'reaction to a plan for the registration 
and certification of the professional manager proposed by 
Richard V. Scacchetti.
A Model
In 1966, Richard V. Scacchetti, in his article "Pro­
fessionalization of Management" proposed the first detailed
*The Questionnaire statements presented in this portion 
of the study are by no means considered exhaustive of those 
which might arise concerning implementation of such a plan. 
They are, rather, this author's reaction to the model itself. 
The inherent limitations of a mail survey prohibited a more 
detailed enumeration of such issues. The reader is referred 
to an article by Dr. Robert F. Pearse of Boston University 
entitled, "Certified Professional Managers: Concept into
Reality?" Personnel (March-April: 1972), pp. 26-35. In this 
article, Professor Pearse has sujgested additional issues and 
problems attendant to professional manager certification.
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model of professional certification in management.1 In this
article the author stated:
To provide minimum professional capability, a 
formalized structure or plan to professionalize 
would have to be advanced by the management com­
munity. The plan could then be vigorously sup­
ported. It would provide for examination, registra­
tion and certification of professional managers. 
Implementation of this program should be supervised 
by a professionally recognized management group, 
and later endorsed and ratified by appropriate state 
legislatures. The program would eventually evolve 
into a nationally standardized registration proce­
dure administered by duly constituted state boards.^
More specifically, the author p r o p o s e d :3
1. Minimal Educational Requirements--Graduation from 
an accredited school of management. This course 
of study or equivalent practical experience 
should be evaluated in conjunction, or if no
1This model plan was developed by Mr. Scacchetti as 
Chairman, Professional Manager Standards Committee for the 
Society for Advancement of Management in January 1966.
Oliver J. Sizelove, then SAM President, and the SAM Execu­
tive Board, directed that the preliminary aspects of the 
plan be reviewed. The plan later appeared as "The Profes­
sionalization of Management" (A Plan for the Registration 
and Certification of Professional Managers), Fairleigh 
Dickinson University Business Review (Summer 1966), Vol. 6, 
No. 2, pp. 3-15. A synopsis of the plan was published as 
the "Professionalization of Management" in The Office (April 
1966), pp. 16-24; additionally, the basic structure of the 
plan was delivered by Mr. Scacchetti as an address before 
the Southern Management Association, Southern Division of 
the Academy of Management, Atlanta, Georgia, November 11, 
1966. This address later appeared in Vital Speeches of the 
D a y , Vol. 33, No. 5, December 15, 1966, pp. 137-141.
^Richard V. Scacchetti, "Professionalization of 
Management," The Office, p. 16.
^Permission to include portions of the plan was 
granted by Mr. Scacchetti.
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managerial experience exists in addition to 
specializations and professions such as law, 
accountancy, medicine, architecture, engineering, 
education, etc.
2. Pre-Registration Training— Eligibility require­
ments for admission to professional management 
examinations cover: citizenship, character,
education and equivalent education, age, diversity 
and continuity of experience, practical training 
and equivalents. A notable contribution to the 
profession at this point would be the acceptable 
training pattern of the professional manager. 
Diversity and continuity of experience, coupled 
with increasing responsibilities, would be the 
important criteria. Contributors here would be 
only by management practitioners
Bear in mind that for a definite period, dilution 
by "Grandfather Clause," for quasi-qualified prac­
titioners is initially appropriate for legislative 
action and to reduce objections. The passage of 
time will gradually phase out this borderline group
3. Competitive Professional Manager Examinations— Both 
junior written or senior oral examinations testing 
professional management knowledge shall be devel­
oped in the major practical work areas of manage­
ment such as organization, finance, economics, law, 
etc. These would be required in addition to quali­
fied areas of professional specialization: law, 
engineering architecture, psychology, education, 
accountancy, e t c .
An integral contribution needed now is the develop­
ment of model professional manager written and oral 
examinations. Unlike the model curriculum, practi­
tioners would outnumber educators as the contribu­
tors to the creation of these examinations
4. Registration and Certification by Stages— Granted 
by a State Board of Professional Management Ex­
aminers after education, pre-registration training 
and/or equivalencies provided, and successful com­
pletion of competitive examination— as regulated
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by the initial draft of the proposed model 
professional manager registration law
Samples of work, educational transcripts, suitable 
references from qualified professional managers, 
and other admissible material set forth in the 
model registration law, shall constitute evidence 
of the level of competence for admission to prac­
tice. Careful selection of qualified seasoned 
management practitioners for the examining board 
is essential
Implementation of the model registration law may 
begin by a recognized management association or 
foundation, to have an attorney draft a bill based 
on the model law, in consultation with a quasi- 
legal political group organized to review model 
laws, such as the National Council of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws, and then interest a legis­
lator to introduce the bill in a state legislature
5. Professional Management Practice— Professional prac­
tice shall be regulated by the proposed initial 
draft of the model professional manager registration 
law, and the code of ethics affidavit statement 
sworn to prior to registration. Infractions of 
professional practice to be brought to the attention 
of the State Ethics Committee composed of authorized 
management association or society members for review 
and recommended action. This committee will review 
examples of professional management misconduct 
within its jurisdictional and geographical limita­
tions
Something should be mentioned at this point about 
the composition of the Professional Manager Code of 
Ethics which details: organizational profitabil­
ity, managerial accountability, awareness of 
statutory laws, health and welfare of employees, 
economics of the community, vested managerial au­
thority, employee training and development, adver­
tising and false publicity, conformance to regis­
tration laws, loyalty to organization, managerial 
compensation and concern for the reputation of fel­
low professionals. These fundamentals of profes­
sional ethics should be agreed to by the practi­
tioner at the time of licensure to hopefully remain
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throughout the years of professional management 
practice
6. Interstate Registration— Provision has been made 
by the plan for interstate reciprocal registration 
for professional managers through a national 
council. This will provide for nationwide stan­
dardization of professional management competence
In the summer of 1966, the author presented an expanded
model of this proposal under the title "Professionalization
of Management" (A Plan for the Registration and Certification
of Professional Managers). In this latter proposal
Scacchetti stated;
...this is the first piece of literature which 
stresses the disciplinary aspects of the profes­
sion of management. It is a model for the not too 
distant future which structures the variable mass 
of management development and practice.^
Based upon this proposal, especially its marked simi­
larity to the CPA, CLU, CFA models, the following question­
naire statements were formulated and presented to a sample 
of management educators and practitioners. The responses 
of the sample group for each questionnaire statement are in­
cluded in the paragraphs that follow.
Selected Conceptual Issues
Significant differences are found between the responses 
of the two occupational classifications in five of the eleven
^Scacchetti, Vital Speeches of the D a y , pp. 140-141.
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questionnaire statements contained in Section I of the 
research questionnaire.
The distribution of responses by classification and 
the results of the chi-square tests for each questionnaire 
statement are shown in Tables 4 6 through 56. A summary of 
the chi-square analysis of each questionnaire statement is 
included in Table 57. The order in which the questionnaire 
statements are presented follows that of Section I--Research 
Question II.
Reliance Upon Existing 
Business Models
Questionnaire Statement >1: "The establishment of
certification and resultant designations in the various 
business areas, such as Public Accounting (CPA) and 
Life Underwriting (CLU), has been an important factor 
in these groups' professional development and recogni­
tion ."
Table 46 classifies all respondents by their attitudes 
toward professional certification in the various business 
areas. Although the small number of expected frequencies in 
certain cells prevented application of the chi-square test, 
it is evident that the data support agreement with the ques­
tionnaire statement. Approximately the same percentages of 
both educators and practitioners either "strongly agreed" or 
"tended to agree" with this questionnaire statement; that is, 
91.4 percent of all practitioners and 92.5 percent of all
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educators affirmatively responded to this questionnaire 
statement.
Questionnaire Statement ♦2; "Certification in 
management, in a manner similar to the CPA/CLU 
%rould be an important step toward increased 
professional development and recognition."
Table 47 shows the responses of the two sample groups 
to this questionnaire statement. A statistically signifi­
cant difference at the .01 level was found in a comparison 
of the responses of the two sample groups. A greater pro­
portion of management practitioners (74.1 percent) showed 
a tendency to agree with this statement than educators (51.6 
percent). The contingency coefficient for this relationship 
is .25.
Sector of the Economy
Questionnaire Statement >3: "Certification in
management would probably be most effectively 
implemented in the public as opposed to the 
private sector of the economy."
Table 4 8 shows the responses of the sample group to 
this questionnaire statement. No statistically significant 
difference is found in a comparison of the responses of 
management practitioners and educators to this questionnaire 
statement. A slightly larger proportion of practitioners 
(42.8 percent) than educators (35.1 percent) indicated 
agreement with this statement. About the same proportion
TABLE 46
STATEMENT 1— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "The establishment of certification and resultant designations in the various business 
Statement: areas, such as Public Accounting (CPA) and Life Underwriting (CLU), has been an
important factor in these groups' professional development and recognition."
CLASSIFICATION
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
Total
PRACTITIONER 121
58.2
69
33.2
10
4.3
6
2.9
0
0.0
2
1.0
208
100.0
EDUCATOR
101
53.7
73
38, 8
14
7.4
0
0.0
0
0 . 0
0
0.0
188
100.0
TOTAL
222
56.1
142
35.9
24
6.1
6
1.5
0
0.0
2
0.5
396
100.0
NOTE(s): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Chi-Square Test: not applicable due to small number of expected frequencies in "tend to
disagree" and "strongly disagree" categories.
TABLE 4 7
STATEMENT 2— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Certification in management, in a manner similar to the CPA/CLU, would be an 
Statement: important step toward increased professional development and recognition."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
PRACTITIONER 64 90 16 29 9 0 2081UN&K 3(K 8 43>3 7>7 13 9 A 3 0<Q 10()>0
40 57 31 33 26 1 188
EDUCATOR 21> 3 30>3 16>5 17>6 13>8 0>5 100.0
TOTAL 104 147 47 62 35 1 39626.3 37.1 11.9 15.7 8.8 0.3 100.0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom, equals 25.91 difference significant at .01 level. C=.25. 2
4
2
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of both groups showed a tendency to disagree. However, a 
relatively large proportion (practitioners, 33.1 percent 
and educators, 23.6 percent) remained neutral. The contin­
gency coefficient for this relationship is .09.
Body of Knowledge
Questionnaire Statement #4: "Management presently
has a sufficiently comprehensive body of knowledge 
capable of evaluation for certification."
Table 49 indicates a statistically significant dif­
ference at the .02 level between the proportion of educators 
and practitioners responding to this questionnaire state­
ment. A majority of practitioners (51.0 percent) showed a 
tendency to agree with this statement than educators (4 6.8 
percent). The contingency coefficient for this relationship 
is .17.
Unionization of Management^
Questionnaire Statement #5; "Certification of pro­
fessional managers might serve as a possible alterna­
tive to the unionization of management."
A statistically significant difference at the .01 level
is indicated by the responses to this questionnaire
■’While professional associations have often been 
equated with unions, a more recent phenomenon has found pro­
fessional and technical workers sharing an interest in con­
verting old-line professional associations into collective 
bargaining units. "Unionizing Push in the Professions," 
Business Week, November 1, 1972, pp. 39-42.
TABLE 48
STATEMENT 3 —  RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Certification in management would probably be most effectively implemented in 
Statement: the public as opposed to the private sector of the economy."
CLASSIFICATION
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to 
Agree Agree
Neutral Tend to 
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
N/R Total
PRACTITIONER 2210.6
67
32.2
48
23,
46
22.1
22
10.6 3
1.4
208
100.0
EDUCATOR
15
8.0
51
27.1
50
26.
41
21.
26
13.8
5
2.7
188
100.0
TOTAL 379.3 118 
29. 8
98
24.7
87
22.0
48
12.1 2.0
396
100.0
NOTMS) : N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 3.28. difference not significant at .05 level. C=.09.
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TABLE 49
STATEMENT 4— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Management presently has a sufficiently comprehensive body of knowledge capable 
Statement: of evaluation for certification."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
31 75 37 47 17 1 208
PRACTITIONER ^  17_g 22>6 8>2 0>5 100.0
29 59 19 45 34 2 188
EDUCATOR 15>4 31>4 10>i 23.9 18.1 1.1 100.0
60 134 56 92 51 3 396
TOTAL 15. 2 33. 8 14. 1 23. 2 12. 9 0 . 8 100 .0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 11.68: difference significant at .02 level. C=.17.
2
4
5
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statement. As Table 50 demonstrates, a greater proportion 
of management practitioners (41.3 percent) indicated agree­
ment with this statement than educators (26.6 percent). 
However, for the composite sample groups, a relatively large 
proportion (23.7 percent) remained neutral. The contingency 
coefficient for this relationthip is .19.
Substitute for Advanced Formal 
Management Education^
Questionnaire Statement >6: "The development of a
formal certification process in management might 
serve as a substitute for advanced formal management 
education (e.g., M B A ) ."
As shown in Table 51, a statistically significant dif­
ference at the .01 level is found in the proportional re­
sponses to this questionnaire statement between the two 
sample groups.
Table 51 further indicates that a greater proportion 
of practitioners (44.3 percent) than educators (18.7 percent) 
demonstrated a tendency to agree with this statement. The 
contingency coefficient for this relationship is .32.
^An interesting study which has bearing upon the inclu­
sion of this questionnaire statement is Dick Berry, "How 
Executives Account for Their Own Success," Business Horizons 
16 no. 5 (October 1973): 31-42. The author's findings con­
firm the importance of a college degree as a credentializing 
requirement for entry to managerial ranks; however, the re­
spondents (successful management executives) perceived con­
tinuing education to have a greater value as a contribution 
to career success than formal education.
TABLE 50
STATEMENT 5— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Certification of professional managers might serve as a possible alternative to the 
Statement: unionization of management."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
20 66 47 50 24 1 208
PRACTITIONER 31>? 22>g 24<0 n > 5  Q>5 100>Q
15 35 47 45 44 2 188
EDUCATOR 8>0 18>6 25.0 23.9 23.4 1.1 100.0
35 101 94 95 68 3 396
8.8 25.5 23.7 24.0 17.2 0.8 100.0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four 
degrees of freedom equals 15.32: difference significant at .01. C=.19.
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TABLE 51
STATEMENT 6--RESEARCH QUESTIONAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "The development of a formal certification process in management might serve as a 
Statement: substitute for advanced formal management education (e.g., MBA)."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutra) Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
PRACTITIONER 22 70 21 64 31 0 208
10.6 33.7 10.1 30.8 14.9 0.0
100.
EDUCATOR 5 30 14 62 76 1 188
2.7 16.0 7.4 33.0 40.4 0.5 100.
TOTAL 27 100 35 126 107 1 396
6.8 25.3 8.8 31.8 27.0 0.3 100
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories
with four degrees of freedom equals 45.76: difference significant at .01 level.
C = .32.
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As a Useful Means of 
Continuing Education?
Questionnaire Statement >7; "Establishment of a 
certification program in management and an accom­
panying designation/ might serve as a useful means 
of continuing education for m a n a g e r s ."
Table 52 presents the responses of the two sample 
groups to questionnaire statement 7. No statistically sig­
nificant difference at the .05 level between the propor­
tional responses of the sample groups is found. An over­
whelming proportion of management practitioners (81.7 per­
cent) and educators (74.0 percent) showed a tendency to agree 
with this questionnaire statement. The contingency coeffi­
cient for this relationship is .13.
Formal Examination as a
Questionnaire Statement #8; "If a certification pro­
gram was implemented, the candidate should be re­
quired to pass a formal examination."
The responses of the sample groups to this question­
naire statement are included in Table 53. No statistically
^An interesting study which has bearing upon the inclu­
sion of these questionnaire statements is Dick Berry, "How 
Executives Account for Their Own Success," Business Horizons 
16 no. 5 (October 1973): 31-42. The author's findings con­
firm the importance of a college degree as a credentializing 
requirement for entry to managerial ranks; however, the re­
spondents (successful management executives) perceived con­
tinuing education to have a greater value as a contribution 
to career success than formal education.
TABLE 52
STATEMENT 7— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "Establishment of a certification program in management and an accompanying desig- 
Statement: nation, might serve as a useful means of continuing education for managers."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
PRACTITIONER
EDUCATOR
TOTAL
73 97 14 16 8 0 208
35.1 46.6 6.7 7.7 3.8 0.0 100.0
46 93 18 18 13 0 188
24.5 49.5 9.6 9.6 6.9 0.0 100.0
119 190 32 34 21 0 396
30.1 48.0 8.1 8.6 5.3 0.0 100.0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 7.00: difference not significant at .05 level. C=.13.
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significant difference at the .05 level is found in a 
comparison of the two groups for this statement. About the 
same proportion of both study groups showed a tendency to 
agree with this questionnaire statement. Of the practi­
tioners sampled, 78.4 percent responded positively to this 
statement, while 7 9.3 percent of the educators' sample 
demonstrated the same tendency. The contingency coeffi­
cient for this relationship is .12.
Administrative Experience 
or Internship
Questionnaire Statement #9; "A candidate for 
certification, if implemented, should possess 
administrative experience or complete an intern­
ship prior to award of certification."
Table 54 shows the sample groups' responses to this 
questionnaire statement. A statistically significant dif­
ference at the .02 level is found between the two occupa­
tional classifications for this statement. As Table 54 in­
dicates, a slightly greater proportion of practitioners 
agreed with this questionnaire statement than did management 
educators, 89.9 percent and 78.2 percent, respectively. The 
contingency coefficient for this relationship is .18.
State Regulation
Questionnaire Statement >10: "For certification to
be ultimately successful in management, some form of 
state regulation or licensing would be necessary."
TABLE 5 3
STATEMENT 8— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "If a certification program was implemented, the candidate should be required to pass 
Statement: a formal examination."
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
CLASSIFICATION Percentage Responses
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to Neutral Tend to Strongly N/R Total
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree
PRACTITIONER 90 64 29 17 6 1 208
47.6 30.8 10.1 8.2 2.9 0.5 100.0
EDUCATOR Q9 50 20 7 9 3 188
52.7 26.6 10.6 3.7 4.8 1.6 100.0
199 114 41 24 15 4 396
50.0 28.8 10 .4 6.1 3.8 1.0 10 0.0
NOTE (S) : N/R indicates "'Jo Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees froodor equals 5.52: difference not significant at .05 level. C=.12.
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TABLE 54
STATEMENT 9— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire
Statement:
"A candidate for certification, if implemented, should 
experience or complete an internship prior to award of
possess administrative 
certification."
CLASSIFICATION
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Aqree
Tend to 
Aqree
Neutral Tend to Strongly 
Disagree Disagree
N/R Total
PRACTITIONER 11856.7
69
33. 2
9
4.3
8 3 
3.8 1.4
1
0.5
208 
100. 0
EDUCATOR 9148.4
56
29.8
22
11.7
.J 3 
5.3 1.6
6
3.2
188
100.0
TOTAL 209
52.8
125
31.6
31
7.8
18 6 
4.5 1.5
7
1.8
396
100.0
NOTMP): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 12.72: difference significant at .02 level. C=.18. 2
5
3
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As shown in Table 55, no significant difference is 
found between the two sample groups for this questionnaire 
statement. Table 55 indicates that approximately the same 
proportion of each sample group responded similarly to the 
questionnaire statement. In other words, 4 9.0 percent of the 
practitioner sample and 50.5 percent of the educator sample 
showed a tendency to agree with this statement. Likewise, 
32.2 percent and 27.1 percent of the practitioners and educa­
tors, respectively, disagreed with this statement. About the 
same proportion of both sample groups remained neutral. The 
contingency coefficient for this relationship is .07.
Questionnaire Statement ill: "State regulation
of certification in management would seriously 
impair the free enterprise system."
Table 56 indicates no statistically significant dif­
ference in the responses of the two sample groups for this 
questionnaire statement. Table 56 shows that the same per­
centage of both groups demonstrated a tendency to agree with 
this statement, that is, 34.6 percent for practitioners and 
3 5.2 percent for educators; however, a greater percentage of 
practitioners (46.6 percent) than educators (40.4 percent) 
disagreed with the statement. The contingency coefficient 
for this relationship is .15.
TABLE 55
STATEMENT 10 — RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "For certification to be ultimately successful in management, some form of state 
Statement: regulation or licensing would be necessary."
CLASSIFICATION
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly
Agree
Tend to 
Aqree
Neutral Tend to 
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
N/R Total
PRACTITIONER 41
19.7
61
29. 3
38
18. 3
41
19.7
26
12. 5
1
0.5
208
100.0
EDUCATOR 3920. 7
56
29.8
38
2 0 . 2
28
14.9
23
12.2
4
2.1
188
100.0
TOTAL 80
20.2
117
29.5
76
19.2
69
17. 4
49
12.4
5
1.3
396
100.0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response.”
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 2.01: difference not significant at .05 level. C=.07.
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TABLE 56
STATEMENT 11— RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
Questionnaire "State regulation of certification in management would seriously impair the free 
Statement: enterprise system."
CLASSIFICATION
RATING CATEGORIES 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses 
(Rating Values)
Strongly Tend to 
Agree Agree
Neutral Tend to 
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
N/R Total
PRACTITIONER 38
18.3
34
16. 3 .3.3
72
34 . 6
25
12.0
1
0.5
208
100 .0
EDUCATOR 33
17.6
33
17.6
44
23.4
42
22. 3
32
17.0
4
2.1
188
1 00. 0
TOTAL
71
17.9
67
16.9
82
20. 7
114
28.8
57
14.4
5
1.3
396
100.0
NOTE(S): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
"No Response" treated as "neutral" for chi-square test.
Chi-Square Test: Classification responses related between the five categories with four
degrees of freedom equals 9,02; difference net significant at .08 level. C=.15.
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Chi-Square Tests 
Table 57 provides a summary analysis of the chi-square 
tests of each of the questionnaire statements included in 
Section I of Research Questionnaire II.
Administrative Issues 
The data which follows has been drawn from the re­
sponses of the two sample groups in reference to questions 
19 through 22 in Section III of Research Questionnaire II.*
Question #19; "What level of the organization do
you feel certification; if implemented, should be
directed toward? "
As shown in Table 58, a statistically significant dif­
ference at the .01 level was computed for the responses of 
the two sample groups to this question. Table 58 further 
demonstrates that the middle and upper (Mid/Upper) organi­
zational level was assigned the largest proportion of replies
by the practitioner sample (43.8 percent). Of the management 
educators responding to this question, 29.8 percent indicated 
direction of certification to this same level; additionally, 
a fairly large proportion (30.2 percent) of the management 
educators did not feel that certification should be directed 
toward any organizational level.
•Question 20— Section III has been omitted from this 
portion of the study since it was applicable to only a por­
tion of the sample respondents.
TABLE 57
SUMMARY CF CHI-SQUARE TESTS— CONCEPTUAL ISSUES
DEGREES LEVEL REJECT
OF OF NULL
FREEDOM SIGNIFI- HYPOTHESIS 
CANCE
CHI-
SQUARE
VALUE
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENTS
Questionnaire Statement #1 —  "The establishment of N/A 
certification and resultant designations in the 
various business areas, such as Public Accounting 
(CPA) and Life Underwriting (CLU), has been an im­
portant factor in these groups' professional deve­
lopment and recognition."
Questionnaire Statement #2 —  "Certification in 25.91
management, in a manner similar to the CPA/CLU, 
would be an important step toward increased 
professional development and recognition."
Questionnaire Statement #3 —  "Certification in 3.28
management would probably be most effectively 
implemented in the public as opposed to the 
private sector of the economy."
Questionnaire Statement *4 —  "Management pre- 11.C8
sentiy has a sufficientlycomprehensive body 
of knowledge capable of evaluation for certi­
fication."
Questionnaire Statement #5 -- "Certification 15.32
of professional managers might serve as a 
possible alternative to the unionization 
of management."
Questionnaire Statement #6 -- "The develop- 4 5.76
ment of a formal certification process in 
management might serve as a substitute for 
advanced formal management education (e.g.,
MBA)."
N/A N/A N/A
,01
NS
. 0 2
. 01
. 01
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
2
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TABLE 57 (Cont.)
SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE TESTS— CONCEPTUAL ISSUES
QUESTIONNAIRE STATEMENTS
CHI-
SQUARE
VALUE
DEGREES
OF
FREEDOM
LEVEL
OF
SIGNIFI­
CANCE
REJECT
NULL
HYPOTHESIS
Questionnaire Statement #7 —  "Establishment of a 
certification program in management and an accom­
panying designation, might serve as a useful means 
of continuing education for managers."
7.06 4 NS No
Questionnaire Statement #8 —  "If a certification 
program was implemented, the candidate should be 
required to pass a formal examination."
5. 52 4 NS No
Questionnaire Statement #9 —  "A candidate for 
certification, if implemented, should possess 
administrative experience or complete an in­
ternship prior to award of certification."
12.72 4 . 02 Yes
Questionnaire Statement #10 —  "For certifi­
cation to be ultimately successful in management, 
some form of state regulation or licensing would 
be necessary."
2 . 01 4 NS No
Questionnaire Statemeit #11 —  "State regulation 
of certification in management would seriously 
impair the free enterprise system."
9. 02 4 NS No
Note(s): N/A indicates "not applicable."
NS indicates "not significant." 2
5
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TABLE 58
LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION
Question #19 : "What level of the organization do you feel certification t
if implemented, should be directed toward?"
Response 
Number of 
Percentage
Categories
Responces
Distribution
Classification Lower Middle Lo/Middle Mid/Upper Upper All None N/R Total
Practitioner 6
2.9
22
10.6
23
11.1
91
43.8
8
3.8
38
18.3
19
9.1
1
0.5
208
100.0
Educator 17
9.0
9
4.8
24
12.8
56
29.8
5
2.7
32
17.0
38
20.2
7
3.7
18 8 
100.0
Total 21
5.8
31
7.8
47
11.9
147
37.1
13
3.3
70
17.7
57
14.4
8
2.0
396
100.0
Note(s): N/R indicates "No Response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding
Chi-square test: Classification responses related between the eight categories,
with seven degrees of freedom, equals 30.17: Difference
significant at .01 level. C = .27.
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Length of Administrative 
Experience or Internship
Question #21^ "If administrative experience or an 
internship was required prior to certification, how 
long should it be? (number of years)"
A statistically significant difference at the .01 level 
is found in the replies of management practitioners and edu­
cators for this question. The data concerning the length of 
administrative experience or internship based upon the re­
sponses of the two sample groups is presented in Table 59. 
Examination of the data included in Table 59 shows that 33.7 
percent of the management practitioner sample felt that a 
candidate for certification should possess at least four 
years administrative experience or complete an internship of 
similar duration prior to certification. Additionally, a 
sizeable proportion (28.4 percent) of this same group sug­
gested a two-year period. A slightly smaller percentage of 
the educator sample concurred; that is, 25.0 percent felt 
that four or more years should be required, while 25.0 per­
cent felt that two years would be appropriate. However, a 
greater proportion of educators (19.1 percent) than practi­
tioners (7.7 percent) suggested no administrative experience 
or internship prior to certification.
TABLE 59
YEARS OF ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE OR INTERNSHIP
Question #21: "If administrative experience or an internship was
required prior to certification, how long should 
it be?" (In Years)
Response Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Distribution
Classification 0 1 2 3 4 or more N/R Total
Practitioner 16 23 59 36 70 4 208
7.7 11.1 28.4 17.3 33.7 1.9 100.0
Educator 36 26 47 32 47 0 188
19.1 13.8 25.0 17.0 25.0 0.0 100.0
Total 54 49 106 68 117 4 396
13.1 12.4 26.8 17.2 29.5 1.0 100.0
Note(s): N/R indicates "no response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding
Chi-Square test: Classification responses related between the 6 categories,
with 5 degrees of freedom, equals 17.02: difference 
significant at .01 level. C = .20.
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Group or Groups Establishing 
Requirements
Question >22: "Which of the following groups
should be involved in establishing the learning 
and evaluation criteria for certification, such 
as education, experience, e t c .?"
Table 60 includes the responses of the two sample 
groups to this question. A statistically significant differ­
ence at the .01 level was computed for these replies. Refer­
ence to Table 60 shows that a great majority (7 6.0 percent 
for practitioners and 77.7 percent for educators) of both 
sample groups suggested that a committee comprising both 
practitioners and academicians would be appropriate in estab­
lishing criteria for certification; however, 16.8 percent of 
the practitioner sample stressed a committee comprised pri­
marily of practitioners.
Attitude Toward Professional Certification
in Management
Interest in Completing 
Requirements
Question #23; "If certification and a resulting 
designation were implemented, would you be in- 
terested in completing requirements for certifica- 
tion?"
A statistically significant difference at the .01 level 
is found for the replies of management educators and practi­
tioners to this question."* Reference to Table 61 reveals a
^The chi-square values established for questions 23 and 
24 have been corrected for continuity. Siegel (p. 107)
TABLE 60
GROUP OR GROUPS ESTABLISHING REQUIREMENTS
Question #22: "Which of the following groups should be involved in
establishing the learning and evaluation criteria for 
certification, such as education, experience, etc?"
Response Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses
Classification A Committee 
Primarily 
Composed of 
Practitioners
A Committee 
Primarily 
Composed of 
Academicians
Both
Academicians
and
Practitioners
Other N/R Total
Practitioners 35 1 158 9 5 208
16.8 0.5 76,0 4.3 2.4 100.0
Educators 6 5 146 13 18 188
3.2 2.7 77.7 6.9 9.6 100.0
Total 41 6 304 22 23 396
10.4 1.5 76.8 5.6 5.8 100.0
Note(s): N/R indicates "no response".
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
Chi-Square test: Classification responses related between the five categories,
with 4 degrees of freedom, equals 30.80: Difference significant at .01 level.
C = .27
2
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greater interest on the part of management practitioners 
than educators in completing requirements for certification. 
In fact, a majority (62.0 percent) of practitioners responded 
affirmatively to this question, while a majority (53.7 per­
cent) of educators responded negatively. However, when con­
sidering the replies of the total respondents, a majority 
(52.3 percent) indicated an interest in completing require­
ments for certification.
Question #24: "In general, would you say your
attitude toward professional certification in 
management is: Favorable or Unfavorable? "
Application of the chi-square test for this question in 
dicates a statistically significant difference at the .01 
level between the two classifications of respondents. The 
data obtained for the replies to this statement are contained 
in Table 62. Reference to Table 62 demonstrates that an 
overwhelming majority (7 6.0 percent) of management practi­
tioners were favorable toward professional certification in
suggests that when applying the chi-square test to data in a 
2 x 2  contingency table, the following formula should be used
X 2 = N ( |AD - BC 1 - N/2)2
(A+B) (C+D) (A+C) (B+D)
W h e r e :
N equals number of observations
A equals the observed frequencies in row 1, column 1
B equals the observed frequencies in row 1, column 2
C equals the observed frequencies in row 2, column 1
D equals the observed frequencies in row 2, column 2
TABLE 61
INTEREST IN COMPLETING REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION
Question #23: "If certification and a resulting designation were 
would you be interested in completing requirements
implemented, 
for certification?"
Response Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses
Classif ication Ves No N/P Total
Practitioner 129
62.0
75 4 
36.1 1.9
308
100.0
Educator 78
41.5
101 9 
53.7 4.8
188 
100. 0
Total 207
52.3
176 13 
44.4 3.3
396 
100. 0
Note(s): N/R indicates "no response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
N/R treated as "no" for chi-square.
Chi-Square test: Classification responses related between the two categories, with
1 degree of freedom, eouals 16.0: difference significant at .01 level. C = 20.
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management. On the other hand, while a majority (51.1 per­
cent) of management educators responded accordingly, this 
latter proportion represents just slightly more than one half 
of this sample group. When considering the replies for the 
two sample groups combined, a considerable majority (64.1 
percent) responded favorably.
26
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TABLE 62
GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT
Question #24: "In general, would you say your attitude toward professional 
certification in management is: favorable or unfavorable?"
Response Categories 
Number of Responses 
Percentage Responses
Classification Favorable Unfavorable N/R Total
Practitioner 158
76.0
48
23.1
2
1.0
208
100.0
Educator 96
51.1
88
46.8
4
2.1
188
100.0
Total 254
64.1
136
34.3
6
1.5
396
100.0
Note's): N/R indicates "no response."
Percentages may not sum to total due to rounding.
N/R treated as "unfavorable" for Chi-square
Chi-square test: Classification responses related between the two categories, with
one degree of freedom, equals 26.0: Difference significant at
.01 level. C = .25.
CHAPTER VII 
Summary and Conclusions
Over the last half century professional certification 
has become a fact in various business areas. From time to 
time other occupational areas re-kindle the certification 
issue. The latter has been the case, in particular, with 
those occupational areas classified as not meeting the tra­
ditional criteria of the prototype professions. These areas 
have been assortedly labeled the new, quasi- or semi-profes­
sions.
More recently, authors writing in the management liter­
ature, specifically that directed to the practitioner of 
management, have exhorted the development of professional 
certification. The benefits of such action have been 
variously referred to as improved public recognition, control, 
and occupational practice.
While such benefits would seem laudable; none of these 
authors authenticated their suggestions with supportive 
statistical data. Neither, has there been an assessment of 
the reaction of management educators and practitioners to 
such a certification proposal.
The purpose of this chapter is to restate the purpose 
and objectives of this study, summarize procedures, present
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the findings, draw conclusions, and make recommendations for 
the application of this study, and for further research.
Purpose and Objectives of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to establish an empirical 
base from which further study of professional certification 
in management might be initiated. The objectives of this 
study were threefold: (1) to determine the benefits per­
ceived by recipients of professional certification; (2) to 
determine the extent to which these perceived benefits would 
be considered attributable to professional certification in 
management; and (3) to determine the reactions of management 
educators and practitioners to certification generally, and 
selected conceptual and administrative issues specifically.
In order to accomplish the first two objectives of this 
study, the following four propositions were analyzed using 
non-parametric statistical techniques:
Proposition I . Where certification and a designation 
result from successful completion of a formal examination 
program, there are direct benefits perceived by the individual 
as accruing to the recipient in particular, and the vocational 
area in general.
Proposition I I . Where certification has resulted from 
competitive examination, the benefits of certification as 
perceived by recipients of certification will be the same
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regardless of occupational area.
Proposition I I I . The anticipated benefits of certification, 
as perceived by management educators, will be the same as those 
perceived by management practitioners.
Proposition I V . The ordering of benefits of certifi­
cation, as perceived by recipients of certification, will be 
the same as the ordering of benefits anticipated by management 
educators and practitioners relative to certification in 
management.
The last objective of this study was met by soliciting 
the attitudes of a sample of management educators and prac­
titioners to certain conceptual and administrative issues, 
developed by the author, based upon a model plan for 
certification in management described in Chapter VI.
Procedure
Primary data and secondary literature were utilized in 
this research. Secondary literature, specifically that re­
lated to the concept of professionalization, was relied upon 
as a basis for a contemporary interpretation of the term 
"professional." Secondary literature also enabled the 
author to develop a descriptive statement of the early histor­
ical development, requirements for, and structure of three 
models of professional certification extant within the business 
realm. These were the CPA, CLU, and CFA models.
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Due to the subjective nature of this investigation, the 
normative-survey method was used to gather the primary data 
reported herein. The data gathering instruments consisted 
of two research questionnaires. The participants in this 
study were: 441 recipients of professional certification in
four occupational areas, namely CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, and Regis­
tered Professional Engineers; and 39 6 management educators and 
practitioners. The demographic characteristics of the study 
populations are shown in Chapters IV and V.
Summary Analysis of the Propositions
PROPOSITION I— WHERE CERTIFICATION AND A DESIGNATION 
RESULT FROM SUCESSFUL COMPLETION OF A FORMAL EXAMIN­
ATION PROGRAM, THERE ARE DIRECT BENEFITS PERCEIVED BY 
THE INDIVIDUAL AS ACCRUING TO THE RECIPIENT IN PARTIC­
ULAR, AND THE VOCATIONAL AREA IN GENERAL.
An analysis of the research data concerning this propos­
ition revealed the existence of certain perceived benefits of 
professional certification for the individual recipient of 
certification and the occupational area. More specifically, 
the recipients indicated after attainment of certification, 
a feeling of increased competence (Rank I); valuable prestige 
with others in the same area of business (Rank II); and, a 
greater feeling of professionalism (Rank III). However, 
"prestige with others in the same area of business" was 
assigned the largest percentage of first, second, and third
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ranked choices. Additionally, of those Likert-type questions 
included in the research questionnaire, "the improved status 
position of the recipient within the general business and/or 
engineering community received the highest weighted value 
score (563) .
Further analysis of the response data relative to this 
proposition indicated that recipients of certification recog­
nized significant advancement in their personal income as well 
as their respective positions of authority and responsibility. 
The weighted value scores assigned these questionnaire state­
ments placed increased authority and responsibility in the 
third ranked position; while an increase in income was ranked 
fifth.
Concerning certain occupational benefits of professional 
certification, the recipients indicated a definite interest in 
the encouragement of others to prepare for professional certi­
fication (73.2 percent encouraged at least one other person to 
prepare for certification); a high degree of work stability 
since receiving certification (88.9 percent indicated that 
they changed employers no more than twice); and an improve­
ment in the quality of individual skills and performance of 
the vocation as a whole (weighted value score 552).
On the other hand, recipients of certification indicated 
that certification in their respective area had relatively
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little effect upon the public's image of business and/or
engineering (weighted value score 398) or the elimination
of unqualified individuals (weighted value score 281).
PROPOSITION II— WHERE CERTIFICATION HAS RESULTED 
FROM COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION, THE BENEFITS OF 
CERTIFICATION AS PERCEIVED BY RECIPIENTS OF 
CERTIFICATION WILL BE THE SAME REGARDLESS OF 
OCCUPATIONAL AREA.
An analysis of the research data indicates that this 
proposition cannot be accepted. Statistically significant 
differences are found among the responses of the four occu­
pational classifications in all eight of the questionnaire 
statements analyzed in this proposition.
PROPOSITION III— THE ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF CERTIFIC- 
ATION IN MAfoAdfiMENT, AS PERCEIVED BY MANAGEMENT EDUCATORS, 
WILL BE THE SAME AS THOSE PERCEIVED BY MANAGEMENT PRACT­
ITIONERS.
Statistically significant differences between management 
educators and practitioners are found in three of the six 
research questionnaire statements used to evaluate this 
proposition. The differences are in the following statements:
"Certification in management, if implemented, would 
probably improve the quality of individual skills 
and the per r o m a n c e  of the occupation as a wh o l e . "
"Acquisition of certification in management, if 
Implemented, would probably have no eflTect upon 
the recipient's income.^
"Acquisition of certification in management, if 
Implemented, would probably have no effect upon 
the recipient's position of authority and re- 
sponsibility.*
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Examination of the weighted value scores and percentage 
responses for these three statements shows a greater tendency 
for management practitioners to agree with these statements 
than management educators. A plausible explanation for 
this finding is the extent to which management practitioners 
become cmotiona lly involved with certification; especia lly 
the personal rewards they envision accompanying such c e rti­
fication .
The most important finding of this proposition, however,
is the relationship between the percentage responses and the
weighted value scores for each statement. While percentage
responses to the questionnaire statements showed a tendency
to affirm certain anticipated benefits; the weighted value
scores established for each questionnaire statement negated
such a conclusion.
PROPOSITION IV— THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS OF CERTIFICATION, 
AS PERCEIVED BY RECIPIENTS OF CERTIFICATION, WILL BE THE 
SAME AS THE ORDERING OF BENEFITS ANTICIPATED BY MAN A G E ­
MENT EDUCATORS AND PRACTITIONERS RELATIVE TO CERTIFICATION 
IN MANAGEMENT.
An analysis of the research data indicates that this 
proposition is viable. Statistical association is found 
among the rankings of management educators, practitioners, 
and the recipients of certification relative to the p e r ­
ceived and anticipated benefits of certification.
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Summary of Findings
The findings outlined below represent the facts obtained 
from the sample of 18 8 management educators and 20 8 management 
practitioners who participated in the study.
Conceptual Issues 
Reliance Upon Existing Business Models
1. Ninety-two percent of the composite sample group 
showed a tendency to agree that certification in the various 
business areas, such as Public Accounting (CPA) and life 
underwriting (CLU), has been significant in the professional 
development and recognition of these groups. A slightly 
higher percentage of management educators than practitioners 
concurred in this response (92.5 and 91.4 percent respec­
tively) .
2. Nearly two-thirds of the composite sample group 
(63.4 percent) indicated that certification in management 
similar to the CPA/CLU models would be important as a step 
toward improved professional development and recognition
in management. A considerably greater proportion of practi­
tioners than educators concurred in this feeling (74.1 per­
cent and 51.5 percent respectively). While the proportional 
responses of these two groups were statistically significant 
at the .01 level; the fact that a majority of both sample
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groups responded affirmatively is judged to be the most 
important finding of this study.
Sector of the Economy
3. Implementation of certification in the public as 
opposed to the private sector of the economy elicited no 
statistically significant difference in the responses between 
two sample groups. However, a slightly greater proportion of 
management practitioners than educators (42.8 percent and 35.1 
percent respectively) felt that certification in management 
might be most effectively implemented in the public sector of 
the economy.
Body of Knowledge
4. Approximately half of the composite respondents 
(49 percent) agreed that "Management presently has a 
sufficiently comprehensive body of knowledge capable of 
evaluation for certification." A  difference at the .02
level was computed for the proportion of educators and practit­
ioners responding to this questionnaire statement. More 
practitioners than educators indicated agreement with the 
questionnaire statement (51.0 percent and 46.8 percent 
respectively).
Unionization of Management
5. A considerably greater percentage of management
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practitioners than educators indicated that certification 
of the professional manager might be a possible alternative 
to the unionization of management (41.3 and 26.6 respectively). 
A difference in proportional response was statistically 
significant at the .01 level.
Substitute for Advanced Formal Management Education
6. An important finding of this study is the relatively 
large proportion of management practitioners (44.3 percent) 
who indicated that certification in management might serve as
a substitute for advanced formal management education. Approx­
imately one-fifth of the educators sampled concurred in this 
feeling. Proportional responses between the two sample groups 
were significant at the .01 level.
As a Useful Means of Continuing Education
7. Another important finding of this portion of the study 
was the overwhelming proportions of both management educators 
and practitioners (74.0 percent and 81.7 percent respectively) 
concurring in the usefulness of a certification program as a 
means of continuing education in management. No statistically 
significant difference in the proportional responses of the two 
sample groups was found.
Formal Examination as a Requirement
8. A majority of mana^iment practitioners and educators 
(78.4 percent and 79.3 percent respectively) agreed that should
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a certification program be implemented, a candidate should be 
required to pass a formal examination. No statistically 
significant difference between the proportional responses of 
the two groups was found.
Administrative Experience or Internship
9. An overwhelming majority of both sample groups (89.9 
percent and 78.2 percent respectively) indicated that a candi­
date for certification should possess administrative experience 
or complete an internship prior to receiving certification.
A difference significant at the .02 level was computed.
State Regulation
10. Approximately one-half of each sample group (50.5 
percent for management educators and 49 percent for management 
practitioners) felt that some form of state regulation or 
licensing would be necessary for certification in management 
to be sucessful. No statistically significant difference was 
computed for the group responses.
11. An interesting finding of this portion of the study
is the large proportion of management practitioners (46.6 percent) 
who did not feel that "State Regulation of certification in 
management would seriously impair the free-enterprise system."
£ similarly large proportion of management educators (39.3 
percent) were in agreement. No statistically significant 
difference between the proportional responses of the two sample
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groups was found.
Administrative Issues 
Level of Organization
12. A large proportion (37.1 percent) of the composite 
sample group indicated that certification in management, if 
implemented, should be directed toward the middle and upper 
(mid/upper) levels of the organizational hierarchy. A consid­
erably larger percentage of management practitioners than 
educators concurred in this feeling (43.8 and 29.8 respectively). 
A statistical difference significant at the .01 level was 
computed for the responses of the two sample groups.
Length of Administrative Experience or Internship
13. Approximately one-third (33.7 percent) of the 
practitioners sampled indicated a minimum of four years ad­
ministrative experience prior to certification. A slightly 
smaller percentage of management educators concurred (25.0).
A  difference significant at the .01 level was established 
for the proportional responses of the sample groups.
Group or Groups Establishing Requirements
14. Approximately three-fourths of each sample group 
(76.0 percent for practitioners and 77.7 percent for educat­
ors) indicated that a committee comprising both practitioners 
and educators should establish requirements for certification.
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A statistically significant difference at the .01 level 
was found.
Attitude Toward Professional 
Certification in Management
15. A majority (52.3 percent) of the composite sample 
groups indicated interest in completing requirements for 
certification. However, while nearly two-thirds (62.0 per­
cent) of the practitioners sampled indicated this interest; 
only two-fifths (41.5 percent) of the educators responded 
accordingly. A statistically significant difference at the 
.01 level was computed.
16. Slightly more than three-fourths (76.0 percent) of 
the management practitioners sampled indicated that their 
attitude toward professional certification in management was 
favorable. A majority (51.5 percent) of the educators sampled 
were in agreement. A difference in responses between the two 
sample groups was judged significant at the .01 level.
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions and interpretations drawn from the data in 
this study are limited by several factors. First, this 
study utilized the ex post facto research method. Such a 
research design places restrictions on the manipulation and 
the randomization of the variables and the interpretation of 
the data. Professor Fred N. Kerlinger, in discussing ex post 
facto research states that, "...the ex post facto investigator 
must take things as they are and try to disentangle them."'*'
Another major constraint placed on the data in this study 
concerns the nature of the research populations. It is not 
possible to assert that these research populations represent 
a normal distribution of all CPAs, CLUs, CFAs, PEs, management 
educators, or management practitioners.
An additional major constraint affecting the interpretation 
of the data in this study pertains to the absence of corollary 
studies concerning the attitudes of management educators and 
practitioners toward the concept of professional certification 
in management.
With these limitations in mind, the research accomplished 
in this study does make possible the following conclusions. 
First, there is some assurance of the profitability of further 
research concerning professional certification in management. 
This conclusion is based upon the finding that a majority of
*Tred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, Holt, 
Rinehard, and Winston, taew York, 1964, p. 3UT
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both management educators and practitioners elicited a 
favorable attitude toward the concept. Reinforcement is 
given this conclusion by the additional finding that a 
majority of both management educators and practitioners 
viewed a formalized certification process as asignificant  
step toward improved professional development and recognition 
for management. This conclusion is also supported, in part, 
by the majority of the sample respondents indicating interest 
in completing requirements for certification, should such 
be implemented.
On the other hand, this conclusion must be tempered by 
the findings of this study relative to Proposition III. In 
effect, the failure of both sample groups to strongly support 
selected benefits of such a concept may well relegate the 
implementation of such a program to the distant future; 
pending further consideration of derived benefits. Failure 
to accept Proposition III may to a considerable extent be 
explained by the visionary nature of the concept posed to 
the research groups.
The second conclusion derived from the research find­
ings is a positive assurance that both management eductors and 
practitioners have definite feelings that should be taken 
into consideration in the design of any future program.
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This conclusion is supported by the statistically signifi­
cant differences obtained for five of the eleven question­
naire statements concerning the conceptual issues attendant 
to the development of professional certification in management. 
Efficacy for this conclusion is additionally derived from 
the finding of significant statistical differences for all 
those questions directed toward the administrative issues 
accompanying consideration of such a program.
Application of the Study
A broad application of the findings in this study is 
associated with the consideration of any plan for profes­
sional certification in management. No substantive research 
has previously been undertaken to establish an empirical base 
useful in the formulation of guideline concepts that should 
be considered in the design of such a program.
The findings of this study provide substantial evidence 
of not only a favorable reaction to the concept of profes­
sional certification in management; but also a high degree 
of interest on the part of management practitioners toward 
participation in such a program.
If anticipated changes in management education such as
(1) greater demands for relevance in management education;
(2) greater emphasis upon special skills needed for students
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to perform successfully at various points in their careers;
(3) more in-house education for managers by their own
organizations; and (4) increasing demands for continuing
education materialize during the next decade; an enhanced
market responsiveness and a consumer orientation on the part
2
of management education will be essential. As higher 
education comes to more fully recognize the importance of 
the "Marketing Concept" to its sustained viability both the 
findings and application of this study may take on added 
significance.
A more specific application of the findings of this study 
is relative to Propositions I and II. The results of the 
analysis of these propositions provide valuable insight into 
the acquired benefits of professional certification for 
other disciplines actively pursuing a specific plan of action 
regarding certification. The marketing discipline is a case 
in point.
Additionally, the format followed in this study concerning 
the conceptual and administrative issues attendant to a model 
of certification in management may offer significant guidance
o
Richard W. Beatty, George A. Johnson, Thomas E. Hendrick,
Cyril P. Morgan, and Edward J. Morrison, "The Next Decade of 
Management Education: How Different?" Academy of Management
Proceedings, 3 3d Annual Meeting, Thad B. Green and Dennis F.
Ray (eds.) August, 1973, pp. 271-278.
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in the formulation of a similar study in the above mentioned 
area.
Recommendations for Further Study 
The study of professional certification has been a 
neglected area. The suggestion of professional certification 
in an occupational area is an emotional issue. Based upon 
the findings of this study, the need for further research is 
evident; it is a matter of importance to the management prac­
titioner. The areas for further research are multitude. The 
breadth of the issue suggests the need for a more systematic 
direction to the study of certification.
Specifically, there is a need for further comparison of 
the perceived benefits of professional certification in other 
occupational areas so as to add to the store of knowledge 
concerning this topic. A research study using a format com­
parable to that herein is an example of the type of study
suggested. Additionally, a need is recognized for a thorough 
study of the dysfunctional aspects of certification in the 
various business areas where certification presently exists.
Also, there is a need for an intensive study of the 
individual benefits of certification in the four occupational
areas discussed herein stressing the independent variables
affecting the responses of the sample groups. A factor analytic 
study which would point out possible attitude clusters is
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suggested.
Another area which would commend itself for future
research is the relationship between the level of professional
development in each of the occupational areas discussed in
this study, and the perceived benefits attributable to
certification in each area. A validated scale designed to
measure the degree of professionalism in an occupational
area in conjunction with Research Questionnaire I might
3
provide significant and interesting correlations.
It is recommended also that an intensive study of the 
differential characteristics of certification among the 
CPA, CLU, CFA, and PE models be undertaken. The results of 
such a study might well yield a synthesis of model character­
istics more appropriate in the management area.
Finally, there is a need to refine and expand the con­
ceptual issues presented in this paper, after which a study of 
management practitioners, stressing clarifying descriptors, is 
suggested. The results of such a study may provide replication 
of the findings contained in this study as well as a deline­
ation of the "market" for such a program.
3
Hall's Scales to Measure "Degree of Professionalism" is 
an example. See Richard H. Hall, Occupational Inventory, 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis (unpublished). Dr. Hall 
is currently Professor of Sociology, the University of 
Vermont.
A P P E N D I C E S
A P P E N D I X  I
RESEARCH QUESTIONAIRE I
A STUDY OF THE COMPARATIVE BENEFITS 
OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
COVER LETTERS TO CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYSTS,
CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITERS, AND REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
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A STUDY OF THE COMPARATIVE 
BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
The following pages constitute a brief questionnaire which 
will be used to provide input into a comparative study of the 
benefits of professional certification in several selected areas. 
This study is part of a research project being conducted in the 
Department of Management at Virginia Commonwealth University.
You have been selected at random as a member of your pro­
fessional group. There will be no attempt to trace your answers 
to y o u . Please be as frank and honest as possible.
- These are not tests--There are no right or wrong answers.
- Do not siqn any page.
- Please answer all questions--100% completion is essential.
- Questionnaires will be kept strictly confidential.
YOUR COOPERATION WILL BE VERY GREATLY APPRECIATED.
Herbert J. Davis 
Assistant Professor
Department of Business Administration 
and Management 
School of Business 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Richmond, Virginia
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
1. Age (check): 20-29_____, 30-39 , 40-49___, 50-59____, 60-69___, 70-79_ _
2. Sex (check) : Male_______ Female_____
3. Please check the HIGHEST LEVEL of formal education completed:
(a.) High School or equivalent  (b.) Attended College____
(c.) College Graduate  (d.} Masters Degree (e.) Doctoral Degree
4. Plea3e check the professional designation you presently hold:
(a.) C.P.A.  (b.) C.L.U.____  (c.) C.F.A.  (d.) P.E.____
PART I
5. As well as you can remember, for which of the following reasons did you 
undertake preparation for the professional designation you now hold:
(Please rank the three most important reasons from 1st to 3rd.)
(a.) ____  To gain the knowledge it afforded.
(b.) _____ To attain the prestige afforded by the designation within the
business and/engineering community.
(c.) _____ To increase my self-confidence.
(d.) _____ Because of strong motivation by my company.
(e.) _____ Because of strong motivation by my manager.
(f.)______ To gain the status it afforded among the public in general.
(g. ) ____  None of the above.
6. In your estimation, how many people have begun studies for the same 
designation you hold, as a result of your personal efforts?
(a.) None (b.)____ 1 to 3 (c.) ____4 to 10 (d.) ____ 11 or more
(e .) don ' t know
7 . From the time you started to the time you completed your designation work, 
how, in your estimation, was your income affected by your studies and 
their subsequent completion: (check one)
( a .) 
(b.) 
(c. )
Increased greatly 
Increased moderately 
Little or no change
(d. ) 
(e . )
Decreased moderately 
Decreased greatly
From the time you began studies for your designation unti1 two years 
after completion, would you say that your position of authority and 
responsibility tcheck one) :
( a .) 
(b.) 
(c .)
Increased greatly 
Increased moderately 
Little or no change
(d. ) 
( e . )
Decreased moderately 
Decreased greatly
9 . How long have you held your professional designation (check): in years 
0-4 , 5-9 , 10-14 , 15-19 , 20-24 , 25-29 , 30 and above
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10. How many times have you changed employers since receiving your designa­
tion? (check one)
(a.) 0 to 2 ___ (b.) 3 to 5 ___ (c.) 6 to 8 ____  (d.) 8 or more ___
11. I believe that the attainment of my professional designation (C.L.U., 
C.P.A., C.F.A., P.E.) has: (Rank from 1st to 6th)
(a.) ___ Made me more competent in my area.
(b.) ___ Afforded me valuable prestige with the public.
(c.) ___ Afforded me valuable prestige with others in my area of business.
(d.) ___ Made me feel more a professional man.
(e.) ___ Given me confidence which has meant a great deal to me personally.
(f.) ___ Been of no particular value to me.
12. Please check your appropriate GROSS INCOME from work related to your area 
of business for each of the years indicated below:
Average Annual 
Earned Income
Year Prior to . 
First Exam for 
Your Designation
Year of 
First Exam
Year you 
Completed 
Certi fication
(1.) Under $5,000
'i. 5.000 - $'995- '
H.) 10,65(5 - 14.555
(4.) 15,000 - 19,969
(5.) 56,600 - 24,969
(6.) 2^,600 - 29,969
(7.) id,900 - 34,999
(6.) 35,6o6 and over
PART II
For each of the following questions indicate the extent to which you agree or 
disagree by placing a check mark in a selected blank. The scale is as follows:
Strongly Tend to Agree Neutral Tend to Disagree Strongly
Agree:______  :   :   :  :  : Disagree
13. Professional certification in my area (e.g., Insurance, Accounting, 
Engineering, Finance) has improved the quality of individual skills 
and performance of the vocation as a whole.
Agree :________ :________ :________ :_________:________ :Disagree
14. Certification in my area serves as a 'control function since it helps 
to eliminate unqualified individuals.
Agree :________ :________ :________ :_________:_________:Disagree
15. The existence of certification in my area has tended to raise the status 
position of the recipient within the general business and/engineering 
community.
Agree :________ :________ :_________:_________ :________ : Disagree
16. The existence of certification in my area has helped enrich the general 
public's image of business and/engineering.
Agree:_______  :_________:________ :_________ :________ .-Disagree
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Virginia Commonwealth University
September ?1, 1973
Dear C. F . A .
You have been contacted as a selected member of your professional 
group. I very much need your help In completing a brief questionnaire 
for iqy doctoral dissertation.
Over the years, although professional certification has existed in 
several business areas, little cooparatlve research has been conducted 
regarding the perceived benefits of completing a certification program.
The C.F.A. is one of these areas. By taking three or four minutes of 
your valuable time, you will greatly assist me in this project, the 
results of which will be distributed to your institute for their use 
in guiding the future development of the C.F.A. program.
Since ny study is directed toward C.F.A.s in the Virginia and D.C. 
areas only, I would greatly appreciate your assistance. Your reply will 
be held strictly confidential, and there will be no attest to trace your 
response to you.
A steeped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed. If you could possibly 
return the questionnaire by October 7, it would facilitate analysis of the 
data.
Yours truly
SCHOOL OF BUSIJIBS8
Herbert J. Davis
Assistant Professor
Dept, of Business Administration
and Management
HJD/mab
Enclosure
901 W N t  Franklin 8tr#«t • Richmond. Virginia 23290
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A M E R I C A N  S O C I E T Y  O F  C
Richmond Chapter
E R E D  L I F E  U N D E R W R I T E R S
Reply to
403 Mutual Building 
Richnond, Ve. 23219Officers
T fw u h e » S  W ood . F r t i id tm  
i. 1 M cC*ll»*tti ImrrMdMte P » fi Prm «d«m  
Meath ( C larke. Jr 1st V ice  P resident  
E dm un d  W Forcfce, Jr . 2n d  V ice  P resident  
Irvin f  K en n e d y . S ecretary  Treasurer
B o a r d  <►/ D ire c to r s
I r1w«*nl L D unforrf 
f . - r .g h lA  Karrif 
D o n a tf  M F eryoeeon  
Joh n  W F reem en  
L eslie H Philltpe  
.Um e* C L etter
Cnntrni'tee Chairmen
E d u ca tio n
D on ald  A Harris 
C o n tin u in g  E d u cation  
R otate W J o n et. Jr 
P u blic R e la tio n s
Etfcward L O un ford  
H uebner P ersonal S p on sor  
R o n n ie  T C am pbell 
C e r t i f i c a t e  C ourse
E d m u n d  W Forcfce. Jr 
D e v e lo p m en t F u nd  
A^>eri L N e v eu * . Jr 
E th ics
R ob ert H A th w o r th  
M em bership
W illiam  L K ind le  
P rogram s
Ju lian  A B ryant 
N e w t letter
M urray M cC on nell. Jr 
S p eak ers Bureau
F rank F F ergutaon . Jr 
H a a p ita h ty  A  A rrangem ent*  
S ta n le y  A Utah 
H and b ook
D on ald  M F ergutaon  
L egislative L ia ison , V A L U 
H eath  C Clarke  
B y l.a w t
L eslie  H P h illips
MEMORANDUM TO; All Members of the Richnond Chapter
American Society of Chartered Life Underwriters
PROM: Thatcher S. Wood, Preaident Richnond Chopter C.L.U.
Gentlemer;
About a nonth ago the Board of Directora waa approached by 
Profeaaor Herbert J. Davie of the Department of Buaineaa 
Administration and Management (School of Buaineaa) at VCU. 
Profeaaor Davis requested that he be allowed to utilize our 
nailing liat for the purpose of disseminating a questionnaire 
for hia doctoral dissertation on the subject A STUDY OF THE 
COMPARATIVE BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION.
The Board, after carefully considering his request, voted at 
its regular monthly Board Meeting on Thursday, November 15, 1973, 
to permit Professor Davis to pursue this project; all expenses 
to be borne by professor Davis.
The participation of our members is purely voluntary, but it 
was the unanimous view of the Board that his work could only 
be beneficial to the raising of the professional standards of 
our business and thet he therefore merited our fullest co­
operation. The results of Professor Davis' survey will be 
available to our membership when complete.
We hope you will take time to complete the enclosed questionnaire.
Thatcher S. Wood, C.L.U. 
President
TSW/pfj
Enclosure
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Virginia Commonwealth University
November 8, 1973
Dear Sir:
Several weeks age, at the Richmond Chapter meeting of the 
Virginia Society of Professional Engineers, several of the members 
of your professional group completed the enclosed questionnaire 
concerning the Perceived Benefits of Professional Certification in 
Engineering. The data for this questionnaire will be used for my 
doctoral dissertation. I very much need your help In completing it.
Over the years, although professional certification has 
existed In engineering, little research has been conducted regarding 
the perceived benefits of completing a certification program. If 
you would give me three or four minutes of your valuable time, you 
will greatly assist me in this project. The results of my study 
will be made available to your society for their use in guiding 
the future development of the Professional Engineering designation.
Since my study is directed toward PEs only In the State of 
Virginia, I would greatly appreciate your assistance. Tour reply 
will be held strictly confidential, and there will be no atteorpt 
to trace your answers to you. If you were one of those members in 
attendance at the Richmond meeting, there Is of course no need to 
complete it again. For those of you who did complete the ques­
tionnaire on that occasion, my sincere thanks.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope is enclosed. If you could 
possibly return the completed questionnaire by November 21, it would 
facilitate analysis of the data.
Yours truly,
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
• . //' .
/ < ■ : s
Herbert J. Davis
Assistant Professor
Department of Business Administration 
and Management
9 0 1  Wo«M K r u u k l i n  * U l o h m o u d  V i r ^ n i M  232 8 4
A P P E N D I X  I I
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE II
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT
A SURVEY
COVER LETTERS TO ACADEMY OF 
MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 
SOCIETY, AND THE SOCIETY FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION IN MANAGEMENT
A SURVEY
The purpose of Che following questionnaire Is to obtain your opinion 
concsrnlng ths posslbls development of a certification program In management.
Instructions
a. Plesss read each question carefully.
b. Check a position on ths importance scale that la moat
closely related to your extent of agreement with each
statement. The scale is as follows:
1 - Strongly Agres 2 - Tend to Agree 3 “ Neutral
4 - Tend to Disagree 5 “ Strongly Disagree
c. PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS - 100Z COMPLETION IS ESSENTIAL
PART I - GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD CERTIFICATION
1. The establishment of certification and resultant designations in the various 
business areas, such ss Public Accounting (CPA) and Life Underwriting (CLU), 
has been an Important factor in these groups’ professional development and 
recognition.
1. __________  2.  3.   4.   5.____
2. Certification in management, In a manner similar to the CPA/CLU, would be 
an Important step toward lncraased professional development and recognition.
1. __________  2.  3.   4.   5.____
3. Certification in management would probably be swist effectively implemented 
in the public as opposed to the private sector of the economy.
1. 2. 3. 4.   5. ____
4. Management presently has a sufficiently comprehensive body of knowledge 
capable of evaluation for certification.
1. __________  2._ ________  3. __________ 4 . ___________5.__________
5. Certification of professional managers might serve as a possible alternative 
to the unionisation of management.
1. 2. 3. 4. 3. ______
6. The development of a formal certification process in management might serve 
as a substitute for advanced formal management education (e.g. MBA).
1. _________  2.   3.   4.  5.___ __
7. Establishment of s certlflcetlon progrsm in mansgement and an accompanying 
daslgnatlon, might serva as a useful means of continuing education for managers.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
PART
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
If a certification prograa was implemented, the candidate should ba required 
to pasa a formal examination.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A candidate for certification, if implemented, should possess administrative 
axperienca or complete an internahlp prior to mmard of certification.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
For certification to be ultimately succeaaful in management, some form 
of state regulation or licensing would be necessary.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
State regulation of certification in management would seriously impair the 
free enterprise system.
1. 2. 3. 4.   5.______
II - ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION
Certification in management, if Implemented, would probably Improve the quality 
of individual skills and the performance of the occupation as a whole.
1. 2. 3. 4.______ ____ 5.
Certification in management, if implemented, would probably serve as a control 
function since it would help to eliminate unqualified individuals.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Certification in management, if implemented, would probably tend to raise the 
status position of the recipient within the general business community.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Certification in management, if implemented, would probably help to enrich the 
general public's image of business.
1. 2. 3. 4. __________  5._ ________
Acquisition of certification in management, if implemented, would probably 
serve purely egolatlcal needs of the recipient.
1. 2. 3. 4. ____ 5.
Acquisition of certification in management, if Implemented, would probably 
have no effect upon the recipient's Income.
1. 2. 3. 4.   5.
Acquisition of certification in management, if Implemented, would probably 
have no effect upon the recipient's position of authority and responsibility.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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PART III - ADMINISTRATION OF CERTIFICATION
19. What level of the organisation do you faal cartlflcatlon, If Implemented, 
should ba dlractad toward? (chack on*)
1. Lover (first line supervision)  2. Middle____  3. Lower and_Middle____
4. Middle and Upper  5. Upper only_____ 6. All levels____ 7. None______
20. Do you feel that the Acadeay of Management would be an appropriate organiza­
tion to develop an overall plan for professional certification?
1. Tea__________  2. No_________
21. If administrative experience or_an internship was required prior to certifi­
cation, how long should It be? _________________ (number of years)
22. Which of the following groups should be Involved in establishing the learning 
and evaluation criteria for certification, such as education, experience, etc?
1. A Committee composed primarily of Practitioners  2. A Committee composed
primarily of Academicians  3. A Committee comprising both of the previous
groups  4. Other (please specify) _____________________________________
23. If certification and a resulting designation were Implemented, would you
be interested in completing requirements for certification?
1. Tes___________ 2. No_________
24. In general, would you say your attitude toward professional certification
In management Is: (check one)
1. Favorable_________  2._Unfavorable_________
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
23. Age (to nearest year) check on 
appropriate line.
20-29 ____ 1.
30-39 ____ 2.
40-49 ____ 3.
50-59 ____ 4.
60-69 ____ 5.
70-79 ____ 6.
26. Sex, check appropriate line.
Male ____ 1.
Female ____ 2.
27. Highest level of education 
attained (check one).
High school or equlv. ____ 1.
Attended College  2.
Bachelor's Degree ____ 3.
Masters Degree  4.
Doctoral Degree  5.
28. If a doctoral degree holder, 
check type of degree.
Ph.D.  I.
D.B.A. ____ 2.
Ed.D. ____ 3.
Other ____ 4.
IF YOU ARE AN ACADBUC MEMBER OF THE 
ACADEMY, PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 29-32 
OTHERWISE PLEASE REFER TO QUESTION 33.
29. Academic rank (check one)
Professor ____ I.
Associate Professor ____ 2.
Assistant Professor ___ _3.
Instructor ____ 4.
Graduate Assistant 5.
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30. L m l  of Institution in vhith 
presently tsaching (chsck appro­
priate line).
Institution offers doctoral 
dsgrss in two or wore areas 
(doesn't haws to be in your
area)  1.
Institution offers a Mas­
ters degraa In business
adainistration  2.
Institution offers only
ths bachelors degree _____3.
Junior collage, connunity 
college  4.
31. Please indicate the regional 
accrediting association appli­
cable to your institution (check 
one).
New England Association _____1.
Middle States Association _____2.
North Central Association _____3.
Northwest Association _____4.
Southern Association  5.
Western Association  6.
Not nenbar of regional 
association  7.
32. Is your institution AACSB accre­
dited at the bachelors level or 
above?
1. Yes 2. No
34. Does your coapany consider your 
position (Check one).
Primarily Line _____1.
Primarily Staff _____2.
35. Please Indicate the approximate 
site of your company by number 
of employees (check one).
1-100  1.
101-200  2.
201-500  3.
501-1000 ____ 4.
1001-10,000  5.
10,000 +  6.
36. Total years full-time business 
experience (check one).
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30 6
31-35 7
36 + 8
ALL RESPONDENTS PLEASE ANSWER 
QUESTION 37
37. Please Indicate which of the
following profeaslonal designa­
tions you hold.
IP YOU ARE A PRACTICING MANAGER OR CPA 1.
NON-ACADEMIC MEMBER OP THE ACADEMY, CLU 2 .
PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 33-36. CFA 3.
PE 4.
33. Title of present position. None of
these 5.
Virginia Commonwealth University
February 5, 1974
Dear Colleagua:
During the paat fev year*, several business areas have examined, 
as well as implwmsntad, various progress for professional certifica­
tion. Additionally, several authors In the management area have sugges­
ted that certification of tha professional manager was soon to become a 
reality. Proposals along these lines have been prepared by several 
managesMnt associations.
Obviously, numerous Issues and problems accompany a certification 
program, a few of which are: the benefits which might be derived from
such certification, as well as clarification of certain conceptual Issues 
underlying certification. Relatively little research has been completed 
which might offer some insight into these questions.
Since we, as members of the Academy of Management, ere directly 
Involved In the direction which management education takes, would you 
take a few minutes to help us in ascertaining the feelings of the mem­
bership concerning this issue. A suemary of the results will be sent 
to you. If you will indicate your address on this letter and return it 
to ms.
Please return the completed questionnaire by February 19, to facili­
tate snalysls of the data. I will anxiously await your response.
Yours truly,
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS^ 
Herbert J. Devls 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Business Administration 
and Management
HJD/mlb
Enclosure
HOI W o n  F r a n k l i n  B t r e e l  • R i c h m o n d  V i r g i n i a  23220
Virginia Commonwealth University
April 30, 1974
Dear A.M.S. Member:
1 have contacted you as a selected member of your professional group. 
I very much need your help In completing a brief questionnaire for my doc­
toral dissertation.
During the past few years, several business areas have examined, as 
well as implemented, various programs for professional certification. 
Additionally, several authors In the management area have suggested that 
certification of the professional manager was soon to become a reality. 
Proposals along these lines have been prepared by several management asso-
Obvlously, numerous Issues and problems accompany a certification 
program, a few of which are the benefits which might be derived from such 
certification, as trail as clarification of certain conceptual Issues under­
lying certification. Relatively little research has been completed that 
might offer some insight Into these questions.
Since you, as a practicing manager, are affected by the direction 
which management education takes, would you take a few minutes to let me 
know your feelings concerning this issue. A summary of the results will 
be sent to you, If you Indicate your address on this letter and return It 
to me.
Please return the completed questionnaire by May 10- to facilitate 
analysis of the data. I eagerly await your response.
clatlons.
Herbert J. Davis 
Assistant Professor
Department of Business Administration
and Management
HJD/mlb
Enclosure
901 W m l  F r a n k l i n  S t r e e t  • R i c h m o n d  V i r g i n i a  332*4
Virginia Commonwealth University
April 29, 1974
Dear S.A.M. Member:
I have contacted you as a selected member of your professional group.
I very much need your help In completing a brief questionnaire for my doc­
toral dissertation.
During the past few years, several business areas have examined, as 
well as implemented, various programs for professional certification. 
Additionally, several authors in the management area have suggested that 
certification of the professional manager was soon to become a reality. 
Proposals along these lines have been prepared by several management asso­
ciations.
Obviously, numerous Issues and problems accompany a certification 
program, a few of which are the benefits which might be derived from such 
certification, as well as clarification of certain conceptual Issues under­
lying certification. Relatively little research has been completed that 
might offer some insight Into these questions.
Since you, as a practicing manager, are affected by the direction 
which management education takes, would you take a few minutes to let me 
know your feelings concerning this Issue. A summary of the results will 
be sent to you, If you Indicate your address on this letter and return It. 
to me.
Please return the completed questionnaire by May 10, to facilitate 
analysis of the data. I eagerly await your response.
Herbert J. Davis
Yours truly,
Assistant Professor
Department of Business Administration 
and Management
HJD/mlb
Enclosure
fM)I W o n t  K r i i n k J i t i  S t r o ^ t  • K t o h m o n d .  V i r g i n m  £<220
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•Mlair tar
Cl Vtogtate CMpltr 
Cm  Mfl a m
March 1171*
Dear S.A.M. Member:
Professor Darie of Virginia Commonwealth University is conducting 
a survey rf the S.A.M. members in Region Seven for the purpose of 
completing his Doctoral dissertation.
Would you extend Professor Davie the courtesy of completing the 
questionnaire? We do not expect to ask for this type 
information often, however the entire Region is participating. 
Thank you for your help.
Very truly yours,
John a. Buchanan
mgf
Virginia Commonwealth University
April 18, 1974
Dear S.A.M. Member:
Professor Davis of Virginia Commonwealth University is conducting a survey 
of S.A.M. members in Region Seven for the purpose of cosipletlng his 
Doctoral dissertation.
Mould you extend Professor Davis the courtesy of completing the question­
naire? We do not expect to ask for this type of information often, however 
the entire Region is participating.
Thank you for your help.
Very truly yours,
VfM  v a  ' ^
Guy J. DeGenaso, President 
Rlctnond Chapter
Jb
1KII W i ' f t l  k n t n k l i n  H l r m i i  • l l i c l i m o n d . V i r g i n i a  1CJ230
A P P E N D I X  III
TABLES SUMMARIZING CITIZENSHIP, RESIDENCY, AGE, 
EDUCATION, AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 
CPA BY JURISDICTION
3
0
7
TABLE 63
CITIZENSHIP, RESIDENCE, AND AGE REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE CPA DESIGNATION BY JURISDICTION
State or 
Territory
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Cali fornia
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Citizenship
7 H —  (by
U.S.
U.S. or 
Intent
No requirement 
X
No requirement 
X
X
X
District of Columbia X
Florida No requirement
Georgia X
Residence
Til--------lb)----
Resident Office 
of in
State State
X
X
X X
No requirement
1 year* 
X 
X
(c)
(a) 
or
(b)
X
X
1 year
(a)
Age
7b)
21 years 18 years Other 
X
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
19 yrs,
*or, must be regularly employed in the District for not less than 1 year immediately prior to 
date of application.
Source:
Provisions in CPA Laws and Regulations, prepared by U.S. Army Audit Agency in cooperation 
with A ICPA, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 1972, pp. 1-4.
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TABLE 6 3 (continued)
State or 
Territory
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Citizenship
tsi—  (hr
U.S. or 
U.S. Intent
X
X
X
No requirement 
X
No requirement 
No requirement 
X
X
X
X
X-cert.
No requirement 
X
X
Residence
Til- - - - - Tbl---
Resident Office 
of in
State State
(c)
(a) 
or
(b)
Til-
Age
"TbT (c)
21 years 18 years Other
No enforcement of requirement 
X
X
6 mos.*
X
X
X
1 year
X
1 year 
X
X
X
1 year
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
19 yrs,
*or must have lived in Indiana for the 60-day period immediately preceding the date of submitting 
an application.
3
0
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State or 
Territory
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Puerto Rico 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota
Citizenship
77]
U.S. or 
U.S. Intent
X
X
No requirement 
No requirement 
X
X
No requirement 
X 
X 
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
TA3CE 6 3 (continued)
Residence 
7a)------- lb)--- ITT
Resident Office (a)
of in or
State State (b)
No requirement 
1 year 
1 year
1 year 
X
X
X
X
X
1 year 
X
X
X
X
TaT
Aqe
"TbT
21 years 18 years
No requirement
X
X
x
x
x
X
X
Y
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
T o ­
other
X X
State or 
Territory
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Citizenship
Til  (K1
U.S. or 
U.S. Intent
X
X (or resident) 
X 
X 
X 
X
No requirement 
X 
X 
X
TABLE 6 3 (continued)
Residence
Til  Cbl--------Til-
Resident Office (a)
of in or
State State (b)
X X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
Til------- Tbl--------- TiT“
21 years 18 years Other
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
23 yrs.
X X
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TABLE 64
SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR THE CPA DESIGNATION 
BY JURISDICTION
Education
j  r*__L  1
State or 
Terri tory
Required Above High School 
General Accounting/Bus. 
Education B.S. Study
Substitutive
for
Experience
Alabama Yes Yes NO Yes
Alaska Yes No NO Yes
Arizona Yes Yes Yes Yes
Arkansas Yes Yes Yes Yes
California Yes No Yes Yes
Colorado Yes Yes Yes Yes
Connecticut Yes Yes Yes NO
Delaware No NO Yes Yes
District of 
Columbia No No Yes Yes
Florida Yes Yes Yes Yes
Georgia Yes Yes Yes Yes
Hawaii Yes Yes No Yes
Idaho Yes Yes Yes Yes
Illinois No NO Yes Yes
Source: Adapted from Provi8ions in CPA Laws and Regulations,
prepared by U.S. Army Audit Agency in cooperation with 
AICPA, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 
July, 1972, pp. 39-42.
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TABLE 6 4 (continued)
Education
State or 
Terri tory
Requi
General
Education
red Above 
B.S.
High School 
A c c o u n t i n g / B u s . 
Study
Substitutive
for
Experience
Indiana Yes Yes N o a Yes
Iowa Yes Yes Yes No
Kansas Yes No No Yes
Kentucky No No No Yes
Louis iana No MO Nob No
Ma i ne Yes Noc NO Y e s
Maryland Yes Nod Noe Yes
Massachusetts Yes No No Yes
M 'cl:iaan No N o f Nog No
Minnesota No No No Yes
Mississippi No No Yes Yes
Missouri Yes Yes Yes No
aAfter June 30, 1974 B.S. with Accounting/Business Subjects.
bAfter September 1, 1975 an applicant must have B.S. degree which 
shall carry with it an adequate concentration in the area of ac­
counting, or if the degree does not carry such concentration, 
applicant must complete a course in higher Accountancy as pre­
scribed by the Board.
cAfter July 1, 1974 an applicant must have a baccalaureate degree.
^On and after July 1, 1974 an applicant must have a baccalaureate 
d e g r e e .
eOn and after July 1, 1974 an applicant must have a baccalaureate 
d e g r e e .
fAfter January 1, 1975 all applicants shall have completed a curri­
culum required for a baccalaureate degree.
^After January 1, 1975 an applicant must have a baccalaureate degree 
with a major in accounting or its equivalent.
TABLE 64 (continued)
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State or 
Territory
Education
Required Above High School 
General ”  '
Education B.S.
Accounting/Bus. 
Study___________
Substitutive
for
Experience
Montana Yes No*1 No No
Nebraska NO No No Yes
Nevada Yes Yes Yes Yes
New Hampshire No NO No Yes
New Jersey Yes Yes Yes No
New Mexico Yes Yes Yes No
New York Yes NO Yes Yes
North Carolina Yes NO Yes Yes
North Dakota No NO No Yes
Ohio Yes No No Yes
Oklahoma No NO No Yes
Oregon No NO No No
Pennsylvania Yes Yes Yes Yes
Puerto Rico No No No Yes
Rhode Island Yes Yes Yes Yes
South Carolina Yes Yes No No
South Dakota Yes No Yes No
Tennessee Yes Yes Yes Yes
Texas Yes NO Yes Yes
Utah Yes Yes Yes Yes
^After December 31, 1974 baccalaureatt degree or equivalent.
TABLE 64 (continued)
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Education
State or 
Territory
Required Above Hiqh School 
General Accounting/Bus. 
Education B.S. Study
Substitutive
for
Experience
Vermont No No No Yes
Virginia Yes No Yes No
Virgin Islands No No No Yes
Washington Yes No NO No
West Virginia Yes No Yes NO
Wisconsin Yes Yes Yes No
Wyoming No No No No
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TABLE 65
SUMMARY of EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CPA 
DESIGNATION by JURISDICTION
Experience
Mandatory
State or 
Terr r tory
Before
Examination
Only Before 
Certificate
Alabama No Yes
Alaska No Yes
Arizona No Yes
Arkansas No Yes
Ca11 forn ia No Yes
Colorado Yes No
Connecticut No Yes
Delaware Yes No
District of 
Columbia Yes No
Florida No Yes
Georgia No Yes
llawa i l No Yes
Ida ho No Yes
111inois No No
Ind iana No Yes
Iowa No Yes
Kansas No No
Kentucky No Yes
Lou is iana No Yes
Ma ine No Yes
Maryland No No
All or Some 
Years or All, Some Substitutive 
Range of Must be ^or Masters 
Years in State Degree or eguiv.
2-3 No Yes
2-4 No N.S.
1-4 No Yes
1-2 No Yes
2-4 No N.S.
0-1 No Yes
2 No N.S.
2-4 No N.S.
2-6 No N.S.
0-1 No Yes
1-5 No Yes
2-5 No N.S.
1-4 No N.S.
1-3 No N.S.
2-6 No Yes
1-3 No N.S.
0-3 No Yes
2-6 No Yes
1-3 No N.S.
1-4 No Yes
0-2 No N.S.
Note (s) i N.S. indicates "None stated"
Source: Provisionw m  ri>A I.hwh and Heaulat io^q pp. 30-42.
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TABLE 6 5 (continued)
Exper ience
All or Some
'.1 a to or 
Terr i tory
Ma ssachusetts
Mandatory 
Before Only Before 
Examination Certificate
Years
Range
Years
or
of
All, Some 
Must be 
in State
Subi
for
Degi
No Yes 2-9 No Yes
M i c hlgan No Yes 2-6 No N.S.
.!innesota Yes No 1-6 No Yes
Mississippi No Yes 1-4 No Yes
M l s so u n No Yes 2-5 No N.S.
Montana No Yes 1 No N.S.
Nebraska No Yes 2-4 No N.S.
Nevada No Yes 1-4 No Yes
.New Hampshire No Yes 1 - 3 i J o Yes
New .Jersey Yes No 3-10 No N.S.
New Mexico No Y e s 1 Y e  s N.S.
i .  e  W  11)1 i . Vi*:, No 1-2 No Yes
..)i tli 
a  I o 1 I n . i
Nor t h 
[I.IKDt.l
oil H)
Ok 1ahoma 
Oregon 
Puerto Kico
i e s
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No 
Y. i s 
No 
Yes 
No
1 - 2
0-4
1-4 
0 -  3
2-4 
0-12
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes 
N.S. 
N . S .
N . S . ‘
Experience requirement reduced for college teachers of accounting.
Experience requirements reduced for instructors of accountancy at the 
university level.
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TABLE 65 (continued)
Experience
Years or All, Some
All or Some 
Substitutive
State or 
Terr i tory
Rhode 
Island
Before
Examination
Only Before 
Certificate
Range of 
Years
Must be 
in State
for : 
Degr
No Yes 1-2 No Yes
South 
Caroli na No Yes 2-3 No N.S.
South 
Da kota No Yes 1 No N.S.
Tennessee No Yes 1-2 No Yes
Texa s No Yes 1-6 No Yes
IJt ah No Yes 1-2 No Yes
Vermont No Ye s 0-6 No N.S.
Virginia No Yes 2-4 No N . S .
Virgin
Islands Yes Yes 2-6 No N.S.
Washington No Yes 1-4 No N.S.
West
Virginla NO REQUIREMENT
Wisconsin No Yes 1*5 No N.S .
Wyom ing Yes No 3 No YesC
c
Experience requirement reduced for teaching experience in higher 
accountancy and related subjects at a four-year college and masters degree 
accounting, or the equivalent.1 n
A P P E N D I X  I V
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
RULES OF CONDUCT
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Rules of Conduct 
INDEPENDENCE, INTEGRITY AND OBJECTIVITY
Rule 101— Independence. A member or a firm of which he 
is a partner or shareholder shall not express an opinion on 
financial statements of an enterprise unless he and his firm 
are independent with respect to such enterprise.^ Indepen­
dence will be considered to be impaired if, for example:
A. During the period of his professional engagement, or at 
the time of expressing his opinion, he or his firm
1. Had or was committed to acquire any direct or 
material indirect financial interest in the 
enterprises;^  or
2. Had any joint closely held business investment with 
the enterprise or any officer, director or principal 
stockholder thereof which was material in relation 
to his or his firm's net w o r t h ; H  or
3. Had any loan to or from the enterprise of any offi­
cer, director or principal stockholder thereof.
This latter proscription does not apply to the 
following loans from a financial institution when 
made under normal lending procedures, terms and 
requirements:
(a) Loans obtained by a member or his firm which 
are not material in relation to the net worth 
of such borrower.
(b) Home mortgages.
(c) Other secured loans, except loans guaranteed
^Rule 1.01 ("shareholder" added to recognize corporate 
practice).
10Rule 1.01.
H-Prior rulings.
^ P r i o r  rulings.
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by a member's firm which are otherwise 
unsecured.13
B. During the period covered by the financial statements, 
during the period of the professional engagement or at 
the time of expressing an opinion, he or his firm
1. Was connected with the enterprise as a promoter, 
underwriter or voting trustee, a director or offi­
cer or in any capacity equivalent to that of a 
member of management or of an employee; or
2. Was a trustee of any trust or executor or admini­
strator of any estate if such trust or estate had a 
direct or material indirect financial interest in 
the enterprise; or was a trustee for any pension 
or profit-sharing trust of the enterprise.
The above examples are not intended to be all-inclusive.
Rule 102— Integrity and Objectivity. A member shall not 
knowingly misrepresent facts, and w h e n e n g a g e d  in the prac­
tice of public accounting, including the rendering of tax 
and management advisory services, shall not subordinate his 
judgement to others.16 In tax practice, a member may 
resolve doubt in favor of his client as long as there is 
reasonable support for his position.
COMPETENCE AND TECHNICAL STANDARDS
Rule 201— ■ Competence♦ A member shall not undertake any 
engagement which he or his firm cannot reasonably expect to 
complete with professional competance.
■^Opinion No. 19.
l^Rule l.oi. (present Rule 1.01 uses the phrase "key 
employee").
i r ,
x T r i o r  rulings. In order that a member may arrange an 
orderly transition of his relationship with clients, sec­
tion B2 of Rule 101 relating to trusteeships and executor­
ships will not become effective until two years following 
the adoption of these Rules of Conduct.
l^New.
■^Opinion No. 13.
18New.
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Rule 202— Auditing standards. A member shall not permit 
his name to be associated with financial statements in such 
a manner as to imply that he is acting as an independent 
public accountant unless he has complied with the appli­
cable generally accepted auditing standards, promulgated by 
the Institute. Statements on Auditing Procedure issued by 
the Institute's committee on auditing procedure are, for 
purposes of this rule, considered to be interpretations of 
the generally accepted auditing standards, and departures 
from such statements must be justified by those who do not 
follow t h e m .
Rule 203— Accounting principles. A member shall not 
express an opinion that financial statements are presented 
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles 
if such statements contain any departure from an accounting 
principle promulgated by the body designated by Council to 
establish such principles which has a material effect on the 
statements taken as a whole, unless the member can demon­
strate that due to unusual circumstances the financial state­
ments would otherwise have been misleading. In such cases 
his report must describe the departure, the approximate 
effects thereof, if practable, and the reasons why compli­
ance With the principle would result in a misleading state­
ment.
Rule 204— Forecasts. A member shall not permit his 
name to be used in conjunction with any forecast of future 
transactions in a manner which may lead to the belief that 
the member vouches for the achievability of the forecast.21
RESPONSIBILITIES TO CLIENTS
Rule 201— Confidential client information. A member 
shall not disclose any confidential information obtained in 
the course of a professional engagement except with the 
consent of the c l i e n t . 2 2
■^New (replaces Rules 2.01-2.03). 
2^New (replaces Rules 2.01-2.03). 
2^-Restatement of Rule 2.04 
22Restatement of Rule 1.0 3.
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This rule shall not be construed (a) to relieve a mem­
ber of his obligation under Rules 202 and 203, (b) to
affect in any way his compliance with a validly issued sub­
poena or summons enforceable by order of a court, (c) to 
prohibit review of a member's professional practices as a 
part of voluntary quality review under Institute Authori­
zation or (d) to preclude, a member from responding to any 
inquiry made by the ethics division or Trial Board of the 
Institute, by a duly constituted investigative or disci­
plinary body of a state CPA society, or under state 
statutes.23
Members of the ethics division and Trial Board of the 
Institute and professional practice reviewers under Insti­
tute authorization shall not disclose any confidential 
client information which comes to their attention from 
members in disciplinary proceedings or otherwise in 
carrying out their official responsibilities. However, 
this prohibition shall not restrict the exchange of 
information with an aforementioned duly constituted 
investigative or disciplinary body.2^
Rule 302— Contingent fees.2 ^ Professional services 
shall not be offered or rendered under an arrangement where­
by no fee will be charged unless a specified finding or 
result is attained, or where the fee is otherwise contingent 
upon the findings or results of such services. However, a 
member's fees may vary depending, for example, on the com­
plexity of the service rendered.2*>
Fees are not regarded as being contingent if fixed by 
courts or other public authorities or, in tax matters, if 
determined based on the results of judicial proceedings or 
the findings of governmental agencies.27
23prior rulings.
2 ^New.
^ R e s t a t e m e n t  of Rule 1.04.
2**New.
27Rule 1.04.
RESPONSIBILITIES TO COLLEAGUES
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Rule 401— Encroachment.28 A member shall not endeavor 
to provide a person or entity with a professional service 
which is currently provided by another public accountant 
except:
1. He may respond to a request for a proposal to render 
services and may furnish service to those who request it.29 
However, if an audit client of another independent public 
accountant requests a member to provide professional advice 
on accounting or auditing matters in connection with an 
expression of opinion on financial statements, the member 
must first consult with the other accountant to ascertain 
at the member is aware of all the available relevant facts.
2. Where a member is required to express an opinion on 
combined or consolidated financial statements which include 
a subsidiary, branch or other component audited by another 
independent public accountant, he may insist on auditing 
any such component which in his judgement is necessary to 
warrant the expression of his opinion. 1
A member who receives an engagement for services by 
referral from another public accountant shall not accept 
the client's request to extend his service beyond the 
specific engagement without first notifying the referring 
accountant, nor shall he seek to obtain any additional 
engagement from the client.32
Rule 402— Offers of enroloyment. A member in public 
practice shall not make a direct or indirect offer of employ­
ment to an employee of another public accountant on his own 
behalf or that of his client without first informing such 
accountant. This rule shall not apply if the employee of 
his own initiative or in response to a public advertisement
^ R e s t a t e m e n t  of Rule 5.01 
^ R u l e  5.01.
^ N e w .
■^Opinion No. 20.
^^Rule 5.02 restated to include prior rulings.
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applies for employment.33
OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES AND PRACTICES
Rule 501— Acts discreditable. A member shall not com­
mit an act discreditable to the p r o f e s s i o n . 34
Rule 502— Solicitation and advertising, A member shall
not seek to obtain clients by s o l i c i t a t i o n . 35 Advertising 
is a form of solicitation and is prohibited.36
Rule 50 3— Commissions. A member shall not pay a com­
mission to obtain a client, nor shall he accept a commission
for a referral to a client of products or services of others. 
•*7 This rule shall not prohibit payments for the purchase 
of an accounting p r a c t i c e ^  or retirement payments to 
individuals formerly engaged in the practice of public 
accounting or payments to their heirs or estates.39
Rule 504— Incompatible occupations. A member who is 
engaged in the practice of public accounting shall not 
concurrently engage in any business or occupation which 
impairs his objectivity in rendering professional services 
or serves as a feeder to his practice.40
Rule 505— Form of practice and n a m e . A member may 
practice public accounting, whether as an owner or employee, 
only in the form of a proprietorship, a partnership or a 
professional corporation whose characteristics conform to 
resolutions of Council. (See Appendix B, page 28.)
•^^Rule 5.03, "or that of his client" added. 
34RUle 1.02.
35Rule 3.02.
36Rule 3.01.
37Restatement of Rule 3.04.
38prior rulings.
3^0pinion No. 6.
^ R e s t a t e m e n t  of Rule 4.04.
41Rule 4.06.
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A member shall not practice under a firm which includes 
any fictitious name, indicates specialization or is misleading 
as to the type of organization (proprietorship, partnership 
or c o r p o r a t i o n ) . However, names of one or more past part­
ners or shareholders may be included in the firm name of a 
successor partnership or c o r p o r a t i o n . 43 Also, a partner 
surviving the death or withdrawal of all other partners 
may continue to practice under the partnership name for up to 
two years after becoming a sole p r a c t i t i o n e r . 4 4
A firm may not designate itself as "Members of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants" unless 
all of its partners or shareholders are members of the 
Institute.4 j
42prior rulings. 
43Rule 4.02. 
44prior rulings 
43Rule 4.01.
Source:
Restatement of the Code of Professional Ethics, N.Y., 
AICPA, 1972, pp. 20-25. Permission to include the AICPA 
Code of Professional Ethics Copyright (c) 1973 by the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc., 
was granted by the AICPA.
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THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYSTS 
STANDARDS OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT*
1. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall conduct him­
self and encourage the practice of financial analysis in a 
manner that shall reflect credit on himself and on the 
profession. The financial analyst shall have and maintain 
knowledge of and shall comply strictly with all federal, 
state and provincial laws as well as all rules and regula­
tions of any governmental agency governing his activities.
The financial analyst shall also comply strictly with the 
rules and regulations of the stock exchanges and of the 
National Association of Securities Dealers if he, or his 
employer, is a member of these organizations.
2. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall ascertain 
that his employer is aware of the existance and content of 
the Code of Ethics and of these Standards of Professional 
Conduct.
3. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall conduct him­
self in such manner that transactions for his customers, 
clients or employer have priority over personal transactions, 
that personal transactions do not operate adversely to 
their interests and that he act with impartiality. Thus,
if an analyst has decided to make a recommendation as to 
the purchase or sale of a security, he shall give his 
customers, clients and employer adequate opportunity to 
act on such recommendation before acting on his own behalf.
4. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall, in addition 
to the requirements of disclosure required by law and rules 
and regulations of organizations governing his activities, 
when making recommendations, disclose to his customers, 
clients or employer any material conflict of interest re­
lating to him and any material beneficial ownership of the 
securities involved which could reasonably be expected to 
impair his ability to render unbiased and objective advice.
*The Standards of Professional Conduct have been reprinted 
with the permission of the Institute of Chartered Financial 
Analysts. It may be found in "The CFA Program" - 1973-74, 
(Virginia: The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts,
1973) pp. 17-19.
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5. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall be objec­
tive in his opinions in advising his customers, clients 
and employer and when making a recommendation must have 
a basis which can be substantiated as reasonable. He 
must be accurate and complete when reporting facts.
6. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall inform his 
customers, clients and employer of compensation arrange­
ments in connection with his services to them which are in 
addition to compensation from his employer or from the 
customer or client of such services.
7. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall not pay any 
consideration to others for recommending his services 
unless such arrangement has been appropriately disclosed.
8. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall not under­
take independent practice for compensation in competition 
with his employer unless he has received written consent 
from both his employer and the person for whom he under­
takes independent employment.
9. The Chartered Financial Analyst shall not, in the 
preparation of material for distribution to customers, 
clients, or the general public, copy or use in substantially 
the same form material prepared by otner persons without 
acknowledging its use and identifying the name of the 
author or publisher of such material.
10. The Chartered Financial Analyst may use the pro­
fessional designation Chartered Financial Analyst, or the 
abbreviation C.F.A., but only in a dignified and judicious 
manner. The only proper use of the professional designation 
in advertising media shall be the designation itself. In 
printed advertising media, the professional designation shall 
be used only after the name of the holder of such designa­
tion appearing in such media and in type no larger than the 
type used in his name. The professional designation shall 
not be used in the text in such advertising. The term 
advertising media used herein shall not apply to promo­
tional booklets, annual reports and similar publications 
that may be published from time to time by various finan­
cial institutions for limited distribution.
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AGE
EDUC
INCOME
GROSSI
GROSSII
GROSSIII
HOWMANY
AUTHORIT
HOWLONG
CHANGE
WHOLE
CONTROL
STBUS
PIMAGE
ILLUSTRATION #1
KEY TO MATRIX VARIABLE ABBREVIATIONS 
RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE I
AGE
EDUCATION
AFFECT OF CERTIFICATION UPON INCOME 
GROSS INCOME YEAR PRIOR TO STUDIES 
GROSS INCOME YEAR OF FIRST EXAMINATION 
GROSS INCOME FOR FIRST YEAR OF COMPLETION 
NUMBER INDIVIDUALS ENCOURAGED
AFFECT OF CERTIFICATION UPON POSITION OF AUTHORITY
NUMBER OF YEARS SINCE COMPLETING CERTIFICATION
NUMBER OF CHANGES IN EMPLOYER SINCE CERTIFICATION
IMPROVEMENT OF OCCUPATION AS A WHOLE
CERTIFICATION SERVES AS A CONTROL FUNCTION
CERTIFICATION IMPROVES STATUS OF RECIPIENT 
WITHIN BUSINESS COMMUNITY
IMPROVED PUBLIC IMAGE OF OCCUPATION
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KENDALL'S COEFFICIENT OF CONCORDANCE: W
Summary of Ranks to Questionnaire 
Statements— Educators, Practitioners, 
and Recipients of Certification 
(Composite)
Variable Labels3
WHOLE CONTROL
Ranks
STBUS PIMAGE INCOME AUTH
. b ucators 2 5 1 3 4 6
, , . bactltioners 2 6 1 3 4 5
Q
cipients (Composite) 2 6 1 4 5 3
6 17 3 10 13 14
- 10.5
5 _ _ . 2
- (6 - 10.5)2 + (17 - 10.5)2 + (3 - 10. H 2 + (10 - 10.5)2 +
(13 - 10.5)2 + (12 - 10.5)2 = 137.5d
- s_ = 137.5
1/12 k 2 (N3- N) 1/12 (9) (216-6)
- 137,5 ~  >8?
157. 5
r e  ( s ) :
aSee illustration #1, page330for key to variable abbreviations. 
^See Table 44.
C See Table 32.
d Reference to Siegel, p. 286, Table "R"--Critical value of "s" 
Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance at .01 level with k=3 and N=6, 
lals 122.8--Conclusion: Reject null hypothesis of no association among 
iks at .01 level.
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